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ABSTRACT
Cross Layer Coding Schemes for Broadcasting and Relaying. (May 2010)
Makesh Pravin John Wilson, B.E., College of Engineering Guindy, Anna University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Krishna R. Narayanan
This dissertation is divided into two main topics. In the first topic, we study the
joint source-channel coding problem of transmitting an analog source over a Gaussian
channel in two cases - (i) the presence of interference known only to the transmit-
ter and (ii) in the presence of side information about the source known only to the
receiver. We introduce hybrid digital analog forms of the Costa and Wyner-Ziv cod-
ing schemes. We present random coding based schemes in contrast to lattice based
schemes proposed by Kochman and Zamir. We also discuss superimposed digital and
analog schemes for the above problems which show that there are infinitely many
schemes for achieving the optimal distortion for these problems. This provides an
extension of the schemes proposed by Bross and others to the interference/source
side information case. The result of this study shows that the proposed hybrid dig-
ital analog schemes are more robust to a mismatch in channel signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), than pure separate source coding followed by channel coding solutions. We
then discuss applications of the hybrid digital analog schemes for transmitting under
a channel SNR mismatch and for broadcasting a Gaussian source with bandwidth
compression. We also study applications of joint source-channel coding schemes for
a cognitive setup and also for the setup of transmitting an analog Gaussian source
over a Gaussian channel, in the presence of an eavesdropper.
In the next topic, we consider joint physical layer coding and network coding
solutions for bi-directional relaying. We consider a communication system where two
iv
transmitters wish to exchange information through a central relay. The transmitter
and relay nodes exchange data over synchronized, average power constrained additive
white Gaussian noise channels. We propose structured coding schemes using lattices
for this problem. We study two decoding approaches, namely lattice decoding and
minimum angle decoding. Both the decoding schemes can be shown to achieve the
upper bound at high SNRs. The proposed scheme can be thought of as a joint physical
layer, network layer code which outperforms other recently proposed analog network
coding schemes. We also study extensions of the bi-directional relay for the case with
asymmetric channel links and also for the multi-hop case. The result of this study
shows that structured coding schemes using lattices perform close to the upper bound
for the above communication system models.
vTo my father and mother
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A typical communication system has several distinct layers/blocks with different func-
tionalities [1]. For example, the physical layer in a communication system deals
with the transmission and reception of physical waveforms through a communication
medium [2], and the network layer deals with the routing/mixing of digital data. The
physical layer can be further split into a source coding block and a channel coding
block. The source coding block deals with the conversion of the analog signal into
compressed digital data, as in a digital video camera. The channel coding block deals
with the transmission of the digital data reliably over a noisy channel.
Separate protocols are usually designed for each of these layers/blocks. This form
of decomposition to different blocks/layers has been shown to be optimal for some
cases. For example, the separation theorem [2] states that separate source coding
followed by channel coding is optimal for the point to point communication system.
However, in several other situations cross layer coding are shown to be advantageous
and there has been an increased interest in studying these schemes [3–5]. The main
theme in this dissertation is to show that for certain scenarios as discussed below,
cross layer coding designs provide significant performance gains over pure separation
based designs.
This dissertation is divided into two main topics. The first topic deals with
combining source coding and channel coding ideas, and we introduce many joint
source channel coding (JSCC) schemes. We show that the joint source-channel cod-
ing schemes are more robust in non-ergodic channels, compared to separation based
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2schemes. In the second topic, we show that joint physical layer and network layer
coding schemes offers significant throughput gains over separate physical layer cod-
ing, followed by network layer coding schemes. In the following sections we present
the main topics in more detail and provide an overview of the main results.
A. Joint source channel coding(JSCC)
We first present a motivation for studying joint source-channel coding schemes. Con-
sider the classical problem of transmitting N samples of a discrete-time independent
identically distributed (i.i.d) zero mean real Gaussian source v inN uses of an additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel such that the mean-squared error distortion
is minimized. Let the source be encoded into the sequence x which satisfies a power
constraint, namely E[xxT ] ≤ NP . Let the output of the AWGN channel y be given
by
y = x+w,
where w is a noise vector of i.i.d Gaussian random variables with zero mean and vari-
ance σ2. If the source variance is σ2v , then the optimal mean-squared error distortion
that can be achieved is Dopt =
σ2v
1+ P
σ2
. This optimal performance can be achieved by a
simple scheme of separate source and channel coding [2].
In such a separation based scheme, the source is first quantized and the quanti-
zation index is transmitted using an optimal code for the AWGN channel. Though
this scheme is optimal for the designed channel noise variance of σ2, the scheme suf-
fers from a marked threshold effect [6], when the actual channel noise variance σ2a is
different from the designed one. For example, if the actual channel signal-to-noise
ratio(SNR) P/σ2a is worse than the designed channel SNR of P/σ
2, i.e. σ2 < σ2a, the
channel code can not be decoded and we get a poor estimate of the analog source.
3However, if the actual channel SNR is better than the designed channel SNR, i.e.
σ2 > σ2a, we still obtain the same distortion of
σ2v
1+ P
σ2
in the estimate of the source.
Though the channel has a better SNR, the distortion in the estimation of the source
does not improve. This is due to the use of the fixed quantizer at the source. In
other words, the separation scheme does not provide a graceful degradation of source
distortion with the channel SNR.
A solution to this problem is to introduce an uncoded(analog) scheme [7, 8], where
the source is not explicitly quantized. The source is scaled to match the transmit
power constraint and transmitted over the channel without any coding. The receiver
is assumed to have knowledge of the channel noise variance and forms a linear estimate
of the source. This scheme can be shown to be optimal for the design channel and will
also provide a graceful degradation of the source distortion with the channel SNR [7].
It can also be seen from the above example that the previous scheme considered is a
joint source-channel coding scheme, and is shown to be more robust for non-ergodic
channels, i.e., when the actual channel is different from the design channel.
Even though the above JSCC scheme is robust, it performs well only for the spe-
cial source channel bandwidth matched case. This motivates us to study new JSCC
schemes for a few different communication system models, other than the purely
bandwidth matched case. One system model that we will consider is the communi-
cation of an analog source over a Gaussian channel in the presence of interference.
The interference is assumed to be known at the transmitter, but is unknown at the
receiver. We propose JSCC schemes for this system model. The schemes can be
treated as an extension of Costa’s dirty paper coding [9] for the joint source channel
coding setup. Another model considered is the case where there is some side infor-
mation about the source available at the receiver, but is unknown at the transmitter.
We also consider cases when there is interference known only at the transmitter and
4source side-information known only at the receiver, and introduce JSCC schemes for
the above setup.
We also study applications of the above schemes to broadcasting an analog source
with bandwidth compression and broadcasting in a cognitive setup. We also propose
JSCC schemes for secrecy systems that involve the transmission of an analog source
in the presence of an eavesdropper. In the next section we present a brief overview
of the bi-directional relaying problem.
B. Joint physical layer coding and network coding for bi-directional relaying
A bi-directional relay is composed of a wireless communication system, where two
transmitters (say A and B) wish to exchange information with each other through
a central half-duplex relay (say J) as shown in Fig. 1 below. The bi-directional
relay can be treated as a building block of a general wireless network, as it captures
succinctly its two chief features, namely its superposition nature and its broadcast
nature. When the two nodes A and B transmit their respective signals simultaneously,
the relay receives a superposition sum of the two signals. This essentially captures
the superposition part and when the relay J transmits a signal and the other nodes
listen, this captures the broadcast part.
We are interested in the problem of maximizing the rate of information exchange
over the bi-directional relay. There are a few possible solutions to this problem. One
naive solution is the transmission of the signals in four separate time slots. When
each node transmits, the other nodes are silent. Hence the transmission takes place
consecutively starting from node A to relay J , from node J to relay B, from node B
to relay J and finally from relay J to node A in four separate time slots. The above
setup involves purely physical layer coding with the relay just forwarding the packets.
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Fig. 1. Bi-directional relaying.
There is also a network coding solution [4] for the same problem. The trans-
mission takes place in three time slots. In the first slot node A transmits while the
other nodes are silent and in the second slot node B transmits, while the other nodes
remain silent. The relay decodes the packets from node A and node B in the first two
slots. During the third slot the relay performs an XOR of the packets and broadcasts
it back to the nodes. The nodes can obtain their corresponding packets by a reverse
XOR operation. This scheme therefore involves a separate physical layer coding and
network coding.
In this dissertation we show that it is possible to obtain much higher data rates
by performing the physical layer coding and network coding in a joint fashion. In our
proposed scheme, both the nodes transmit simultaneously to the relay. The physical
6medium naturally mixes the signals. The relay instead of decoding to the individual
packets decodes to a function of the transmitted signals. The relay then broadcasts
the function of the transmitted signals in the next time slot. Each of the nodes can
decode their individual messages from the received signal in the broadcast phase and
also recover its own packet. If the function is chosen appropriately, the joint network
coding and physical layer coding solution will perform very close to the upper bound
for this problem.
To illustrate our proposed joint coding solution for bidirectional relaying, we first
focus on the bidirectional relay with symmetric channel gains. We show that struc-
tured coding schemes based on nested lattices and nested lattice decoding achieves
rates very close to the upper bound. We also analyze a different decoder namely a
minimum angle decoder that also achieves rates close to the upper bound. We next
consider the case of asymmetric channel gains and discuss schemes that perform close
to the upper bound. Extensions to multiple hops are also discussed.
C. Overview of results
The main results in this dissertation are as follows.
JSCC results:
• We have proposed several joint source channel coding(JSCC) schemes for trans-
mitting a Gaussian source over an AWGN channel under different side informa-
tion scenarios, namely interference known only at the transmitter, side informa-
tion about the source available only at the receiver and also the case where both
interference known only at transmitter and side information of the source avail-
able only at the receiver. The schemes proposed can be treated as an extension
of Costa’s dirty paper coding and Wyner-Ziv coding for the JSCC setup.
7• Both the JSCC schemes proposed in this dissertation and separation based
schemes are optimal for a given design channel signal-to-noise ratio(SNR). How-
ever the JSCC schemes perform better when compared to the separation based
schemes when the actual SNR of the channel turns out to be higher than the
design SNR.
• We present application of the JSCC schemes discussed above for the problem
of broadcasting an analog source with bandwidth compression.
• We propose JSCC schemes for communication with a physical layer secrecy
requirement. We also study a cognitive setting, which consists of a secondary
communication system that co-exists with a primary system. The secondary
system is assumed to have some knowledge of the primary system and uses this
knowledge to communicate efficiently without degrading the performance of the
primary system. We propose JSCC schemes for the secondary system in the
above setup.
Bi-directional relaying results:
• A nested lattice scheme is proposed for the symmetric bi-directional relaying
problem and under nested lattice decoding it is shown that a rate of 1
2
log(1
2
+ P
σ2
)
can be exchanged between the nodes, where P
σ2
is the channel SNR. This rate
is shown to be very close to the upper bound of 1
2
log(1 + P
σ2
) at high signal to
noise ratios.
• The nested lattice decoder performs decoding after an initial modulo operation.
This may not necessarily be optimal, and hence a different decoder namely the
minimum angle decoder that does not involve the modulo operation and is also
analytically tractable is analyzed. It is shown that the minimum angle decoder
8achieves a rate of 1
2
log(1
2
+ P
σ2
). Though the minimum angle decoder does not
improve on the lattice decoder, its analysis provides a good geometric picture
and shows that the sum of lattice points in high dimensions are concentrated
in a thin spherical shell. This may prove insightful in understanding the lattice
decoder at low signal to noise ratios.
• The bi-directional relay with asymmetric channel gains, whose fading coeffi-
cients are assumed to be known at the transmitter is considered. For this setup,
an upper bound on the exchange rate is obtained. We next derive power allo-
cation policies at the transmitter, and show that lattice based schemes coupled
with our power allocation policy achieve the upper bound at high SNRs.
• A multi-hop scenario is considered which shows that the lattice based approach
can be extended to exchanging information over multi-hops, and can achieve
exchange rates close to the upper bound.
D. Organization of dissertation
The dissertation is split into two main topics, namely JSCC schemes for side informa-
tion problems and joint physical layer coding and network coding for bi-directional
relaying. JSCC schemes and some of it’s applications are presented in chapters II
and III. Chapter II introduces our proposed JSCC schemes and chapter III discusses
some applications of our proposed schemes. Joint physical layer and network coding
as applied to bi-directional relaying is discussed in chapters IV and V. In chapter IV,
structured codes using lattices are proposed for the bi-directional relaying problem
with symmetric channel gains. In chapter V, the bi-directional relaying problem is
considered, where the channel gains are assumed to have asymmetric fading coeffi-
cients. Power allocation policies and lattice based coding schemes are proposed for
9this setup. Also we consider extensions of the bi-directional relaying to the multi-hop
case in this chapter. Finally in chapter VI, we conclude the dissertation and point to
future areas of work.
Throughout this dissertation, vectors are denoted by bold face letters such as x.
Upper case letters are used to denote scalar random variables. When considering a
sequence of i.i.d random variables, a single upper case letter is used to denote each
component of the random vector. For example, if X is a scalar random variable, then
x is a vector containing independent realizations of X.
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CHAPTER II
JSCC FOR SOME SIDE INFORMATION PROBLEMS
In this chapter, we study the problem of transmitting N samples of a real analog
source v ∈ RN , whose components are independent realizations of a random variable
V ∼ N (0, σ2v) in N uses of an AWGN channel with noise variance σ2 in the presence
of side information. It is assumed that there is an interference s ∈ RN which is known
to the transmitter but unknown to the receiver. s is assumed to be the realization of
a sequence of real i.i.d Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance Q. It
is also assumed that the receiver has knowledge of v′ ∈ RN , a side information of the
source v. v′ is available only to the receiver and is assumed to be unknown to the
transmitter. The correlation model between the side information v and v′ is given by
v = v′ + z, (2.1)
where z ∈ RN and v′ are assumed to be i.i.d realization of two zero mean Gaussian
random variables Z and V ′, respectively. Z and V ′ are assumed to be independent
of each other and have a variance of σ2z and (σ
2
v − σ2z), respectively. The input power
to the channel E[X2] is assumed to be constrained to be P . The received signal y is
given by
y = x+ s+w, (2.2)
where s is the interference and w is the AWGN. The metric of interest is the end
to end average mean square distortion in the estimation of the source v. We are
interested in proposing joint source channel coding schemes which not only provide
the optimal distortion for this setup, but also provide a better distortion performance
when the actual noise variance of the channel is lesser than σ2.
In [10], Kochman and Zamir have presented a lattice based hybrid digital ana-
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log(HDA) scheme for the above setup. The scheme proposed in our work is closely
related to Kochman and Zamir’s scheme, although our proposed scheme was de-
veloped independently and our scheme uses random coding instead of lattice codes
considered in [10], and we derive our results from mutual information functionals.
This provides a nice extension of Costa’s dirty paper coding and Wyner-Ziv coding
to the joint source channel coding setup and makes the relationship between the aux-
iliary random variable and the source more explicit. For an intuitive explanation
of the binning schemes employed in dirty paper coding and Wyner-Ziv coding, the
interested reader can refer appendix G.1.
We next present the main results in this chapter.
A. Main results
• We have proposed several joint source channel coding(JSCC) schemes for trans-
mitting a Gaussian source over an AWGN channel under different side informa-
tion scenarios. The case of channel interference known only at the transmitter
is discussed in section B. The case of side information of the source available
only at the receiver is presented in section C and also the case where both inter-
ference known only at transmitter and side information of the source available
only at the receiver is discussed in section D. The schemes proposed can be
treated as the extension of Costa’s dirty paper coding and Wyner-Ziv coding
for the JSCC setup.
• We show that there is a family of infinitely many schemes that are optimal for
this problem which contain pure separation based schemes and JSCC schemes
as special cases. This can be viewed as the extension of Bross, Lapidoth and
Tinguely’s [11] result in the presence of interference/side-information.
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• The JSCC schemes proposed in this dissertation are optimal for a given design
channel signal-to-noise ratio(SNR). However, the JSCC schemes perform better
when compared to the separation based schemes when the actual SNR of the
channel turns out to be higher than the design SNR. The performance of JSCC
schemes under SNR variations is presented in section E.
• JSCC schemes for general sources and channels are also discussed in appendix
2.
B. JSCC with interference known at the transmitter
+ +
S
Vˆ
Encoder Decoder
XV
W
Y
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the joint source channel coding problem with interference
known only at the transmitter.
We first consider the problem of transmitting N samples of a real analog source
v ∈ RN , whose components are independent realizations of a random variable V ∼
N (0, σ2v) in N uses of an AWGN channel with noise variance σ2 in the presence of an
interference s ∈ RN which is known to the transmitter but unknown to the receiver.
Further, let us assume that s be the realization of a sequence of real i.i.d Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and variance Q and let the input power to the
channel E[X2] be constrained to be P . The problem setup is shown schematically in
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Fig. 2. The received signal y is given by
y = x+ s+w (2.3)
where s is the interference and w is the AWGN.
The optimal distortion of σ
2
v
(1+ P
σ2
)
can be obtained even in the presence of the inter-
ference by using the following (obvious) separate source and channel coding scheme.
1. Separation based scheme with Costa coding (digital Costa coding)
We first quantize the source using an optimal quantizer to produce an index m ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 2NR}, where R = 1
2
log
(
1 + P
σ2
) − ². Then, the index is transmitted using
Costa’s writing on dirty paper coding scheme [9]. Since the quantizer output is
digital information, we refer to this scheme as digital Costa coding. We briefly review
this here to make it easier to describe our proposed techniques later on. A related
toy example discussing the binning schemes is described earlier in example 1.1 in
section I-1.
Let U be an auxiliary random variable given by
U = X + αS, (2.4)
where X ∼ N (0, P ) is independent of S and α = P
P+σ2
.
We first create an N -length i.i.d Gaussian code book U with 2N(I(U ;Y )−δ) code-
words, where each component of the codeword is Gaussian with zero mean and vari-
ance P + α2Q. Then evenly (randomly) distribute these over 2NR bins. For each u,
let i(u) be the index of the bin containing u. For a given m, we look for an u such
that i(u) = m and (u, s) are jointly typical. Then, we transmit x = u − αs. Note
that since (u, s) are jointly typical, from (2.4), we can see that x⊥s and satisfies the
power constraint.
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The received sequence y is given by
y = x+ s+w. (2.5)
At the decoder, we look for a u that is jointly typical with y and declare i(u)
to be the decoded message. Since R = 1
2
log
(
1 + P
σ2
) − ², the distortion in v given
by D(R), where D is the distortion rate function. For a Gaussian source and mean
squared error distortion D(R) = σ2v2
−2R and, hence, the overall distortion can be
made to be arbitrarily close to σ
2
v
(1+ P
σ2
)
by a proper choice of ² and δ.
While the above scheme is straightforward, in the following three sections we
show that there are a few other joint source-channel coding schemes, which are also
optimal. In fact, there are infinitely many schemes which are optimal. Although,
these schemes are all optimal when the channel SNR is known at the transmitter,
their performance is in general different when there is an SNR mismatch or when the
receiver is interested in estimating also the state signal s in addition to the source
signal. The joint source channel coding schemes to be discussed in the next sections
have advantages over the separation based scheme discussed in such a situation.
2. Hybrid digital analog(HDA) Costa coding
We will now describe a joint source-channel coding scheme where the source v is not
explicitly quantized. We refer to this scheme as hybrid digital analog (HDA) Costa
coding for which the code construction, encoding and decoding procedures are as
described below. A rigorous proof of the achievable distortion for this scheme is given
in appendix G.2. It should be noticed that all achievability results in this chapter can
be proved along the same lines as in appendix G.2, using standard typicality analysis.
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We first define an auxiliary random variable U given by
U = X + αS + κV, (2.6)
where X ∼ N (0, P ) and X, S and V are pairwise independent.
1. Codebook generation: Generate a random i.i.d code book U with 2NR1 se-
quences, where each component of each codeword is Gaussian with zero mean
and variance P + α2Q+ κ2σ2v .
2. Encoding: Given an s and v, find a u such that (u, s,v) are jointly typical (see
section 2 for a precise definition of typicality) with respect to the distribution
obtained from the model in (2.6) and transmit x = u− αs− κv. If such an u
cannot be found, we declare an encoder failure. Let Pe1 be the probability of
an encoder failure.
From standard arguments on the average performance over the ensemble of
randomly generated codes, typicality and its extensions to the infinite alphabet
case [12], it follows that Pe1 → 0 as N →∞ provided
R1 > I(U ;S, V ) (2.7)
= h(U)− h(U |S, V ) (2.8)
= h(U)− h(X|S, V ) (2.9)
= h(U)− h(X) (2.10)
=
1
2
log
P + α2Q+ κ2σ2v
P
, (2.11)
where the results follow because X = U − αS − κV and X⊥S, V . Notice that
when a u that is jointly typical with s and v is found, x satisfies the power
constraint.
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3. Decoding : The received signal is y = x + s +w. At the decoder, we look for
an u that is jointly typical with y. If such a unique u can be found, we declare
u as the decoder output or, else, we declare a decoder failure. Let Pe2 be the
probability of the event that the decoder output is not equal to the encoded u
(this includes the probability of decoder failure as well as the probability of a
decoder error).
By using typicality arguments as discussed in appendix G.2, specifically in the
evaluation of the probabilities of the events E3 and E4, and also from the ex-
tensions of typicality arguments to the infinite alphabet case [12], Pe2 → 0 as
N →∞ provided that
I(U ;Y ) > R1
I(U ;Y ) = h(U)− h(U |Y )
= h(U)− h(U − αY |Y )
= h(U)− h(X + αS + κV − αX − αS − αW |Y )
= h(U)− h(κV + (1− α)X − αW |Y ) (2.12)
Now, let us choose
α =
P
P + σ2
(2.13)
κ2 =
P 2
(P + σ2)σ2v
− ²
σ2v
. (2.14)
For the above choice of α, it can be seen that
E[(κV + (1− α)X − αW )Y ] = 0
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and, hence, (2.12) reduces to
I(U ;Y ) = h(U)− h(κV + (1− α)X − αW )
=
1
2
log
P + α2Q+ κ2σ2v
P − ² . (2.15)
Hence, Pe2 can be made arbitrarily small as long as
R1 <
1
2
log
P + α2Q+ κ2σ2v
P − ² . (2.16)
Combining this with the condition for encoder failure, Pe1 and Pe2 can both be
made arbitrarily small provided
1
2
log
P + α2Q+ κ2σ2v
P
< R1 <
1
2
log
P + α2Q+ κ2σ2v
P − ² . (2.17)
Therefore, by choosing an ²1, 0 < ²1 < ² and R1 =
1
2
log P+α
2Q+κ2σ2v
P−²1 we can
satisfy (2.17) and make Pe1 → 0 and Pe2 → 0 as N →∞.
4. Estimation: If there is no decoding failure, we form the final estimate of v as
an MMSE estimate of v from [y u]. After some algebra this is given by,
vˆ =
κσ2v
P − ²(u− αy). (2.18)
The distortion is then given by,
E[(V − Vˆ )2] = σ
2
v
1 + P
σ2
P
P − ² ≤
σ2v
1 + P
σ2
+ δ(²) (2.19)
with δ(²) is vanishing for arbitrarily small ². If an encoder or decoder failure
was declared, we set the estimate of v to be the zero vector. However, as shown
in appendix G.2 the probability of these events can be made arbitrarily small
and, hence, they do not contribute to the overall distortion, which can be seen
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to be arbitrarily close to the optimal distortion achievable in the absence of the
interference. This argument is made precise in the proof in appendix G.2.
We have presented a joint source channel coding scheme in the presence of an
interference known only to the transmitter. The use of the term hybrid digital analog
Costa coding needs some explanation. The scheme is not entirely analog in that it
makes uses of an auxiliary codebook with a finite and discrete set of points. However,
in contrast to digital Costa coding, the source is not explicitly quantized but instead
is embedded into the transmitted signal x in an analog fashion. This is the reason for
calling this as HDA Costa coding and this has some interesting consequences which
are discussed in the following section.
Another feature of the HDA Costa coding scheme is that it does not make use
of binning, rather it needs a single quantizer codebook that is also a good channel
code. In practice, this may have some impact on the design since there are ensembles
of codes that are provably good quantizers and channel codes [13]. In the Gaussian
case, good lattices that are both good for coding and for quantization are known. The
binning approach however, requires a nesting condition. That is, the fine code must
be a good channel code, but it must contain a subcode (or a coarse code) and its cosets
that must be good quantizers. This may be a more difficult condition to obtain in
practice. In practical code design and finite dimension the nesting condition imposes
some restriction on the “nesting ratio”, that is, the binning coding rate is restricted
by the lattice geometry. In our scheme, instead, we do not have such restrictions even
for small N .
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Fig. 3. Encoder model for superimposed coding.
3. Superimposed digital and HDA Costa coding scheme
Recently in [11], Bross, Lapidoth and Tinguely considered the problem of transmitting
N samples of a Gaussian source in N uses of an AWGN channel, in the absence of the
interferer. They showed that there are infinitely many superposition based schemes,
which contain pure separation based scheme and uncoded transmission as special
cases. In this section, we show that the same is true in the presence of an interference
also and show the corresponding scheme, which is given in Fig. 3.
The transmitted signal is a superposition of two signals xc and xhc, which are
the outputs of a digital Costa encoder and an HDA encoder, respectively.
The source is first quantized at a rate of R < C using an optimal source code
and let the quantization error be e = v − v∗, where v∗ is the reconstruction. The
quantization error e has a variance σ2e = σ
2
v2
−2R. The first stream in Fig. 3 is a digital
Costa encoder that encodes the quantization index by treating s as interference and
produces the signal xc, which has a power of PC . The second stream is a HDA Costa
encoder of rate R which treats s and xc as interference and produces xhc, which has
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a power of PHC = P − PC . The transmitted signal is the superposition (sum) of xc
and xhc.
In the digital Costa encoder in the first stream, the auxiliary random variable is
given by Uc = Xc + αcS with Xc⊥S. A power of PC = (P + σ2)(1− 2−2R) is used in
the first stream and αc is chosen as
PC
PC+PHC+σ2
. Note that this corresponds to treating
xhc as noise in addition to the channel noise.
In the second stream, the quantization error e is encoded using an HDA Costa
coding scheme and a power of PHC = P − PC = (P + σ2)2−2R − σ2 is used. Note
that since R < C, the power PHC is always positive. The auxiliary random variable
is chosen as Uhc = Xhc+αhc(Xc+S) + κE, where xc+ s acts as the net interference.
Hence, xhc is chosen to be independent of xc, s and e, and αhc is chosen to be
PHC
PHC+σ2
.
κ is chosen similar to (2.14) which gives κ2 =
P 2HC
(PHC+σ2)σ2v2
−2R − ²σ2v2−2R .
At the decoder the quantization index from the first stream is first decoded
and the reconstruction v∗ is obtained. Then, an estimate of the quantization error
e is obtained from the second stream using the HDA costa decoder. The overall
distortion is the distortion in estimating e. Using the analysis of the HDA Costa
scheme in Section 2, this can be seen to be
D =
σ2e
1 + (P+σ
2)2−2R−σ2
σ2
+ δ(²) =
σ2v
1 + P
σ2
+ δ(²). (2.20)
By choosing ² to be arbitrarily small we can make δ(²) → 0 and achieve a
distortion of D = σ
2
v
1+ P
σ2
, which is the optimal distortion.
Note that for any source coding rate chosen in the first stream namely R, the
resulting distortion is optimal. By varying R, we can get an infinite family of optimal
joint source channel coding schemes.
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4. Generalized hybrid Costa coding
In the previous section, we described a superposition technique. In this section we
show a scheme that does not explicitly perform superposition. Moreover, this also
introduces an interesting scheme that is an intermediate between HDA Costa having
no bins to the digital Costa having bins corresponding to the capacity of the channel.
Once again we quantize the source v to v∗ at a rate R, that is strictly lesser
than the channel capacity, using an optimal vector quantizer. Let e = v − v∗ be the
quantization error vector. Note that for an optimal quantizer, as the Rate-Distortion
limit is approached, the quantization error e will be Gaussian.
We next define an auxiliary random variable U given by
U = X + αS + κ1E, (2.21)
where X ∼ N (0, P ), E ∼ N (0, σ2v2−2R), and X, S and E are independent of each
other. α and κ1 are constants, the choice of which is discussed below
1. Codebook generation: Generate a random i.i.d code book U with 2NI(U ;Y ) se-
quences, where each component of each codeword is Gaussian with zero mean
and variance P + α2Q+ κ21σ
2
v2
−2R. These codewords are uniformly distributed
in 2NR bins and this is shared between the encoder and the decoder.
2. Encoding: Let m be the quantization index corresponding to the quantized
source v∗. Let i(u) represent the index of a bin that contains u. For a given m
find an u such that i(u) = m and (u, s, e) are jointly typical with respect to the
distribution in model (2.21). We then transmit the vector x = u − αs − κ1e.
Note that since (u, s, e) are jointly typical, from (2.21), we can see that x⊥s, e
and satisfies the power constraint.
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3. Decoding : The received signal is y = x + s +w. At the decoder, we look for
an u that is jointly typical with y. If such a unique u can be found, we declare
u as the decoder output or, else, we declare a decoder failure. Next we make
an estimate of e from u and y.
We can see by similar Gelfand-Pinsker coding arguments that R < I(U ;Y ) −
I(U ;S,E). Note
I(U ;Y )− I(U ;S,E)
= h(U |S,E)− h(U |Y )
= h(X)− h(U − αY |Y )
= h(X)− h(κ1E + (1− α)X − αW |Y )
(a)
= h(X)− h(κ1E + (1− α)X − αW )
=
1
2
log
(
P
κ21σ
2
v2
−2R + (1− α)2P + α2σ2
)
(2.22)
(b)
> R.
In (2.22) we choose α = P
P+σ2
and κ21 =
P
P+σ2
(P+σ2)−σ222R
σ2v
− ²((P+σ2)−σ222R)
Pσ2v
. The
choice of α ensures (1 − α)X − αW is orthogonal to Y to get the equality in
(a). κ1 is chosen as above to satisfy the inequality in (b). This shows that we
can decode the codeword u with a very high probability and we can decode the
message m = i(u) and v∗.
4. Estimation: If there is no decoding failure, we form the final estimate of v as an
MMSE estimate of v from [v∗ u y]. The estimate can be obtained as follows.
Let us define σ2e = σ
2
v2
−2R. Let Λ be the covariance matrix of [V ∗ U Y ]T and
let Γ be the correlation vector between V and [V ∗ U Y ]T . Then, Λ and Γ are
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given by
Λ =

σ2v − σ2e 0 0
0 P + κ21σ
2
e + α
2Q P + αQ
0 P + αQ P +Q+ σ2

and Γ =
(
σ2v − σ2e κ1σ2e 0
)T
.
The coefficients of the linear MMSE estimate are given by Λ−1Γ and the mini-
mum mean-squared error is given by
D = σ2v − ΓTΛ−1Γ =
(
σ2v
1 + P
σ2
)
+ δ(²),
where δ(²)→ 0 as ²→ 0. Thus, in the limit of ²→ 0, D =
(
σ2v
1+ P
σ2
)
.
It must be noted that this scheme is an intermediate between digital Costa
coding scheme with the maximum possible bins equal to the capacity of the
channel and the HDA Costa coding scheme with no bins. Thus we can get a
family of schemes with varying bins for the Gaussian channel.
The generalized hybrid Costa coding scheme appears to be closely related to
the superimposed digital and HDA Costa coding schemes. The subtle difference
however is in the generalized hybrid Costa coding scheme, the transmitted signal
X is not a superposition of two streams as seen in the superposition case.
One may wonder whether there is any benefit in using the superimposed digital
and HDA Costa coding scheme in section B.3 or the generalized HDA Costa
coding scheme. Even though all these schemes are optimal when the chan-
nel SNR is known at the transmitter, their performances are different when
the channel SNR is not known at the transmitter. Further, sometimes we are
interested not only in estimating the source but also in estimating the inter-
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ference. In this case also, the performance of these schemes is different. This
has applications in designing schemes for broadcasting a source with bandwidth
compression which is discussed in chapter III-C. In these cases, the performance
of the superimposed digital and HDA Costa is different from that of just the
HDA Costa coding scheme and, hence, the superimposed scheme is useful in
building schemes for such applications. This is described in detail in the later
sections.
C. JSCC for source side information available at the receiver
In this section, we consider the problem of transmitting a discrete-time analog source
over a Gaussian noise channel when the receiver has some side information about the
source. This problem is a dual of the problem considered in the previous section and
is considered here for the sake of completeness. Consider the system model as shown
in Fig. 4. Let v ∈ RN be the discrete-time analog source where V ’s are independent


 

        
      
Fig. 4. Block diagram of the joint source channel coding problem with source side
information known only at the receiver.
Gaussian random variables with V ∼ N (0, σ2v). Let v′ ∈ RN be the side information
that is known only at the receiver. The correlation between the source and the side
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information is modeled as
V = V ′ + Z, (2.23)
where Z ∼ N (0, σ2z) and V ′ is i.i.d Gaussian. Here V ′ and Z are mutually independent
random variables. The source v must be encoded into x and transmitted over an
AWGN channel and the received signal is
y = x+w, (2.24)
where x satisfies a power constraint P and w is AWGN having a noise variance of
σ2. The following schemes can be shown to be optimal for this case.
1. Separation based scheme with Wyner-Ziv coding (digital Wyner-Ziv coding)
One strategy is using a separation scheme with an optimal Wyner-Ziv code of rate
R followed by a channel code. We also refer to this scheme as the digital Wyner-
Ziv scheme. We briefly explain the digital Wyner-Ziv scheme and then establish our
information theoretic model for the HDA Wyner-Ziv coding scheme.
Suppose the source side information is available both at the encoder as well as
the receiver, the best possible distortion is D = σ
2
z
1+ P
σ2
. The same distortion can be
achieved using the following scheme and is a direct consequence of Wyner and Ziv’s
result [14]. This can be achieved as follows,
Let U be an auxiliary random variable given by
U =
√
αV +B, (2.25)
where α = 1 − D
σ2z
= P
P+σ2
and B ∼ N (0, D). We create an N -length i.i.d Gaussian
code book U with 2NI(U ;V ) codewords, where each component of the codeword is
Gaussian with zero mean and variance ασ2v +D and evenly distribute them over 2
NR
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bins. Let i(u) be the index of the bin containing u. For each v, find an u such
that (u,v) are jointly typical. The index i(u) is the Wyner-Ziv source coded index.
The index i(u) is encoded using an optimal channel code of rate arbitrarily close to
1
2
log(1+ P
σ2
) and transmitted over the channel. At the receiver decoding of the index
i(u) is possible with high probability as an optimal code book for the channel is used.
Next for the decoded i(u) we look for an u in the bin whose index is i(u) such that
(u,v′) are jointly typical. From v′ and the decoded u we make an estimate of the
source v as follows.
vˆ = v′ +
√
α(u−√αv′) (2.26)
This yields the optimal distortion D.
2. Hybrid digital analog Wyner-Ziv coding
In this section, we discuss a different joint source channel coding scheme that does not
involve quantizing the source explicitly. This scheme is quite similar to the modulo
lattice modulation scheme in [15]; the difference being that a nested lattice is not
used. The auxiliary random variable U is generated as follows.
U = X + κV, (2.27)
where κ is defined as κ2 = P
2
(P+σ2)σ2z
− ²
σ2z
and X ∼ N (0, P ).
1. Codebook generation: Generate a random i.i.d code book U with 2NR1 se-
quences, where each component of each codeword is Gaussian with zero mean
and variance P + κ2σ2v . This codebook is shared between the encoder and the
decoder.
2. Encoding: For a given v find an u such that (u,v) are jointly typical and
transmit x = u − κv. This is possible with arbitrarily high probability if
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R1 > I(U ;V ).
3. Decoding: The received signal is y = x+w. Find an u such that (v′,y,u) are
jointly typical. A unique such u can be found with arbitrarily high probability
if R1 < I(U ;V
′, Y ). We next show below that we can choose an R1 to satisfy
I(U ;V ) < R1 < I(U ;V
′, Y ). This requires I(U ;V ) < I(U ;V ′, Y ) which can be
shown as follows,
I(U ;V ′, Y ) = h(U)− h(U |V ′, Y )
= h(U)− h(U − κV ′ − αY |V ′, Y )
= h(U)− h(κZ + (1− α)X − αW |V ′, Y )
(a)
= h(U)− h(κZ + (1− α)X − αW )
=
1
2
log
(
P + κ2σ2v
κ2σ2z + (1− α)2P + α2σ2
)
(b)
=
1
2
log
(
P + κ2σ2v
P
)
+ δ(²)
= h(U)− h(U |V ) + δ(²)
= I(U ;V ) + δ(²). (2.28)
In (2.28), (a) follows because (κZ + (1 − α)X − αW ) is independent of Y
and V ′. (b) follows because we can always find a δ(²) > 0 for the choice of
κ2 = P
2
(P+σ2)σ2z
− ²
σ2z
. Hence from knowing v′, u and y we can make an estimate
of v. Since all random variables are Gaussian, the optimal estimate is a linear
MMSE estimate which can be computed as follows.
LetΛ be the covariance matrix of [V ′ U Y ]T and let Γ be the correlation between
V and [V ′ U Y ]T . Λ and Γ are given by
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Λ =

σ2v − σ2z κ(σ2v − σ2z) 0
κ(σ2v − σ2z) P + κ2σ2v P
0 P P + σ2
 and Γ =
(
σ2v − σ2z κσ2v 0
)T
.
The coefficients of the linear MMSE estimate are given by Λ−1Γ and this yields
the optimal MMSE estimate which is given below as,
vˆ = v′ +
κσ2z
P
(u− κv′ − αy). (2.29)
The distortion D is given by
D = E[(v − vˆ)2]
= E[(v − v′ − κσ
2
z
P
(u− κv′ − αy))2]
= E[(z− κσ
2
z
P
(κz+ x− αy))2]
= E[((1− κ
2σ2z
P
)z− κσ
2
z
P
((1− α)x− αw))2]
(a)
=
σ2z
1 + P
σ2
+ δ(²). (2.30)
Here, (a) follows by using the appropriate values of κ and α. We once again
obtain the optimal distortion D by making ² arbitrarily small and δ(²)→ 0.
It is instructive to compare the performance of this scheme with that of the
following naive scheme that would be optimal in the absence of side-information at
the receiver. In the naive scheme, the v is transmitted directly (analog transmission).
At the receiver, an MMSE estimate of v is formed from the received signal y and the
available source side information v′. The distortion for this naive scheme can be seen
to be Dnaive =
σ2z
1+ P
σ2
σ2z
σ2v
.
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Notice that ∂Dnaive
∂σ2z
|σ2z=0 = 1, whereas for the Wyner-Ziv scheme, ∂D∂σ2z |σ2z=0 =
1
1+P/σ2
< 1. At σ2z = 0, both Dnaive and D are zero. i.e., the optimal scheme and the
naive scheme approach zero distortion with different slopes.
Similarly, in the absence of any side information which corresponds to σ2z = σ
2
v ,
both the naive scheme and theWyner-Ziv scheme are optimal. Again, the two schemes
approach the optimal distortion with different slopes.
∂Dnaive
∂σ2z
∣∣∣∣
σ2z=σ
2
v
=
1
(1 + P
σ2
)2
<
1
1 + P
σ2
=
∂Dopt
∂σ2z
.
3. Superimposed digital and HDA Wyner-Ziv scheme
The above results could also be extended to a form of superimposed digital and
analog coding. This is similar to the superimposed digital and HDA Costa coding
case discussed in section B. 3. We once again have two streams as shown in Fig. 5.
The first stream uses a rate R Wyner-Ziv code to quantize the source assuming the
source side information v′ is known at the receiver and the discrete index is encoded
using an optimal channel code to produce the codeword x1. The power allocated to
this stream is PWZ = (P + σ
2)(1− 2−2R). The second stream uses the HDA Wyner-
Ziv scheme and produces the output x2. The auxiliary random variable of the HDA
scheme is given by
U = κ1V +X2 (2.31)
with X2 ∼ N (0, PHWZ), where PHWZ = (P + σ2)2−2R − σ2 and X2 and V are
independent. We also choose κ21 =
P 2HWZ
(PHWZ+σ2)σ2e
− ²
σ2e
where σ2e = σ
2
z2
−2R.
The two streams (x1 and x2) are superimposed and transmitted through the
channel. The received signal is given by y = x1 + x2 + w. At the receiver x1 is
decoded assuming x2+w as independent noise and this gives the Wyner-Ziv encoded
bits (index). This along with the source side information v′ can be used to make
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an estimate of the source v and we call the estimate as v˜. The random variables
corresponding to v and v˜ are related as
V = V˜ + Z˜ (2.32)
with Z˜ having a variance σ2z2
−2R. When the digital part is first decoded and canceled
from the received signal, we get an equivalent channel for the HDAWyner-Ziv scheme
with power constraint PHWZ and channel noise σ
2. We next make a final estimate
of v using a HDA Wyner-Ziv decoder from the new source side information v˜, the
observed equivalent channel (y−x1) and the decoded u. Notice that since the choice of
κ21 =
P 2HWZ
(PHWZ+σ2)σ2e
− ²
σ2e
where σ2e = σ
2
z2
−2R is designed for the source side information v˜,
this ensures decoding of u with arbitrarily high probability. The achievable distortion
is then given as follows.
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D
(a)
= σ2e
σ2
PHWZ + σ2
+ δ(²)
= σ2z2
−2R σ
2
PHWZ + σ2
+ δ(²)
(b)
= σ2z
PHWZ + σ
2
P + σ2
σ2
PHWZ + σ2
+ δ(²)
=
σ2z
1 + P
σ2
+ δ(²) (2.33)
Here in (2.33), (a) follows since we assume that the first stream is decoded with high
probability and apply the results of HDA Wyner-Ziv decoding with the source side
information v˜. Also (b) follows since PHWZ = (P + σ
2)2−2R − σ2. The optimal
distortion σ
2
z
1+ P
σ2
can be obtained by making ² arbitrarily small and δ(²) → 0. Notice
that for any rate R, 0 ≤ R < C, where C is the capacity of the AWGN channel, there
is a corresponding power allocation for PHWZ = (P + σ
2)2−2R − σ2 for which the
overall scheme is optimal. Thus, there are infinitely many schemes which are optimal
with the digital Wyner-Ziv corresponding to PHWZ = 0 and the HDA Wyner-Ziv
corresponding to PHWZ = P and R = 0.
Further, we would like to mention that there is another way to get a family of
optimal schemes using the HDA Wyner-Ziv scheme. Here, the source v is encoded
using a HDA Wyner-Ziv encoder to the sequence x. The auxiliary random variable
U is given by
U = κV +X (2.34)
where κ2 = P
2
(P+σ2)σ2v
− ²
σ2v
. The sequence x can be treated as an i.i.d Gaussian source
and, hence, the family of schemes proposed by Bross, Lapidoth and Tinguely [11] can
be applied on x. The scheme proposed in [11] quantizes the analog source, which in
this case is x to a quantization index and is sent over the Gaussian channel along
with the uncoded analog source (here x) with the appropriate power scaling. At the
receiver we can obtain an optimal estimate of x by first decoding the quantized index
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and then making an estimate on the analog source. Notice that the HDA Wyner-Ziv
receiver only requires an optimal MMSE estimate of x, which can be obtained using
the family of schemes in [11]. Hence the resulting distortion in v is still optimal.
To establish this claim we need to show that u can be decoded with arbitrarily high
probability and an optimal estimate of v must be made using u and the MMSE
estimate xˆ.
We next show below that I(U ;V ) < I(U ;V ′, Xˆ). Hence, we can choose a code-
book for u with 2nR1 codewords such that I(U ;V ) < R1 < I(U ;V
′, Xˆ). Since
I(U ;V ) < R1, we can find a u that is jointly typical with v with probability close to
1 and since R1 < I(U ;V
′, Xˆ), u can decoded with high probability from (v′, xˆ).
I(U ;V ′, Xˆ) = h(U)− h(U |V ′, Xˆ)
= h(U)− h(U − κV ′ − Xˆ|V ′, Xˆ)
= h(U)− h(κZ +X − Xˆ|Xˆ, V ′)
(a)
= h(U)− h(κZ +X − Xˆ)
(b)
=
1
2
log
(
P + κ2σ2v
κ2σ2z + ασ
2
)
=
1
2
log
(
P + κ2σ2v
P
)
+ δ(²)
= h(U)− h(U |V ) + δ(²)
= I(U ;V ) + δ(²). (2.35)
In (2.35), (a) follows because (X− Xˆ) is orthogonal to Xˆ and hence (κZ+X− Xˆ) is
independent of Xˆ and V ′, (b) follows because X − Xˆ is Gaussian with variance ασ2
and is orthogonal to Z. The estimate of v is then given by
vˆ = v′ +
κσ2z
P
(u− κv′ − xˆ). (2.36)
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The resulting distortion can be obtained by following the steps similar to those in
(2.30) which can be found to be optimal.
D. JSCC for interference known at the transmitter and source side information
available at the receiver
In this section, we consider the problem of transmitting a Gaussian source v through
an AWGN channel with channel noise variance σ2 in the presence of an interference
s known only at the transmitter and in the presence of source side information v′
known only at the receiver. The source side information v′ is assumed to be related
to the source v according to
V = V ′ + Z,
where Z ∼ N (0, σ2z) and is independent of V ′.
A similar model has been considered by Merhav and Shamai [16] for a more
general setup where the source and side information are not assumed to be Gaus-
sian. They show that a separation based approach of Wyner-Ziv coding followed by
Gelfand-Pinsker coding is optimal. Here, we propose a joint-source channel coding
scheme when the source and channel noise are Gaussian. The proposed scheme is
easily obtained by combining the results from the previous two sections. It must be
noted that a similar joint source channel coding scheme using lattices and dither has
been shown in [10]. However, our scheme is based on random codes.
To establish our scheme we can combine the results from the previous two sections
as follows. Choose the auxiliary random variable U such that
U = X + αS + κV (2.37)
with κ2 = P
2
(P+σ2)σ2z
− ²
σ2z
and α = P
P+σ2
. Further, let X ∼ N (0, P ), S ∼ N (0, Q)
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and V ∼ N (0, σ2v) and let X, S and V be pairwise independent. A codebook U
is obtained by generating 2nR1 code sequences for u and this is shared between the
encoder and decoder. At the encoder, the source v is encoded by choosing an x that
is jointly typical with u,v and s. Such a u exists with high probability if we have
chosen R1 > I(U ;S, V ). Now x is transmitted over the channel. The received signal
vector y is given as
y = x+ s+w.
At the decoder, u is decoded by looking for a u that is jointly typical with y
and the source side information v′. Using standard arguments on joint-typicality, it
can be seen that a unique such u exists with high probability if R1 < I(U ;Y, V
′). We
now show that I(U ;S, V ) < I(U ;Y, V ′). This implies that there exists an R1, such
that I(U ;S, V ) < R1 < I(U ;Y, V
′) which satisfies the requirements at the encoder
and the decoder.
I(U ;Y, V ′) = h(U)− h(U |Y, V ′)
= h(U)− h(U − αY − κV ′|Y, V ′)
= h(U)− h(κZ + (1− α)X − αW |Y, V ′)
(a)
= h(U)− h(κZ + (1− α)X − αW )
=
1
2
log(
P + α2Q+ κ2σ2v
P
) + δ(²)
= I(U ;S, V ) + δ(²), (2.38)
where (a) follows since κZ + (1 − α)X − αW is orthogonal to Y and V ′. Then an
optimal linear MMSE estimate of v is formed from the source side information v′,
the received vector y and the vector u. By using the argument as in section 2, the
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MMSE estimate is given by
vˆ = v′ +
κσ2z
P
(u− κv′ − αy). (2.39)
The resulting distortion can be obtained by following steps similar to (2.30) and
can be seen to be D = σ
2
z
1+ P
σ2
, which is the optimal distortion.
E. Analysis of the schemes for SNR mismatch
In this section, we consider the performance of the above JSCC schemes for the case of
SNR mismatch where we design the scheme to be optimal for a channel noise variance
of σ2, but the actual noise variance is σ2a.
Separation based digital schemes suffer from a pronounced threshold effect. When
the channel SNR is worse than the designed SNR, the index cannot be decoded and
when the channel SNR is better than the designed SNR, the distortion is limited by
the quantization and does not improve. However, the hybrid digital analog schemes
considered offer better performance in this situation.
Let us consider the joint source channel coding setup with side information at
both the transmitter and receiver and σ2a < σ
2. We can decode u at the receiver when
the SNR is better than the designed SNR and make an estimate of the source from
the various observations at the receiver as shown below.
U = X + αS + κwV (2.40)
V = V ′ + Z (2.41)
Y = X + S +Wa, (2.42)
where κw =
√
P 2
(P+σ2)σ2z
, α = P
P+σ2
, S ∼ N (0, Q) and Z ∼ N (0, σ2z). From now on,
we drop the ²’s in κw to improve clarity. Note that α depends only on the assumed
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Fig. 6. Performance of the different Costa coding schemes for the joint source channel
coding problem.
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noise variance σ2 and not on σ2a.
From the observations [V ′, U, Y ], an optimal linear MMSE estimate of V is ob-
tained. Similar to the definition in section 2 let Λ be the covariance of [V ′, U, Y ]T
and Γ be the correlation between V and [V ′, U, Y ]T .
Hence
Λ =

σ2v − σ2z κ(σ2v − σ2z) 0
κ(σ2v − σ2z) P + α2Q+ κ2wσ2v P + αQ
0 P + αQ P +Q+ σ2a

and Γ =
(
σ2v − σ2z κσ2v 0
)T
.
Then the distortion (in the presence of mismatch) is given by
Da = σ
2
v − ΓTΛ−1Γ. (2.43)
This on further simplification yields
Da =
[
(Qσ4 + (P (P +Q) + 2Pσ2 + σ4)σ2a)σ
2
z
]×[
P 2(P +Q) + P (P +Q)σ2 +Qσ4 + (P (2P +Q) + 3Pσ2 + σ4)σ2a
]−1
.
(2.44)
We will now look at a few special cases.
1. Hybrid digital analog Costa coding
In this setup there is side information only at the transmitter. The distortion achiev-
able for the user under SNR mismatch with the actual SNR greater than the designed
SNR is obtained by setting σv = σz (2.44) and is given below as
Dva =
[
(Qσ4 + (P (P +Q) + 2Pσ2 + σ4)σ2a)σ
2
v
]×[
P 2(P +Q) + P (P +Q)σ2 +Qσ4 + (P (2P +Q) + 3Pσ2 + σ4)σ2a
]−1
.
(2.45)
The distortion in the source v is shown in Fig. 6 for a designed SNR of 10 dB
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as the actual channel SNR (10 log 1/σ2a) varies when the source and interference both
have unit variance. It can be seen that the distortion in the source is smaller with
the HDA Costa scheme than with the digital Costa scheme.
In some cases, the distortion in estimating the interference at the receiver may
also be of interest and can be obtained by estimating S from (2.40) and (2.42). The
distortion is given below as
Dsa =
[
Q(P + σ2)(P 2 + (2P + σ2)σ2a)
]×[
P 2(P +Q) + P (P +Q)σ2 +Qσ4(P (2P +Q) + 3Pσ2 + σ4)σ2a
]−1
.
(2.46)
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the distortion in estimating the interference is
better for the digital scheme than for the HDA Costa scheme.
In [17], Sutivong et al. have studied a somewhat related problem. They consider
the transmission of a digital source in the presence of an interference known at the
transmitter with a fixed channel SNR. They study the optimal tradeoff between the
achievable rate and the error in estimating the interference at the designed SNR. The
main result is that we can get a better estimate of the interference if we transmit
the digital source at a rate lesser than the channel capacity. There are important
differences between our work and that in [17]. First of all, we consider transmission
of an analog source instead of a digital source. Secondly, we consider mismatch in
the channel, i.e., our schemes are designed to be optimal at the designed SNR and
as we move away from the designed SNR, we study the tradeoff between the error
in estimating the interference and the distortion in the reconstruction of the analog
source. This tradeoff is discussed below.
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2. Generalized HDA Costa coding under channel mismatch
Next we analyze the performance of the generalized HDA Costa coding under channel
mismatch. This case leads to some interesting analysis. By changing the source coding
rate of the digital part R, we can tradeoff the distortion between the source and the
interference in the presence of mismatch.
The different random variables and their relations are given below.
U = X + αS + κ1E (2.47)
Y = X + S +Wa (2.48)
V = V ∗ + E (2.49)
In the above equation κ1 =
√
P
P+σ2
(P+σ2)−σ222R
σ2v
(Again, we have dropped the ²
in the expression for κ1). From the above equations an estimate of S as well as V is
obtained by taking a linear MMSE estimate as all the random variables are Gaussian.
The resulting expressions of estimation error Dsa(R) and Dva(R) are given by
Dva(R) =
[
(σ2a(σ
2 + P )2 + (σ4 + σ2aP )Q)σ
2
v
]×[
(σ2 + P )2(σ2a + P +Q)− 22R(σ2 − σ2a)P (σ2 + P +Q)
]−1 (2.50)
Dsa(R) =
[
(σ2 + P )(22R(σ2 − σ2a)P − (σ2 + P )(σ2a + P ))Q
]
× [22R(σ2 − σ2a)P (σ2 + P +Q)− (σ2 + P )2(σ2a + P +Q)]−1. (2.51)
The performance of the generalized HDA Costa scheme and HDA Costa scheme
in relation to digital scheme is shown in Fig. 6. For example in separation using digital
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Costa there is no improvement in our estimate of the analog source, but we get a better
estimate of the interference as shown in Fig. 6. On the contrary for the HDA Costa
scheme there is only a small improvement in the estimate of the interference but a
good improvement in the estimate of the analog source. The generalized HDA Costa
scheme also shows a difference in the estimate for the source and the interference for
different rates R and performs as a digital Costa for the choice of R = C and as a
HDA Costa for the choice of R = 0.
The main motivation for studying these different schemes is that in some ap-
plications we are interested in estimating the interference as well as the source. For
example, in the broadcasting with bandwidth compression presented in Section III-C,
we split the source into two streams and one of the streams acts as interference to
the other stream. In this case, we are interested in estimating both streams. The
schemes considered in this section can in effect, provide a tradeoff between the esti-
mation error in estimating the interference versus estimating the source when there
is a channel mismatch. This provides the intuition to build schemes for broadcasting
with bandwidth compression.
3. Hybrid digital analog Wyner-Ziv
In this case the distortion could be obtained by setting Q = 0 in (2.44). The actual
distortion is given by
Da =
(P + σ2)σ2aσ
2
z
P 2 + (2P + σ2)σ2a
(2.52)
This is clearly better than σ
2
zσ
2
P+σ2
which is what is achievable with a separation
based approach. However, we do not know if this is the optimal distortion that
is achievable in the presence of channel mismatch. A simple lower bound on the
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Fig. 7. Performance of the different Wyner-Ziv schemes for the joint source channel
coding problem.
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achievable distortion in the presence of mismatch is to assume that the transmitter
knows the channel SNR. It can be seen from Fig. 7, that the performance of the HDA
Wyner-Ziv scheme is very close to the outer bound.
F. Concluding remarks
In this chapter we discussed hybrid digital analog versions of Costa coding andWyner-
Ziv coding for transmitting an analog Gaussian source through an AWGN channel
in the presence of an interferer known only to the transmitter and side information
about the source available only to the receiver, respectively. These schemes are closely
related to the schemes by Reznic, Feder and Zamir [15] and Kochman and Zamir [10]
which use hybrid digital analog schemes based on lattices. However, our proposed
scheme uses random codes instead of lattices used in [15] and [10]. We also showed
that there are infinitely many schemes that are optimal for this problem, extending
the work of Bross, Lapidoth and Tinguely [11] to the side information case. The
HDA coding schemes have advantages over strictly digital schemes when there is a
mismatch in the channel SNR. We also evaluated the distortion exponents of these
schemes and showed that the proposed schemes provide a graceful degradation of
distortion with channel SNR. Finally we presented HDA coding schemes for general
discrete memoryless sources and channels, in addition to purely Gaussian source and
Gaussian channels.
G. Appendix
1. Background on binning schemes
In this section, we provide some basic background on the binning schemes considered
in this dissertation. We use some simple toy examples to convey the main ideas
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on binning. Readers familiar with Gelfand-Pinsker coding, Slepian-Wolf coding and
Wyner-Ziv coding can skip this section.
Since the introduction of information theory by Shannon [2] for the discrete mem-
oryless channel, there has been a lot of interesting work on extending the results to
different communication scenarios. One such scenario is the transmission of informa-
tion in the presence of interference known only at the transmitter. Such a scenario
can occur in practice, when it is possible to get a very good estimate of the interfer-
ence at the transmitter. Tomlinson and Harashima [18, 19] introduced pre-coding for
this problem for a simple case. Gelfand and Pinsker [20] introduced random binning
arguments for the above problem and obtained the capacity for the above problem.
Costa in [9] showed that for the Gaussian case, using Gelfand-Pinsker coding, it is
possible to obtain the same capacity of the channel as when the interference was
absent. Gelfand-Pinsker coding applied to the Gaussian case is also known as “Dirty
Paper” coding. We would next like to present a simple toy example to understand
the coding scheme for interference known only at the transmitter.
Example 1.1 (Interference at transmitter). Say for example there is a noiseless
channel which can take only the integers 1 or 0 as input. The capacity of this channel
is 1 bit per channel use. However, there is also an interference s in the channel,
which is an integer from (say) 0 to 127. This interference is assumed to be known at
the transmitter but unknown at the receiver. The receiver observes the integer sum of
s and the transmitted signal. We would like to establish whether it is still possible to
transmit one bit of information, even in the presence of the interference.
A naive approach of simply mapping the information bits(say) {yes, no} to a 1
or a 0, as yes → 1 and no → 0 will fail in the presence of this integer interference.
This is because the interference is very high compared to the transmitted signal and
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will completely confuse the receiver. However, we can still communicate 1 bit of
information by mapping the information bits to an even number or an odd number,
and transmitting a 1 or a 0 based on the interference in the channel. Hence for an yes,
the integer {(s) mod 2} is transmitted and for a no, the integer {(1 + s) mod 2} is
transmitted. The decoder decodes to a yes or a no depending on whether the received
integer is an even integer or odd integer.
We have actually split the received space into two bins, namely the even integer
bin containing the even integers and the odd integer bin containing the odd integers.
The transmitter, based on the input information looks at the even bin or odd bin,
and finds the integer in the bin that is closest to the interference and transmits the
difference, which is either a 1 or a 0.
Hence, effectively Gelfand-Pinsker coding involves a form of binning with the
input message mapped to the bin index and the encoder tries to find the closest
codeword in a bin to the observed interference. The difference is transmitted into the
channel and the decoder attempts to decode to the bin index.
For the case of side information known at the receiver and unknown at the
transmitter a similar binning scheme can be used. Slepian and Wolf [21] solved the
problem for the digital case, and Wyner and Ziv solved the problem for rate distortion
with side information available only at the receiver [14]. The binning approach for
the side information available only at the receiver can be explained by a simple toy
example as follows.
Example 1.2 (Side information at receiver). Consider a source encoder that observes
an integer x that can take any value from say 0 to 127. The receiver has a correlated
side information of the source y that can take a value x or x+1 with equal probability.
The source is kept unaware of the side information at the receiver. In this scenario
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what is the minimum number of bits the source encoder can use to express x?
A naive scheme is to encode the observed x into 7 bits. If suppose the side
information y is also available at the source, then the source can encode x with just
one bit of information. The source encoder encodes the difference y − x which is
either 1 or 0. The decoder obtains x by subtracting the encoder output (y − x) from
its receiver side-information y.
However, we will present a scheme where it is possible to encode the source with
just one bit of information, even though the source does not know y. The strategy is,
the source observes x and transmits x mod 2, i.e., transmits whether x is even or
odd. The receiver from the knowledge of y and knowing that x is even or odd, decodes
to y or y − 1. Hence it is possible to communicate x using just one bit.
Here the source is split into two bins namely the even bin and odd bin and the
encoder transmits the bin index corresponding to the source. The receiver from the
knowledge of the bin index and the side information y decodes to the observed x.
Hence effectively, Slepian-Wolf coding/Wyner-Ziv coding involves transmitting
the bin index of the source codeword. The receiver from the knowledge of the trans-
mitted bin index and the side information decodes the source codeword. Wyner-Ziv
coding in addition involves a final estimate of the source from both the side informa-
tion and the decoded source codeword.
2. HDA coding for general sources/channels
In this section, we give a detailed analysis of the achievable distortion for the HDA
Costa coding scheme for general i.i.d sources and memoryless channels. Our proof
approach relies on using ²-letter typical sequences, also called as strongly typical se-
quences and follows the treatment in [22]. To make the discussions more clear we first
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introduce some notation similar to [22] in this section. PX(·) denotes the probability
distribution of the random variable X and PX|Y (·) denotes the probability distribu-
tion of X conditioned on Y. supp(PX) denotes the support of PX and | · | is used
to denote cardinality of a set. xn (or x) denotes an n-length sequence x1, x2, . . . , xn.
xnyn denotes a concatenation of sequences given by x1, x2, . . . , xn, y1, y2, . . . , yn. If a
function f(·) acts component wise on a sequence (say xn), then we denote it as fn(xn),
where fn(xn) is also an n−length sequence given by f(x1), f(x2), . . . , f(xn). Simi-
larly fn(xn, yn) is an n−length sequence given by f(x1, y1), f(x2, y2), . . . , f(xn, yn).
N(a|xn) denotes the number of occurrences of the alphabet a in the sequence xn.
The ²-letter typical set with respect to PX(·) is defined as
T n² (PX)
∆
=
{
xn :
∣∣∣∣ 1nN(a|xn)− PX(a)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ² · PX(a), ∀a ∈ X}
We next restate a few theorems from [22]. Let µX = minx∈supp(PX) PX(x) and
define
δ²(n) = 2|X | · e−n²2µX .
It easily follows that δ²(n)→ 0 for a fixed ² and n→∞.
Theorem G.1. (Theorem 1.1 from [22]) Suppose 0 ≤ ² ≤ µX , xn ∈ T n² (PX), and
Xn is emitted by a discrete memoryless source (DMS) PX(·). We have
2−n(1+²)H(X) ≤ P nX(xn) ≤ 2−n(1−²)H(X) (2.53)
(1− δ²(n)) 2n(1−²)H(X) ≤ |T n² (PX)| ≤ 2n(1+²)H(X) (2.54)
(1− δ²(n)) ≤ Pr[Xn ∈ T n² (PX)] ≤ 1 (2.55)
We will next define jointly and conditional typical sequences as in [22]. First, let
N(a, b|xn, yn) be the number of times the pair (a, b) occur in the sequence of pairs
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(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn). The jointly typical set with respect to PXY (·) is defined
as
T n² (PXY ) =
{
(xn, yn) :
∣∣∣∣ 1nN(a, b|xn, yn)− PXY (a, b)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ² · PXY (a, b),
∀(a, b) ∈ X × Y} .
(2.56)
It can be easily seen that if (xn, yn) ∈ T n² (PXY ), then both xn ∈ T n² (PX) and
yn ∈ T n² (PY ). We will prove this claim for one simple case and the other cases can
be derived by a similar approach. For a given (xn, yn) ∈ T n² (PXY ), 1nN(a|xn) can be
expressed as,
1
n
N(a|xn) =
∑
b∈Y
1
n
N(a, b|xn, yn)
(a)
≤
∑
b∈Y
PXY (a, b)+
∑
b∈Y
²PXY (a, b) = PX(a)+ ²PX(a).
Here (a) follows from the definition of the jointly typical set T n² (PXY ). From the
above equation we can establish that
1
n
N(a|xn)− PX(a) ≤ ²PX(a).
By similar arguments we can establish that
PX(a)− 1
n
N(a|xn) ≤ ²PX(a),
and hence we can show that xn ∈ T n² (PX).
A conditional typical set is defined as
T n² (PXY |xn) = {yn : (xn, yn) ∈ T n² (PXY )} .
Further defining µXY = min(a,b)∈supp(PXY ) PXY (a, b) and
δ²1,²2(n) = 2|X ||Y| exp
(
−n · (²2 − ²1)
2
1 + ²1
· µXY
)
,
we state the following theorems.
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Theorem G.2. (Theorem 1.2 from [22] ) Suppose 0 ≤ ²1 < ²2 ≤ µXY , (xn, yn) ∈
T n²1(PXY ), and (X
n, Y n) was emitted by the DMS PXY (·). We have
2−nH(Y |X)(1+²1) ≤ P nY |X(yn|xn) ≤ 2−nH(Y |X)(1−²1) (2.57)
(1− δ²(n)) 2nH(Y |X)(1−²2) ≤
∣∣T n²2(PXY |xn)∣∣ ≤ 2nH(Y |X)(1+²2) (2.58)
1− δ²1,²2(n) ≤ Pr[Y n ∈ T n²2(PXY |xn)|Xn = xn] ≤ 1. (2.59)
Theorem G.3. (Theorem 1.3 from [22] ) Consider a joint distribution PXY (·) and
suppose 0 ≤ ²1 < ²2 ≤ µXY , Y n is emitted by a DMS PY (·), and xn ∈ T n²1(PX). We
have
(1− δ²1,²2(n))2−n[I(X;Y )+2²2H(Y )] ≤ Pr[Y n ∈ T n²2(PXY |xn)] ≤ 2−n[I(X;Y )−2²2H(Y )].
We next restate the Markov Lemma [23], which can be obtained as an application
of Theorem G.2.
Lemma G.1. (Markov Lemma) Let X − Y − Z form a Markov chain. Also let
µXY Z be the smallest positive value of PXY Z(·) and 0 ≤ ²1 < ²2 ≤ µXY Z . Suppose
that (xn, yn) ∈ T²1(PXY ) and (Xn, Y n, Zn) was emitted by the DMS PXY Z(·), then
Pr[Zn ∈ T n²2(PXY Z |xn, yn)|Y n = yn] ≥ 1− δ²1,²2(n), where
δ²1,²2(n) = 2|X ||Y||Z| exp
(
−n · (²2 − ²1)
2
1 + ²1
· µXY Z
)
.
Next, we describe and analyze the HDA Costa scheme using the above results.
The source is i.i.d with a probability distribution PV (·) defined over a finite alphabet
V . The channel has an interference in the form of a sequence sn that is an output
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of a DMS PS(·). The channel is a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) characterized
by the probability distribution PY |X,S(·), where xn is the input to the channel and
yn is the output. At the receiver we form a reconstruction vˆn from the received yn.
The channel input X, channel output Y , the interference S and the reconstruction Vˆ
take values from the finite alphabets X , Y , S and Vˆ , respectively. The distortion in
reconstruction of the source is captured using a distortion function d(·), that maps
V × Vˆ to R+. The distortion for a sequence is expressed as
−→
d (vn, vˆn) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
d(vi, vˆi).
Also we assume that there is a cost constraint for the channel input. The cost
constraint is captured by a function ρ(·) that maps the input symbol X to R+. Also
the average cost of transmission for a sequence is expressed as
−→ρ (xn) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
ρ(xi).
We also assume that both the channel input cost function ρ(·) and the distortion
metric d(·) are bounded functions.
a. Code construction
We first form an auxiliary random variable U with alphabet U . We consider U as an
output of a channel PU |S,V (·). We generate 2nRa codewords un(w), w = 1, 2, . . . , 2nRa ,
by choosing each of the n·2nRa symbols ui(w) independently and at random according
to PU(·). The code book is revealed to both the encoder and the decoder.
b. Encoder
The encoder has a function g(·) that maps symbols in U ×S ×V to X . The function
g(·) acts component wise on the sequence (un, sn, vn) and the sequence mapping
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is expressed as xn = gn(un, sn, vn), or in other words the sequence xn will have
xi = g(ui, si, vi) for all i. Given an observed interference s
n and source vn, the encoder
first attempts to find a w such that (un(w), sn, vn) ∈ T n² (PUSV ). If the encoder finds an
appropriate codeword un(w), it transmits xn = g(un(w), sn, vn) through the channel.
If the encoder fails to find such a w, then it transmits xn = g(un(1), sn, vn).
c. Decoder
The receiver observes yn transmitted over the channel. Given yn, the decoder at-
tempts to find a w˜ such that (un(w˜), yn) ∈ T n² (PUY ). If there are more than one w˜,
the decoder randomly chooses a w˜ and if there is no such w˜, the decoder chooses
w˜ = 1. The decoder also has an estimation function φ that maps the symbols from
U × Y to Vˆ . The decoder forms the sequence vˆn as vˆi = φ(ui, yi) for all i. We also
denote this operation as vˆn = φn(un, yn). The decoder puts out the sequence vˆn as
its reconstruction of the source sequence.
d. Analysis of average distortion
We are interested in analyzing the average distortion achievable by the HDA scheme.
The average distortion is expressed as
D = E[
−→
d (V n, Vˆ n)].
Here the expectation is taken over all the codebooks also. After obtaining a bound on
D, we will finally show that at least one good code exists that achieves a distortion
D.
We evaluate D by using the law of total expectation as follows,
E[
−→
d (V n, Vˆ n)] =
5∑
i=1
Pr[Ei]E
[−→
d (V n, Vˆ n)|Ei
]
, (2.60)
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where each of the events Ei are itemized and their probabilities bounded in the dis-
cussion that follows. Let us first have 0 < ²1 < ²2 < ²3 < ² ≤ µUSV XY , where µUSV XY
is the smallest positive value of PUSV XY (·).
• E1: Suppose the observed (sn, vn) 6∈ T n²1(PSV ). This is captured by the event E1.
It can be shown from Theorem G.1 that Pr[(Sn, V n) 6∈ T n²1(PSV )] is bounded
above by δ²1(n), a function that approaches 0 with increasing n. If this event
happens we can bound the average distortion by dmax, the maximum distortion
of d(·), as d(·) was assumed to be bounded. Hence the first term in (2.60) can
be bounded as,
Pr[E1]E
[−→
d (V n, Vˆ n)|E1
]
≤ δ²1(n) · dmax
and δ²1(n) · dmax approaches 0 with increasing n.
• E2: Suppose the observed (sn, vn) ∈ T n²1(PSV ), but the encoder can not find a
w such that (un(w), sn, vn) ∈ T n²2(PUSV ). This event is captured by E2. We
evaluate the probability of this event as follows
Pr[E2] = Pr
2nRa⋂
w=1
{
Un(w) 6∈ T n²2(PUSV |sn, vn)
}
(a)
=
[
1− Pr [Un ∈ T n²2(PUSV |sn, vn)]]2nRa
(b)
≤ [1− (1− δ²1,²2(n)2−n[I(U ;S,V )+2²2H(U)]]2nRa
(c)
≤ exp (−(1− δ²1,²2(n))2n[Ra−I(U ;S,V )−2²2H(U)])
(d)
= δ²1,²2(n,Ra) (2.61)
Here (a) follows because each of the codewords are chosen independently of each
other and are from the same distribution PU(·). (b) follows from the application
of Theorem G.2. We obtain (c) by using the inequality (1− x)m ≤ e−mx and in
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(d), we denote the bound on the probability of the event by δ²1,²2(n,Ra). (2.61)
suggests that we can choose large n and
Ra > I(U ;S, V ) + 2²2H(U), (2.62)
to drive Pr[E2] to 0.
• Claim: If (un(w), sn, vn) ∈ T n²2(PUSV ), then (un(w), sn, vn, xn) ∈ T n²2(PUSV X)
and also we can establish that −→ρ (xn) ≤ E[ρ(X)] + ²2 · cmax, where cmax is the
maximum value of the cost function ρ(·).
We can easily establish the above claim as follows. Notice that xn is a determin-
istic function of (un, sn, vn) and is expressed as xn = gn(un, sn, vn). Consider
1
n
N(a, b, c, d|un, sn, vn, xn). This can be expressed as,
1
n
N(a, b, c, d|un, sn, vn, xn) =

1
n
N(a, b, c|un, sn, vn) if g(a, b, c) = d
0, if g(a, b, c) 6= d
(a)
≤ (PUSV (a, b, c) + ²2PUSV (a, b, c))PX|USV (d|a, b, c)
= PUSV X(a, b, c, d) + ²2PUSV X(a, b, c, d). (2.63)
Here (a) follows by applying both the definition of the typical set T n²2(PUSV ),
and also from the requirement that d = g(a, b, c). By using similar arguments
we can establish that if (un(w), sn, vn) ∈ T n²2(PUSV ), then (un(w), sn, vn, xn) ∈
T n²2(PUSV X).
We will next establish the claim on the cost constraint. If (un, sn, vn, xn) ∈
T n²2(PUSV X), then it can be easily seen that x
n ∈ T n²2(PX). Hence the cost can
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be evaluated as,
−→ρ (xn) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
ρ(xi)
(a)
=
∑
a∈supp(PX)
1
n
N(a|xn)ρ(a)
(b)
≤
∑
a∈supp(PX)
PX(a)ρ(a) + ²2
∑
a∈supp(PX)
PX(a)ρ(a)
(c)
≤ E[ρ(X)] + ²2 · cmax
Here (a) and (b) follow from the definition of the typical set T n²2(PX). (c) follows
as we bound the cost function with its maximum cost cmax.
• E3: Suppose (un(w), sn, vn, xn) ∈ T n²2(PUSV X), but (un(w), yn) 6∈ T n²3(PUY ),
where yi is chosen such that PY |SX(·|si, xi(ui, si, vi)) for all i, and Y − [S,X]−
[U, V ]. Since we have the Markov chain U − [S,X] − Y , Lemma G.1 (Markov
Lemma) can be applied to show that the probability of this event (which we
will denote by δ²3(n)) is small for large n.
• E4: Suppose (un(w), yn) ∈ T n²3(PUY ), but the decoder finds a w˜ 6= w such
that (un(w˜), yn) ∈ T n² (PUY ). This event is captured by E4. Since, each of the
codewords are drawn i.i.d according to a distribution PU(·), the probability that
a randomly chosen un(w˜) is jointly typical with the observed yn can be captured
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using Theorem G.3. Hence
Pr[E4] = Pr
[⋃
w˜ 6=w
((Un(w˜), yn) ∈ T n² (PUY ))
]
(a)
≤
∑
w˜ 6=w
Pr [((Un(w˜), yn) ∈ T n² (PUY ))]
(b)
= (2nRa − 1) Pr [((Un, yn) ∈ T n² (PUY ))]
(c)
≤ (2nRa − 1)2−n(I(U ;Y )−2²H(U))
(d)
= δ²(n,Ra)
Here (a) follows from the union bound and (b) follows from the symmetry of
codeword generation. We obtain (c) by applying Theorem G.3 and in (d), we
denote the bound on the probability of the event by δ²(n,Ra).
• E5: Finally E5 is the event that the encoder found a typical un(w) and the
decoder was able to decode to the chosen w. The distortion in the reconstruction
when this event happens can be evaluated as follows. Since, (un(w), vn, yn) ∈
T n² (PUV Y ), we have
−→
d (vn, vˆn) =
−→
d (vn, φn(un(w), yn))
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
d(vi, φ(ui(w), yi))
=
1
n
∑
a,b,c
N(a, b, c|un(w), vn, yn)d(b, φ(a, c))
≤
∑
a,b,c
PUV Y (a, b, c)(1 + ²)d(b, φ(a, c))
≤ E[d(V, φ(U, Y ))] + ² · dmax (2.64)
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Hence we can evaluate (2.60) by combining all the above results as shown below.
E[
−→
d (V n, Vˆ n)] =
5∑
i=1
Pr[Ei]E
[−→
d (V n, Vˆ n)|Ei
]
=
4∑
i=1
Pr[Ei]E
[−→
d (V n, Vˆ n)|Ei
]
+ Pr[E5]E
[−→
d (V n, Vˆ n)|E5
]
≤ (δ²1(n) + δ²1,²2(n,Ra) + δ²3(n) + δ²(n,Ra)) · dmax
+ 1 · (E[d(V, φ(U, Y ))] + ² · dmax) (2.65)
Hence by choosing Ra such that
I(U ;S, V ) < Ra < I(U ;Y ),
we can find an ²2 and an ² small enough such that,
I(U ;S, V ) + 2²2H(U) < Ra < I(U ;Y )− 2²H(U).
Now by choosing n large enough, the average distortion can be bounded by E[d(V, φ(U, Y ))]+
2² · dmax and the average channel input cost can be bounded by E[ρ(X)] + 2²2 · cmax.
In other words, for n→∞ an average distortion of E[d(V, φ(U, Y ))] can be achieved
under the cost constraint of E[ρ(X)]. Since the average distortion over the ensemble
of codebooks is bounded by E[d(V, φ(U, Y ))] under the average cost constraint of
E[ρ(X)], it can be easily seen that there exists at least one good code satisfying the
average cost constraint, and also achieves the required distortion. We summarize this
result as a lemma which is given below.
Lemma G.2. For a given channel encoding function g(·), joint probability distri-
bution PUSV XY (·) with the Markov chain [U, V ] − [S,X] − Y , channel distribution
PY |XS(·|xi, si), an average input cost constraint E[ρ(X)], source estimator φ(·), if
I(U ;Y ) > I(U ;S, V ), there exists an HDA Costa code such that the average distor-
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tion in estimating the source V can be bounded by E[d(V, φ(Y, U))] + ², where ²→ 0
as n→∞.
e. Some comments
Though the above results are for the finite alphabet case, they can be extended to
the real continuous sources and distortion metrics by following similar steps as in
[12]. Hence we can obtain results for the Gaussian case too. We can also repeat
these arguments for the HDA Wyner-Ziv and the other HDA schemes considered in
this work. Similarly the results could be extended for a degraded channel case also.
Assume that there are L receivers that receive Yi, i ∈ 1, 2, . . . L and assuming we
have the Markov chain Y1 − Y2 − Y3 − . . . − YL, we can repeat the same proof to
show that over the ensemble of codebooks, the average distortion can be bounded by
E[d(V, φi(U, Yi))] for every receiver i ∈ 1, 2, . . . L. Hence, it can be seen that there
is at least one code that can simultaneously achieve these distortions. Hence, by
using continuity arguments for the Gaussian channel case, with a given minimum
and maximum possible channel SNR, we can always design a code that obtains the
claimed distortion over the given SNR range. This result is used in section E in the
analysis of HDA coding for SNR mismatch.
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CHAPTER III
APPLICATIONS OF JSCC
In this chapter we study several applications of the schemes introduced in the previ-
ous chapter. A natural scenario where the interference in the channel is known at the
transmitter, is a case where the interference is introduced by the transmitter itself.
This can happen in the case of transmitting an analog source with bandwidth com-
pression say when two symbols of the source have to be transmitted in one channel
use. In this case one symbol acts as the interference to the other and this interference
is known at the transmitter. HDA Costa schemes can be applied for this setup and
this is one of the applications discussed in this work.
Another application discussed is the cognitive radio setup. In this case there is
a primary transmitter that transmits information to it’s intended receiver. There is
also a secondary communication system, that has access to the primary transmitter
information. The goal of the secondary communication system is to transmit some
information to it’s users without degrading the performance of the primary system.
The secondary user hence sees an interference(primary transmitter signal) in the
channel that is known already at the transmitter.
The final application that we consider is the case of JSCC under a physical layer
security requirement. We consider the transmission of a analog Gaussian source to
an intended receiver in the presence of an eavesdropper. The goal is to provide a
graceful degradation of distortion with SNR for the intended receiver, while keeping
the eavesdropper’s information content of the analog source to the minimum. We
next present below the main results presented in this chapter.
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A. Main results
• We propose JSCC schemes for broadcasting an analog source with bandwidth
compression. Specifically we study the distortion region for broadcasting an
analog source to two users with different receiver channel SNRs. We show that
the two user distortion region obtained by our proposed HDA scheme performs
close to the best known schemes for this setup. This is discussed in sections B
and C.
• We propose a JSCC scheme for communicating an analog Gaussian source in
the presence of an eavesdropper. The scheme proposed provides a graceful
degradation in distortion with SNR for the intended receiver, for a small fixed
information leakage to the eavesdropper. This is studied in section D.
• We also propose JSCC schemes for the cognitive setup, where the cognitive users
have complete knowledge of the primary transmitter’s output signal. We show
that it is possible to obtain a graceful degradation for the cognitive users, while
maintaining the original performance of the primary system. This is discussed
in section E.
B. Applications to transmitting a Gaussian source with bandwidth compression
We now consider the problem of transmitting K samples of the i.i.d Gaussian source
to a single user in N = λK (λ < 1, 1/λ is an integer) uses of an AWGN channel
with noise variance σ2 where the transmit power is constrained to be 1. There is no
interference in the channel, but since λ < 1, we will see that the techniques described
in the previous chapter are useful for this problem.
There are at least three ways to achieve the optimal distortion in this case.
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One is to use a conventional separation based approach. The second one is to use
superposition coding and the third one is to use Costa coding. Although, they are all
optimal for the single user case, they perform differently when there is a mismatch
in the channel SNR and, hence, the last two approaches are briefly described here.
Other schemes to achieve the optimal distortion can also be found in [5], [24] and
[10].
Superposition coding: Here we split the source in two parts and take N samples of
the source v, namely vN1 and scale it by
√
a creating the systematic signal x1 =
√
avN1 .
We take the other K−N source samples vKN+1 and use a conventional source encoder
followed by a capacity achieving channel code resulting in the N dimensional vector
xc = C(Q(vKN+1)), where C denotes a channel encoding operation and Q denotes
a source encoding operation. Then xc is normalized so that the average power is
√
1− a. The overall transmitted signal is x = xs + xc and the received signal is
y = x+w. At the receiver, the digital part is first decoded assuming the systematic
(analog) part is noise and then xc is subtracted from y. Then an MMSE estimate of
vN1 given by vˆ
N
1 =
√
a
a+σ2
(y − xc) is formed. The distortion as a function of a is given
by
D(a) =
λ
1 + a
σ2
+
1− λ
(1 + 1−a
a+σ2
)λ/(1−λ)
.
For the optimal choice of a, the overall distortion is given by
a∗sup = σ
2
[(
1 +
1
σ2
)λ
− 1
]
and D∗sup =
1(
1 + 1
σ2
)λ (3.1)
which is the optimal distortion.
Digital Costa coding: We split the source exactly as in the previous case and one
stream is formed as xs =
√
avN1 . However, here the digital part assumes that xs
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Fig. 8. Encoder model using Costa coding for single user.
is interference and uses Costa coding to produce xc with power 1 − a as shown in
Fig. 8. In Costa coding, we define an auxiliary random variable u = xc+α1xs where
α1 =
1−a
1−a+σ2 is the optimum scaling coefficient. At the receiver, the digital part
is decoded which means that u can be obtained. In spite of knowing u exactly, the
optimal estimate of vN1 is obtained by simply treating xc as noise since for the optimal
choice of α1, xc = u− α1xs and vN1 are uncorrelated. Therefore, an MMSE estimate
of vN1 is formed assuming xc were noise. Hence, the overall distortion becomes
D =
λ
1 + a
1−a+σ2
+
1− λ(
1 + 1−a
σ2
)λ/1−λ (3.2)
Again, minimizing D w.r.t. a gives
a∗costa = (1 + σ
2)
[
1− 1(
1 + 1
σ2
)λ
]
and D∗costa =
1(
1 + 1
σ2
)λ (3.3)
which is the best possible distortion.
Hybrid digital analog Costa coding: For the case of λ = 0.5, the digital Costa
coding part can be replaced with a hybrid digital analog (HDA) Costa coding. We
refer to such a scheme as HDA Costa coding. The power allocation to the layers
remains the same as in the digital Costa coding scheme and, hence, we can simply
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use a∗Costa without the need to differentiate the digital and HDA Costa coding. It
is quite straightforward to show that a∗Costa > a
∗
sup for λ < 1. Hence, the Costa
coding approach allocates higher power to the systematic part than the superposition
approach, since the systematic part is treated as interference.
1. Performance in the presence of SNR mismatch
Now, we consider the same set up as above, but when the actual channel noise variance
is σ2a, whereas the designed noise variance is σ
2.
Case 1: σ2a > σ
2
The distortion for the superposition code can be computed to be the sum of the
distortions in the systematic part and the digital part. When σ2a > σ
2, the digital
part cannot be decoded and, hence, we assume that the distortion in the digital part
is the variance of the source, 1.
Dsup =
λ
1 +
a∗sup
1−a∗sup+σ2a
+ (1− λ) · 1 (3.4)
Both the digital and HDA Costa coding schemes perform identically when σ2a >
σ2 and the distortion for the Costa code can be computed to be
DdigCosta = DHDACosta =
λ
1 +
a∗Costa
1−a∗Costa+σ2a
+ (1− λ) · 1 (3.5)
Case 2: σ2a < σ
2
In this case, the digital part can be decoded exactly and, hence, the distortion
for superposition coding is
Dsup = λ
1
1 +
a∗sup
σ2a
+ (1− λ) 1(
1 +
1−a∗sup
a∗sup+σ2
)λ/(1−λ) . (3.6)
For digital Costa coding, the decoder first decodes the digital part when the auxiliary
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random variable u is perfectly known. In the case when σ2a 6= σ2, the receiver must
form the MMSE estimate of vN1 from the channel observation y and u. Therefore,
the overall distortion is
DdigCosta =λ
(
1− [√a∗Costa α√a∗Costa]
×
 1 + σ2a 1− a∗Costa + αa∗Costa
1− a∗Costa + αa∗Costa 1− a∗Costa + α2a∗Costa

−1
×
 √a∗Costa
α
√
a∗Costa

+ (1− λ) 1(
1 +
1−a∗Costa
a∗Costa+σ2
)λ/(1−λ) .
For the HDA Costa coding, we can decode u and form MMSE estimates of vN1
and vKN+1 separately and, hence, the overall distortion is given by
DHDACosta =λ
(
1− [√a∗Costa α√a∗Costa]
×
 1 + σ2a 1− a∗Costa + αa∗Costa
1− a∗Costa + αa∗Costa 1− a∗Costa + α2a∗Costa + κ2

−1
×
 √a∗Costa
α
√
a∗Costa

+ (1− λ) (1− [0 κ]
×
 1 + σ2a 1− a∗Costa + αa∗Costa
1− a∗Costa + αa∗Costa 1− a∗Costa + α2a∗Costa + κ2

−1  0
κ

 .
The performance of the superposition scheme, digital Costa and HDA Costa
scheme are shown for an example with λ = 0.5 in Fig. 9. The designed SNR is defined
as 10 log10
1
σ2
whereas the actual SNR is defined as 10 log10
1
σ2a
. In the example, the
designed SNR is fixed at 10dB and the actual SNR is varied from 0 dB to 20 dB. It
can be seen that the Costa coding approach is better than superposition coding when
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σ2a > σ
2 and worse for the other case. The HDA Costa coding scheme performs the
best over the entire range of SNRs.
HDA Costa 
and Superposition
HDA Costa and
Digital Costa
Fig. 9. Performance of different schemes for the source splitting approach for the band-
width compression problem with SNR mismatch.
C. Applications to broadcasting with bandwidth compression
We now consider the problem of transmitting K = 2N samples of a unit variance
Gaussian source v in N uses of the channel to two users through AWGN channels with
noise variances σ21 (weak user) and σ
2
2 (strong user) with σ1 > σ2. The channel has
the power constraint P = 1. We are interested in joint source channel coding schemes
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that provide a good region of pairs of distortion that are simultaneously achievable
at the two users. This problem was considered in [5, 24, 25]. The best known region
to date is given by the schemes therein.
Notice that when we design a source channel coding scheme to be optimal for the
weak user, the strong user operates under the situation of SNR mismatch explained
in chapter II-E.1 with σ22 = σ
2
a < σ
2 = σ21. Similarly, when the system is designed
to be optimal for the strong user, for the weak user σ21 = σ
2
a > σ
2 = σ22. Motivated
by the fact that for λ = 0.5, the HDA Costa coding scheme performs the best, we
propose a scheme which is shown in Fig. 10.
There are three layers in the proposed coding scheme. The first layer is the
systematic part where N out of the K samples of the source are scaled by
√
a. Let us
call this as xs =
√
avN1 . The other K −N samples of the Gaussian source are hybrid
digital analog Costa coding, treating xs as the interference and transmits the signal
x1 with power b in the second layer. So x1 = u1−α1xs−κcvKN+1, where α1 and κc are
the optimal scaling coefficient to be used in the hybrid digital analog Costa coding
process and u1 is the auxiliary variable. This layer is meant to be decoded by the
weak user and, hence, the scaling factor α1 is set to be b/(b+c+σ
2
1). That is, this layer
sees the third layer also as independent noise. The third layer is first Wyner-Ziv coded
at a rate R2 assuming the estimate of v
K
N+1 at the receiver as source side information.
The Wyner-Ziv index is then encoded using digital Costa coding assuming xs and x1
are interference and uses power c = 1− a− b. Therefore, x2 = u2−α2(xs+x1). This
layer is meant for the strong user and, hence, the scaling factor α2 = c/(c+ σ
2
2). We
then transmit x = xs + x1 + x2.
At the receiver, from the second layer an estimate of vKN+1 is obtained. This
estimate acts as source side information that can be used in refining the estimate of
vKN+1 for the strong user using the decoded Wyner-Ziv bits. The Wyner-Ziv bits are
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Fig. 10. Encoder model using Costa coding.
decoded from the third layer by Costa decoding procedure.
The users estimate the systematic part vN1 and non-systematic part v
K
N+1 by
MMSE estimation from the received y, the decoded u1 and u2. So the overall distor-
tion seen at the weak user is
D1 =
1
2
1
1 + a
b+c+σ21
+
1
2
1
1 + b
c+σ21
.
The distortion for the strong user is given by
D2 =
1
2
1− [√a α1√a]
 1 + σ22 b+ α1a
b+ α1a b+ α
2
1a+ κ
2
c

−1  √a
α1
√
a


+
1/2
1 + c
σ22
1− [0 κc]
 1 + σ22 b+ α1a
b+ α1a b+ α
2
1a+ κ
2
c

−1  0
κc

 .
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The corner points of the distortion region corresponding to being optimal for the
strong and weak user respectively, can be obtained by setting b = 0 and c = 0,
respectively.
The distortion region for this scheme for the case of σ21 = 0 dB and σ
2
2 = −5 dB
is shown in Fig. 11. The distortion region for three other schemes are also shown.
They are the scheme proposed by Mittal and Phamdo in [5] , a different broadcasting
scheme which uses digital Costa coding in both the layers proposed in [25] (details
can be found there) and the broadcast scheme with one layer of superposition coding
and one layer of digital Costa coding considered in [24, 25]. The scheme in [24, 25]
currently appears to be the best known scheme. Notice that in the third layer, instead
of using a separate Wyner-Ziv encoder followed by a Costa code, we could have used
the HDA scheme discussed in Section D with identical results.
The proposed broadcast scheme in Fig. 10 significantly outperforms the scheme
in Mittal and Phamdo and the digital Costa based broadcast scheme for this example.
The corner points of this scheme also coincide with those of the best known schemes
reported in [24, 25].
D. JSCC for secrecy systems
In this section, we consider the transmission of a Gaussian source over a Gaussian
channel having an input power constraint, in the presence of an eavesdropper. We
are interested in estimating the source at the intended receiver with the minimum
possible distortion. For a fixed information leakage I² to the eavesdropper, we propose
a scheme which achieves the minimal possible distortion for a given design SNR of
snr, and also provides a graceful degradation of distortion with SNR.
The source V ∼ N (0, σ2v) is an N -length discrete time real Gaussian source and
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Fig. 11. Distortion regions of the different schemes for broadcasting with bandwidth
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Fig. 12. Problem model for the Secrecy system.
the channel is a discrete time real Gaussian wiretap channel [26] as shown in Fig. 12.
The source and channel bandwidths are assumed to be matched and hence the input
to the channel is a n-length vector x, which is also assumed to have an average power
constraint of P expressed as E[X2] ≤ P . The received signal at the eavesdropper ye
can be expressed as
ye = x+we.
Here we is the N -length additive white Gaussian noise(AWGN) vector having zero
mean and noise variance of σ2e . The intended receiver receives the N -dimensional
vector y given by
y = x+w,
where the noise w is the N -length additive white Gaussian noise vector having zero
mean and noise variance of σ2a. The transmitter does not have an exact knowledge
of σ2a but knows that σ
2
a ≤ σ2, where σ2 is the noise variance corresponding to some
design SNR. The eavesdropper channel is a degraded version of the main channel
and is assumed to have the lowest SNR i.e. snre < snr < snra, where we define
snre := P/σ
2
e , snr := P/σ
2 and snra := P/σ
2
a. The receiver is assumed to have a
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perfect estimate of snra, but the transmitter is assumed to be kept ignorant of this
information.
We refer to the information leaked to the eavesdropper as the information leakage
rate and is expressed as I² :=
1
N
I(V;Ye). The information leakage rate is the differ-
ence between the average source entropy 1
N
h(V) and the equivocation rate 1
N
h(V|Ye)
defined in [26] and [27]. It is fairly common to use equivocation rate in literature,
but since we have a continuous source, the equivocation rate expressed as differential
entropy may not be always positive. Therefore, we choose the metric as the mutual
information between the source and the received signal which is always ≥ 0. Notice
that I² = 0 corresponds to perfect secrecy, and this implies that the eavesdropper
gains no information about the source.
The intended receiver makes an estimate vˆ of the analog source v from the
observed vector y. The distortion in estimating V can be expressed as D(snra) =
E[(V − Vˆ )2], where snra = P/σ2a. In this work, for a fixed information leakage rate
I², we are interested in schemes which are optimal for snr and which also provide a
low source distortion for snra > snr.
Before introducing our proposed schemes, we would like to mention some prior
work in this area. There has been a considerable amount of work in studying the
graceful degradation of distortion with SNR for both the bandwidth matched case
[7] and the bandwidth mismatched case, and several joint source channel coding
schemes have been proposed [5]. There also exists a considerable amount of literature
on physical layer security. The wire-tap channel was first introduced and studied by
Wyner in [26], and the Gaussian wire-tap channel was studied by Leung and Hellman
in [27]. In [28], Yamamoto studied the Shannon cipher system from a rate distortion
perspective, where in one of the theorems it is shown that for a wiretap channel
with a fixed SNR, a separation based approach of quantization followed by secrecy
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coding is optimal. However in this work, in contrast to [28] we are interested in JSCC
scheme for the Gaussian wiretap channel under the SNR mismatch case. We are also
interested in quantifying the graceful degradation of distortion with SNR.
1. A separation based scheme and a simple scaling scheme
For the classical setup without the eavesdropper, both the uncoded scheme and the
separation based scheme can be observed to be optimal for a given SNR. However
these schemes perform differently in the presence of a SNR mismatch. In this section
we look at the performance of both the separation based scheme and the uncoded
scheme in the presence of an eavesdropper.
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a. Separation based scheme
Here we use a separation based scheme designed for a channel noise variance of σ2
and information leakage I². We first design a vector quantizer of rate
Rv = C
(
P
σ2
)
− C
(
P
σ2e
)
+ I²,
where C(x) := 1
2
log(1 + x). We quantize v to vq using the designed vector quantizer
of rate Rv. vq is then mapped to vsec using a secrecy code as in [27]. The encoded
vsec is transmitted over the channel. The eavesdropper obtains a maximum leakage
rate of I². The proof of this claim is given at the end of this section. The intended
receiver achieves a distortion of σ2v2
−2Rv . Since we have quantized the source to a
fixed rate, the achievable distortion is constant for all SNRs above the designed SNR
and is given by,
D(snra) = σ
2
v2
−2Rv < σ2v .
For the given I², though we get some improvement in distortion, the exponent is 0
and we do not have a graceful degradation of distortion with SNR as shown in Fig. 13.
b. A simple scaling scheme
Let us first consider a scheme that is optimal for all channel SNRs for the Gaussian
wiretap channel in the absence of the eavesdropper. This reduces to the classical
problem of point to point communication over a Gaussian channel. An optimal scheme
is scaling the analog source v by a constant κ =
√
P/σ2v to match the transmit power
constraint [7]. The transmitted vector is hence given by x = κv. The receiver has
perfect knowledge of snra and obtains a minimum mean square estimate of v from
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the observed y. The distortion obtained at the intended receiver is given by
D(SNRa) =
σ2v
1 + snra
.
The distortion exponent can be seen to be −1 for this scheme and also the obtained
distortion is optimal for every given snra. The information leakage rate is easily
calculated to be
1
n
I(V;Ye) = I(V ;Ye) =
1
2
log
(
1 +
κ2σ2v
σ2e
)
=
1
2
log
(
1 +
P
σ2e
)
.
From the above equation we can observe that the choice of κ =
√
P
σ2v
results in a
reasonably high information leakage rate. However, we can reduce the value of κ to
satisfy our eavesdropper information requirement of I² as follows by choosing
I² =
1
2
log(1 +
κ2σ2v
σ2e
)
or
κ2 =
σ2e
σ2v
(22I² − 1).
The intended receiver receives y = κv+w. Hence the distortion at the intended
receiver is given by
D(snra) =
σ2v
1 + κ
2σ2v
σ2a
=
σ2v
1 + κ
2σ2vsnra
P
.
Hence for snra = snr, D(snr) > σ
2
v/(1 + snr) as κ
2σ2v < P . Though the above
equation shows that the distortion exponent is −1, we have a considerable loss in
optimality at the intended receiver, as we have not used the full power P at the
transmitter. This can be seen from Fig. 13 where for snra = 20db, we see that
the uncoded scheme has a higher distortion performance compared to the separation
based scheme. However we can see from Fig. 13 that the uncoded scheme gives a
graceful degradation in distortion, unlike the separation based scheme. Also if we
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need I² = 0, then κ must be chosen to be 0 and hence D(snr) = σ
2
v , which is the worst
attainable distortion equivalent to simply estimating the source.
In the next section we show a scheme which is a combination of the schemes
mentioned above, that for I² 6= 0 gives both the optimal distortion for the designed
SNR as well as a graceful degradation in distortion for all SNR’s above the designed
SNR. In the case of I² = 0, or perfect secrecy, it is however not clear if we can get a
graceful degradation in distortion.
2. Hybrid scheme using secrecy coding and vector quantization
In this scheme we quantize the source v to get vq given as follows,
v = vq + u.
The quantized digital part is encoded using a secrecy code and the quantization error
u is superimposed onto the secrecy code and transmitted with some scaling. The
transmitted vector x is given by
x = vsec + κu.
Here vsec consists of a digital part that uses a secrecy code. The digital part vsec uses
a power of αP and the analog part a power of (1 − α)P . The source v is quantized
to vq at a rate R(α) chosen as
R(α) = C
(
αP
(1− α)P + σ2
)
− C
(
αP
(1− α)P + σ2e
)
The encoder is the same encoder as in the Gaussian wire tap channel case [26]
and [27]. We have ≈ 2NR(α) bins and ≈ 2NC
„
αP
(1−α)P+σ2e
«
codewords in each bin. Hence
the transmitted vector vsec has a rate of C
(
αP
(1−α)P+σ2
)
. The intended receiver can
decode the digital part and cancel vsec from y. It then forms a minimum mean square
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estimate (MMSE) of u. Hence the obtained distortion can be expressed as
D =
σ2v2
−2R(α)
1 + (1−α)P
σ2a
.
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Fig. 14. Distortion vs SNR for different I². Here P = 1, σ
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The eavesdropper obtains ye and we are interested in characterizing the infor-
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mation leakage rate I². I² can be bounded as follows.
I² =
1
N
I(V;Ye)
(a)
=
1
N
I(Vq, κU;Ye)
(b)
=
1
N
I(Vq;Ye) +
1
N
I(κU;Ye|Vq)
(c)
=
1
N
I(κU;Ye|Vq)
=
1
N
h(κU|Vq)− 1
N
h(κU|Ye,Vq)
(d)
≤ 1
N
h(κU)− 1
N
h(κU|Ye,Vq,Vsec)
(e)
=
1
N
h(κU)− 1
N
h(κU− β(κU+We)|Ye,Vq,Vsec)
(f)
=
1
N
h(κU)− 1
N
h ((1− β)κU− βWe)
(g)
=
1
2
log
(
1 +
(1− α)P
σ2e
)
Here (a) follows because of the Markov chain V → (Vq, κU) → X. (b) follows
from the chain rule of mutual information. (c) is obtained by the choice of our coding
scheme for Vq, which is designed for perfect secrecy from the eavesdropper. Hence
H(Vq|Ye) = H(Vq) or I(Vq;Ye) = 0. We obtain the first term in (d) since Vq is
independent of U, and the second term follows because conditioning reduces entropy.
In (e), β is chosen as β = (1−α)P
(1−α)P+σ2e . (f) follows because (1 − β)κU − βWe is
orthogonal to Ye,Vq and Vsec and finally (g) follows as all the terms are Gaussian.
The distortion as a function of snra is plotted in Fig. 13 for I² = 0.01, which shows
that the hybrid scheme performs better than both the uncoded and the separation
based scheme. Fig. 14 shows the performance of the hybrid scheme for different values
of I² and this shows that the distortion exponent is −1 for I² > 0 . Also the distortion
that can be achieved at the eavesdropper can be lower bounded by σ2v2
−2I² . This can
be seen to be reasonably large when I² is small. Hence the eavesdropper gets only a
poor estimate of the source.
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A trivial outer bound for the problem can be obtained by assuming that the
transmitter has knowledge of snra. [28] considers the rate distortion problem for the
Shannon cipher system. It can be seen from [28, Theorem 1 with Rk = 0], that
the Shannon cipher system reduces to the wire-tap channel setup and the optimal
distortion can be achieved by separate source coding followed by secrecy coding. We
first quantize the source v to vq at a rate R. For a maximal leakage rate of I², the
maximum value of R = C
(
P
σ2a
)
−C
(
P
σ2e
)
+ I². This can be obtained by following the
steps outlined below.
Applying [27, Theorem 1, (2), (3) and (17)] to our problem setup we obtain the
following set of equations.
Rv =
H(Vq)
n
Rv
H(Vq|Ye)
H(Vq)
≤ C
(
P
σ2
)
− C
(
P
σ2e
)
The left hand side term can be simplified as follows,
Rv
H(Vq|Ye)
H(Vq)
= Rv
H(Vq|Ye)−H(Vq) +H(Vq)
H(Vq)
(a)
= Rv
H(Vq)− nI²
H(Vq)
= Rv − I².
In (a) we used the definition of I². Thus we can bound Rv as,
Rv ≤ C
(
P
σ2
)
− C
(
P
σ2e
)
+ I².
Hence the maximal rate Rv for the vector quantizer can be obtained by choosing
Rv = C
(
P
σ2
)− C ( P
σ2e
)
+ I².
Hence we can achieve a distortion D = σ2v2
−2R corresponding to the above R.
Fig. 14 shows the outer bound and we see that the achievable scheme has a constant
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gap from the outer bound.
E. JSCC for cognitive radio
Recently we observe a massive overcrowding of existing frequency spectrum by wire-
less devices [29, 30]. But there are many spectrum bands which are used very spar-
ingly. This necessitates a need to find optimal use of the frequency bands. In this
scenario, a cognitive transmitter and receiver, can make use of the unused spectrum
without affecting the existing primary users. In this chapter we study the transmis-
sion and reconstruction of an analog source in a cognitive setting. Hybrid digital
analog coding schemes considered in the previous chapter, can be seen as a natural
choice for this cognitive setup. The problem model is schematically shown in the
figure below.
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Fig. 15. Problem model for the cognitive setup.
We are interested in transmitting N symbols of an analog source V over N uses of
a cognitive channel. We have a primary user and a cognitive user. The output vector
of the primary user is given as xp. The cognitive user is assumed to know xp, the
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transmitted signal at the primary user. The transmitted vector at the cognitive user
is xc and is a function of V and xp. The cognitive user tries to transmit information
to two/many cognitive receivers as shown in Fig. 15. The channel is modeled as an
interference channel. The received vector yp at the receivers can be expressed as
yp = xp + axc + zp. (3.7)
The received vector at the cognitive receivers 1 and 2 can be expressed as given below.
y1 = xc + bxp + z1. (3.8)
y2 = xc + bxp + z2. (3.9)
Z1 and Z2 are assumed to be zero mean Gaussian, with variance σ
2
1 and σ
2
2
respectively, with σ21 ≥ σ22. The receivers reconstruct V as Vˆ1 and Vˆ2. The cognitive
system has to be designed in such a manner, such that the primary user is not
affected and gets its intended rate. We are hence interested in a characterization of
the achievable distortion for the receiver with a better channel, when we design a
scheme that is optimal for the receiver with the bad channel, for a ≤ 1.
1. Achievable distortion for the HDA Costa coding scheme
The proposed scheme uses the idea of dirty paper coding applied to the analog setup.
The cognitive transmitter has knowledge of the primary transmitters codeword, non-
causally. The cognitive user by virtue of transmitting in the same spectrum, causes
interference for the primary transmitter. However, the cognitive user can use part of
its available power to transmit the primary message, and use the other part for it’s
intended cognitive receivers [31].
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This can be expressed as
xc = x˜c +
√
γPc
Pp
xp. (3.10)
The constant γ is chosen in a way, such that the capacity of the primary user
is not compromised, while getting some non-zero information across for the cognitive
users. The cognitive user does HDA costa coding as we have the setup of transmitting
an analog source with interference xp, known only at the transmitter. The capacity
of the primary user from (3.7)and (3.10) is then given by,
Rp =
1
2
log
(
1 +
(
√
Pp + a
√
γPc)
2
1 + a2(1− α)Pc
)
. (3.11)
To satisfy the coexistence condition [31] i.e. the secondary transmitter does not
degrade the performance of the primary user, we enforce that the primary user has
the same capacity of 1/2 log(1+Pp). Hence we solve for γ, with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, to satisfy
1
2
log (1 + Pp) =
1
2
log
(
1 +
(
√
Pp + a
√
γPc)
2
1 + a2(1− α)Pc
)
(3.12)
Solving the above equation gives the solution for γ∗.
Next we perform hybrid digital analog coding, following the same steps as in
section II-B.2. We form an auxiliary random variable U , as follows
U = X˜c + αS + κV. (3.13)
Here S is a random variable given by, S =
(
b+
√
γPc
Pp
)
Xp. α and κ are constants
given by
α =
P˜c
P˜c + σ21
(3.14)
κ2 =
P˜ 2c
(P˜c + σ21)σ
2
1
. (3.15)
An u is found that is jointly typical with s and v and x˜c is transmitted along
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with the scaled version of xp. The receiver receives
y1 = x˜c + s+ z1 (3.16)
From received y1, u is decoded and we obtain an estimate of v from both the decoded
u and y1. This gives the distortion at the cognitive user as
D1 =
σ2v
1 + (1−α)Pc
σ21
(3.17)
The distortion achieved by the above scheme can also be obtained by a separation
based scheme, involving a quantization of the source followed by digital Costa coding
on the quantizer output bits.
The second user receives y2 = x˜c + s + z2. Since the second user has a better
channel than the first user, it can also decoder u. The user then forms an MMSE
estimate of v from u and y2. The distortion at the second user after algebraic
manipulations can be obtained as
D2 =
[
(Qσ4 + (P˜c(P˜c +Q) + 2P˜cσ
2
1 + σ
4
1)σ
2
2)σ
2
v
]
×[
P˜ 2c (P˜c +Q) + P˜c(P˜c +Q)σ
2
1 +Qσ
4
1 + (P˜c(2P˜c +Q) + 3P˜cσ
2
1 + σ
4
1)σ
2
2
]−1
.
(3.18)
From the above expression, it can be seen that HDA coding provides and improve-
ment in distortion performance than a digital Costa scheme, when the actual SNR is
different from the design SNR.
F. Concluding remarks
In this chapter we considered several applications of JSCC. We studied the problem
of broadcasting an analog source under bandwidth compression, and showed that a
good scheme can be built for broadcasting by using HDA schemes. We also considered
applications of JSCC for the cognitive setup. We also analyzed some JSCC schemes
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for transmitting an analog source in the presence of an eavesdropper. We showed
that for a fixed information leakage to the eavesdropper I², we can be both optimal
for a design SNR and also obtain a graceful degradation of distortion with SNR.
There are several problems of interest in this area, that can be studied as future
work. One problem of interest is, whether it is still possible to obtain a graceful
degradation of distortion, when we require perfect secrecy from the eavesdropper
(I² = 0). Another possible future work is the design of schemes for the source-
channel bandwidth mismatch scenario, for both the cognitive setup and the secrecy
setup.
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CHAPTER IV
JOINT PHYSICAL LAYER CODING AND NETWORK CODING FOR
BI-DIRECTIONAL RELAYING
In most modern systems physical layer coding and network layer coding are done sep-
arately. In this chapter, we show that significant throughput gains can be obtained
by using a joint approach. Specifically, we consider a scenario where two users wish
to exchange information with each other through a bi-directional relay. A separate
physical layer coding followed by a network layer coding solution [4] for this problem
is first presented. We show that a joint physical layer coding and network coding
solution provides a significant increase in throughput when compared to the separa-
tion approach. We observe that structured lattice codes are very good candidates for
this joint coding approach and they perform very close to the upper bound. For a
comprehensive analysis, we study two types of decoding algorithms involving struc-
tured lattice codes in this chapter, namely a nested lattice decoding algorithm and
a minimum angle decoding algorithm, and we evaluate the performance of each of
these algorithms. We next present the detailed system model.
A. System model and problem statement
We study the Gaussian version of the two-way relay problem considered in [4]. More
specifically, we study a simple 3-node linear Gaussian network as shown in Fig. 16.
Nodes A and B wish to exchange information between each other through the relay
node J , however, nodes A and B cannot communicate with each other directly. Let
u1 ∈ {0, 1}k and u2 ∈ {0, 1}k, be the information vectors at nodes A and B. The
information is assumed to be encoded into vectors (codewords) x1 ∈ Rn and x2 ∈ Rn
at nodes A and B, respectively, and transmitted. We assume that communication
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takes place in two phases - a multiple access (MAC) phase and a broadcast phase,
which are briefly described below.
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Fig. 16. System model with 3 nodes.
MAC phase: During the MAC phase, nodes A and B transmit x1 and x2 in n
uses of an AWGN channel to the relay. It is assumed that the two transmissions are
perfectly synchronized and, hence, the received signal at the relay yR ∈ Rn is given
by
yR = x1 + x2 + z,
where the components of z are independent identically distributed (i.i.d) Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and variance σ2. Further, it is assumed that there is
an average transmit power constraint of P at both nodes and, hence, E[||x1||2] ≤ nP
and E[||x2||2] ≤ nP .
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Broadcast phase: During the broadcast phase, the relay node transmits xR ∈ Rn
in n uses of an AWGN broadcast channel to both nodes A and B. It is assumed that
the average transmit power at the relay node is also constrained to P and that the
noise variance at the two nodes is also σ2. Node A forms an estimate of u2, namely
uˆ2 and node B forms an estimate of u1, namely uˆ1. An error is said to occur if either
u2 6= uˆ2 or u1 6= uˆ1, i.e., the probability of error is given by
Pe
∆
= Pr
(
{u1 6= uˆ1}
⋃
{u2 6= uˆ2}
)
.
It is assumed that the communications in the MAC and broadcast phases are
orthogonal and each phase uses the channel exactly n times. For example, the com-
munications in the MAC and broadcast phase could be in two separate frequency
bands (or in two different time slots) and, hence, the MAC phase and broadcast
phase do not interfere with each other. To keep the discussion simple, we will assume
that the MAC and broadcast phases occur in different time slots. This can be easily
generalized to the case when 2n dimensions are available for communication, out of
which n dimensions are allocated to the MAC phase and n dimensions are allocated
to the broadcast phase. Note that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for all transmis-
sions is snr = P/σ2 and, hence, we refer to it as simply the SNR without having
to distinguish between the SNRs of the different phases. Similarly, we restrict our
attention to the symmetric rate case when both the nodes A and B wish to exchange
identical amount of information and, hence, we can simply refer to one exchange rate
without having to distinguish between the rate for A and B separately.
For a given encoding/decoding scheme, we say that the rate Rscheme is achievable
if, for any ² > 0 and for every n sufficiently large, there exists a k, such that k
n
>
Rscheme and Pe < ². The exchange capacity Cex is then the supremum of Rscheme over
all possible encoding/decoding schemes.
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B. Main results and comments
The main results in this chapter are,
• An upper bound on the exchange capacity is given by
Cex ≤ 1
2
log
(
1 +
P
σ2
)
.
• Lattice decoding: A dithered nested lattice encoding scheme with nested lattice
decoding discussed in section F achieves an exchange rate of
RLattice =
1
2
log
(
1
2
+
P
σ2
)
.
• Minimum angle decoding: A scheme using lattice encoding (without dither)
and minimum angle decoding discussed in Section G also achieves the same
exchange rate of
RLattice =
1
2
log
(
1
2
+
P
σ2
)
.
At high SNRs, the lattice based coding and decoding schemes are nearly optimal
because their rate approach the upper bound.
C. Related prior work
Recently, there has been a significant amount of work on coding for the bi-directional
relay problem [4, 32–38]. In [4], Katti et al., showed the usefulness of network coding
for this problem. Although they do not consider the physical layer explicitly, the
natural extension of their solution to our problem would work as follows. The 2n
channel uses available for signaling would be split into three slots with 2n/3 channel
uses each. In the first time slot, u1 is encoded using an optimal channel code for the
AWGN channel into x1 and transmitted from node A. Similarly, in the second time
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slot u2 is encoded into x2 and transmitted from node B. At the relay, u1 and u2
are decoded and then the relay forms uR = u1 ⊕ u2 and encodes uR into xR using
an optimal code for the Gaussian channel and broadcasts to both nodes. The two
nodes decode uR and then since they have u1 and u2, they can obtain u2 and u1
at the nodes A and B, respectively. Here, the physical layer and network layer are
completely separated and coding (or mixing of the information) is performed only
at the network layer. In the system model considered in Fig. 16, the physical layer
naturally performs mixing of the signals from the two transmitters. The schemes that
take advantage of this can be referred to as joint physical layer coding and network
coding solutions.
One such scheme called analog network coding was proposed in [33]. In this case,
the MAC phase and broadcast phase use n uses of the AWGN and are orthogonal to
each other. Gaussian code books are used at the transmitters to encode u1 into x1
and u2 into x2, respectively. Analog network coding is an amplify and forward scheme
where the received signal at the relay during the MAC phase yR, is scaled to satisfy the
power constraint and transmitted during the broadcast phase, i.e., xR =
√
P
2P+σ2
yR.
It can be seen that this scheme can achieve an exchange rate of 1
2
log
(
1 + P
3P+σ2
P
σ2
)
,
which is higher than that achievable with the pure network coding scheme in [4] for
high SNR.
The scheme proposed in this paper can be thought of as a decode and forward
scheme. This scheme outperforms the amplify and forward scheme in [33]. In [36], it
is conjectured that an exchange rate of 1
2
log
(
1 + P
σ2
)
can be achieved, however, no
scheme is given. The scheme in this paper is a constructive scheme that performs close
to the rate conjectured in [36]. The lattice decoding scheme discussed in Section F is
similar to that used by Nazer and Gastpar [39] for the problem of estimating the sum
of two Gaussian random variables, but was independently proposed in the conference
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version of this chapter [40]. Several other schemes have also been recently suggested
for bi-directional relaying. In [41], Kim et. al. introduced compress-forward and
mixed-forward schemes for bi-directional relaying with asymmetric channel gains.
These schemes use random codes instead of structured codes. In a very recent work
[42], which appeared after the publication of our work in [40], Nam et. al. introduced
nested lattice codes for the same problem. In their scheme, which is optimal at high
SNR, each node uses a lattice with a different rate and nested lattice decoding is
performed at the relay.
D. An optimal transmission scheme for the BSC channel
To motivate our proposed scheme, we first consider a system where the physical layer
channels are all binary symmetric channels. i.e., x1 ∈ {0, 1}n, x2 ∈ {0, 1}n and the
signal received at the relay is
yR = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ e, (4.1)
where ⊕ denotes binary addition and e is an error sequence whose components are
0 or 1 with probability q and 1 − q respectively and are i.i.d. Similarly, during the
broadcast phase, let the channel be a BSC channel with crossover probability q. In
this case, an upper bound on the exchange capacity is 1 − H(q) since this is the
maximum information that can flow to any of the nodes from the relay. This can be
achieved using the following coding scheme.
In this scheme, the two nodes transmit using identical capacity achieving binary
linear codes of rate 1−H(q). Consider again the received signal at the relay given in
(4.1). Notice that since x1 and x2 are codewords from the same linear code, x1⊕x2 is
also a valid codeword from the same code which achieves capacity over a BSC channel
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with crossover probability q. Hence, the relay can decode x1 ⊕ x2 and transmit the
result during the broadcast phase. The nodes A and B can also decode x1 ⊕ x2 and
since they have x1 and x2, they can obtain x2 and x1, respectively. This scheme
achieves an exchange rate of 1−H(q) and is therefore optimal.
Random codes versus structured codes: It is quite interesting to note that if random
codes, i.e., codes from the Shannon ensemble were used instead of linear codes, x1⊕x2
cannot be decoded at the relay. The linearity (or group structure) of the code is
exploited to make x1 ⊕ x2 decodable at the relay and, hence, structured codes with
a group structure outperform random codes for this problem. Examples of schemes
where structured codes outperform random codes have been given in Korner and
Marton [43] and more recently by Nazer and Gastpar in [44, 45].
E. Upper bound on the exchange rate for Gaussian links
Let us now return to the problem outlined in Section A, where the channels between
the nodes and the relay are AWGN channels. We restrict our attention to schemes
where the MAC phase and broadcast phase are both orthogonal to each other and use
n channel uses (or dimensions). With this restriction, a simple upper bound on the
exchange rate can be obtained as follows. Consider a cut between the relay node and
node A. The maximum amount of information that can flow to either of the nodes
from the relay is 1
2
log
(
1 + P
σ2
)
. Hence, the exchange capacity is upper bounded by
Cub =
1
2
log
(
1 +
P
σ2
)
.
We next consider coding schemes and analyze their performance.
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F. Nested lattice based coding scheme with lattice decoding
As shown in section D for the BSC channel, codes with a group structure (linear
codes) enable decoding of a linear combination (or, sum) of codewords at the relay.
This motivates the use of lattice codes for the Gaussian channel since lattices have
a similar group structure with respect to real vector addition. We begin with some
preliminaries about lattices [13, 46].
An n-dimensional lattice Λ is a subgroup of Rn under vector addition over the
reals. This implies that if λ1, λ2 ∈ Λ, then λ1 + λ2 ∈ Λ. For any x ∈ Rn, the
quantization of x, QΛ(x) is defined as the λ ∈ Λ that is closest to x with respect to
Euclidean distance. The fundamental Voronoi region V(Λ) is defined as V(Λ) = {x :
QΛ(x) = 0}. The mod operation is defined as (x mod Λ) = x−QΛ(x). This can be
interpreted as the error in quantizing an x to the closest point in the lattice Λ. The
second moment of a lattice is given by
σ2(Λ) =
1
V (Λ)
1
n
∫
V(Λ)
||x||2 dx,
and where V (Λ), the volume of the fundamental Voronoi region is denoted by V (Λ) =∫
V(Λ) dx. The normalized second moment of the lattice is then given by
G(Λ) = σ2(Λ)/V (Λ)2/n.
Let us define the covering radius of a lattice Ru as the radius of the smallest
n-dimensional hypersphere containing the Voronoi region V(Λ). Also let Rl denote
the effective radius of V(Λ), which is the radius of the n-dimensional hypersphere
having the same volume as V(Λ). Now we can define a Rogers-good Lattice [46, (69)]
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as a lattice that satisfies
1 ≤
(Ru
Rl
)n
< c · n · (log n)a, (4.2)
where c and a are positive constants. This implies,
1
n
log
Ru
Rl = O
(
1
n
)
. (4.3)
We next define nested lattices. Formally, we say that the lattice Λc (the coarse
lattice) is nested in the lattice Λf (the fine lattice) if Λc ⊆ Λf [47]. Let the fundamen-
tal Voronoi regions of the lattices, Λc and Λf be V(Λc) and V(Λf ). In this work, we
are interested in nested lattices as they can be easily adapted to the AWGN channel,
with the fundamental Voronoi region of the coarse lattice V(Λc) acting as a power
constraint and fine lattice points of Λf in V(Λc) acting as the codewords. The number
of lattice points of the fine lattice in V(Λc) is given by the nesting ratio V (Λc)V (Λf ) . The
coding rate, RLattice of the nested lattice code captures the rate of the nested lattice
code, and is defined as the logarithm of the number of lattice points of the fine lattice
in Λf ∩ V(Λc) given by
RLattice =
1
n
log |Λf ∩ V(Λc)| = 1
n
log
V (Λc)
V (Λf )
.
Lattice codes can be used to achieve capacity on the single user AWGN channel
under maximum likelihood (ML) decoding [48–50]. The initial work [48], had an
error and was corrected by [49]. ML decoding requires finding the lattice point inside
a spherical bounding region(serves as a power constraint), which is closest to the
received signal. In contrast, lattice decoding ignores the bounding region and finds
the closest lattice point to the received signal. Lattice decoding has a much lower
complexity than ML decoding and has hence attracted a lot of interest. More recently,
nested lattices have been shown to achieve the capacity of the single user AWGN
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Fig. 17. Lattice coding based scheme showing the transmitted signals t1, t2 and the
decoded signal at the relay t.
channel under lattice decoding [13, 46]. The main idea in [13, 46] is to use the coarse
lattice as a shaping region and the lattice points from the fine lattice contained
within the basic Voronoi region of the coarse lattice as the codewords. The existence
of “good” nested lattices whose coarse lattice Λc is simultaneously Rogers-good(good
for quantization) and Poltyrev-good (good for channel coding [46, eqn. (78)]), and
fine lattice is Poltyrev-good has been shown in [46]. It is also shown in [46] that the
choice of such a nested lattice achieves the AWGN channel capacity, under lattice
decoding.
1. Description and achievable rate
We now describe our encoding and decoding schemes for the bi-directional relaying
problem using nested lattices. The encoding and decoding operations during the
MAC and broadcast phase are explained below. A general schematic is also shown in
Fig. 17.
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MAC Phase:
Let there be k information bits in the information vector u1 and u2 and, hence,
the exchange rate is RLattice = k/n. At node A, the information vector u1 is mapped
onto a fine lattice point t1 ∈ {Λf ∩ V(Λc)}, i.e., the set of all fine lattice points in
the basic Voronoi region of the coarse lattice is taken to be the code. An identical
code is used at node B and the information vector u2 is mapped onto the codeword
t2 ∈ {Λf ∩ V(Λc)}. We then generate dither vectors d1 and d2 which are randomly
generated n dimensional vectors uniformly distributed over V(Λc). The dither vectors
are mutually independent of each other and are known at both the relay node and
the nodes A and B. Now node A and node B form the transmitted signals x1 and
x2 as follows
x1 = (t1 − d1) mod Λc (4.4)
x2 = (t2 − d2) mod Λc. (4.5)
By choosing an appropriate coarse lattice Λc with second moment P , the transmit
power constraint will be satisfied at both nodes. The relay node receives yR given by
yR = x1 + x2 + z, (4.6)
where z is the noise vector whose components have variance σ2.
At the decoder, the relay attempts to decode to t
∆
= (t1 + t2) mod Λc from the
received signal yR. The decoder at the relay node first forms
tˆ = (αyR + d1 + d2) mod Λc,
where α is a constant given by α = 2P
2P+σ2
. The relay next attempts to decode to t by
finding the lattice point closest to tˆ, i.e., the estimate of t is QΛf (tˆ). The decoding
is then successful if t = QΛf (tˆ). The detailed steps in decoding to t with arbitrarily
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low probability of error is given below.
Analysis of the probability of error of the nested lattice decoder: We first show
that tˆ can be expressed as the output of an equivalent modulo-lattice additive noise
(MLAN) channel. Using the distributive property of the mod operation, i.e., {x
mod Λ + y mod Λ} mod Λ = {(x+ y) mod Λ} mod Λ, tˆ can be written as:
tˆ = (αyR + d1 + d2) mod Λc
= (α(x1 + x2) + αz+ d1 + d2) mod Λc
= (x1 + x2 + d1 + d2 + αz− (1− α)(x1 + x2)) mod Λc
= ((t1 − d1) mod Λc + (t2 − d2) mod Λc + d1 + d2 + αz− (1− α)(x1 + x2)) mod Λc
(a)
= ((t1 + t2) mod Λc + αz− (1− α)(x1 + x2)) mod Λc
(b)
= (t+ αz− (1− α)(x1 + x2)) mod Λc
(c)
= t+ zeq mod Λc. (4.7)
Here, (a) follows from the distributive property of the mod Λc operation. (b) follows
from the definition of t and in (c), we define zeq as zeq
∆
= αz− (1− α)(x1 + x2). The
relay can decode to t, if QΛf (tˆ) = t.
Due to the group structure of the lattice, t is a lattice point in the fine lattice
(more precisely, t ∈ {Λf ∩V(Λc)}). By applying the crypto lemma [51], it can be seen
that t is uniformly distributed over the fine lattice points in V(Λc). Further, note
that t1 and t2 are independent of z, x1 and x2 and, hence, we can define an equivalent
noise term zeq = αz − (1 − α)(x1 + x2) such that t and zeq are independent of each
other. The second moment of Zeq is given by σ
2
eq = E[Z
2
eq] = α
2σ2 + (1 − α)22P .
We can now choose α to minimize E[z2eq] and the resulting optimum values of α and
σ2eq are αopt =
2P
2P+σ2
and σ2eq,opt =
2Pσ2
2P+σ2
, respectively. Also, αyR can be treated as a
linear estimate of (x1 + x2). For a detailed discussion on using linear estimation for
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nested lattice decoding, see [46, section V]. The following theorem establishes that it
is possible to decode to t with arbitrarily low probability of error, if the coding rate
of the lattice is < 1
2
log
(
P
σ2eq
)
= 1
2
log
(
1
2
+ P
σ2
)
, where P is the second moment per
dimension of the coarse lattice.
Theorem F.1 (modified version of [46, Theorem 5]). For any coding rate RLattice <
1
2
log(1
2
+ P
σ2
), there exists a sequence of n-dimensional nested lattice pairs (Λ
(n)
f ,Λ
(n)
c )
of coding rate RLattice for which
Pr{Zeq 6∈ V(Λ(n)f )} → 0, as n→∞,
where zeq = (1 − α)(x1 + x2) + αz and α = 2P2P+σ2 . Here x1 and x2 are realizations
of two independent random variables uniformly distributed over V(Λ(n)c ) and z is a
realization of an n-dimensional Gaussian vector Z ∼ N (0, σ2I), where I is an n× n
identity matrix. Also the coarse lattice Λ
(n)
c has a maximum second moment(per
dimension) of P .
Proof. The proof follows closely the proof of [46, Theorem 5]. The main idea is
to show that Zeq can be well approximated by a Gaussian distribution with nearly
the same variance, and show that the approximation gets better as n → ∞. We
mention below the places where the proof in [46] have to be modified. [46, eqn. 81]
must be changed to take into account that we have two transmitters. [46, eqn. 81]
must be modified with Lemma J.1 given in appendix J.1. Also [46, eqn. 82] must
be modified with Lemma J.2 stated in appendix J.1. After this, we can continue
with the proof in [46] by calculating the Poltyrev exponents [52] and also using the
fact that Rogers-good and Poltyrev-good [46, pg. 2306] lattices exist. Continuing
with these steps in [46] shows that any rate of RLattice <
1
2
log
(
1
2
+ P
σ2
)
for which
Pr{Zeq 6∈ V(Λ(n)f )} → 0, as n→∞, can be obtained. This proves the theorem.
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The probability distribution of the n−dimensional noise vector Zeq considered
in theorem F.1 is slightly different from the noise distribution in [46, Theorem 5],
and we can not directly apply [46, Theorem 5] to our case. Hence, we had to show
that Zeq is similar to a Gaussian distribution at high dimensions, and also show the
existence of good lattices with rates that approach the proposed coding rates.
Broadcast phase:
In the broadcast phase, the relay node transmits the index of t using a capacity
achieving code for the AWGN channel. Since the capacity of the AWGN channel is
1
2
log
(
1 + P
σ2
)
which is higher than RLattice from theorem F.1 and, hence, the index
(or, equivalently, t) can be obtained at the nodes A and B. Since node A already has
u1 and, hence, t1, it needs to recover u2 or, equivalently, t2, from t and t1. This can
be done as follows. Node A computes (t− t1) mod Λc, which can be written as
(t− t1) mod Λc = ((t1 + t2) mod Λc − t1) mod Λc = t2 mod Λc = t2. (4.8)
Similarly, t1 can also be obtained at node B by computing (t− t2) mod Λc. Hence,
an effective exchange rate of RLattice <
1
2
log
(
1
2
+ P
σ2
)
can be obtained using nested
lattices with lattice decoding.
We conclude by noting that, at high SNR, this scheme approaches the upper
bound of 1
2
log
(
1 + P
σ2
)
and is therefore nearly optimal. This scheme can be inter-
preted as a Slepian-Wolf coding scheme using nested lattices, i.e., the relay wishes
to convey (t1 + t2) mod Λc to node A, where some side information (namely, t1)
is available. Thus, the broadcast phase in effect uses nested lattices for solving the
Slepian-Wolf coding problem. This scheme can also be thought of as a decode and
forward scheme where the relay decodes a function of t1 and t2, namely t = (t1+ t2)
mod Λc and forwards this to the nodes. Notice however, that the relay will not know
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either t1 or t2 exactly, it only knows t.
Since the nested lattice code used is by itself a capacity achieving code for the
AWGN channel, one does not have to encode t again using a separate capacity achiev-
ing channel code. The relay can simply broadcast xR = (t− d) mod Λc, where d is
an uniform dither. Notice that E[||xR||2] ≤ P and, hence, the power constraint will
be satisfied at the relay node and t can be decoded at the nodes A and B by nested
lattice decoding.
G. Lattice coding with minimum angle decoding
In the previous section we observed that nested lattice decoding can achieve an ex-
change rate of 1
2
log(1
2
+ P
σ2
) with lattice decoding alone, and does not attain the
upper bound 1
2
log
(
1 + P
σ2
)
. This naturally leads us to the question - is the upper
bound loose or is the nested lattice coding scheme with lattice decoding suboptimal?
Particularly, we are interested in investigating whether the fact that we decode to
the modulo-Λc sum of codewords at the relay and the use of two independent dithers
(resulting in two independent self-noise) is suboptimal. Hence, we are interested in
studying another encoding/decoding scheme. Let us consider the set of all xsum’s,
where xsum
∆
= x1 + x2, and x1 and x2 are the codewords/lattice points transmitted
from nodes A and B, respectively. Ideally the optimal decoder for decoding to the
xsum’s is the maximum a posteriori(MAP) decoder. However, the MAP decoder is
difficult to analyze and, hence, we study a suboptimal minimum angle decoder [50].
The analysis of this minimum angle decoder is also insightful in understanding the
geometry of the codebook induced by the addition of two lattice points at the re-
lay. Our analysis in this section shows that the suboptimal angle decoder achieves
an exchange rate of 1
2
log(1
2
+ P
σ2
). Though, we have not adequately answered the
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question of whether the upper bound is tight, the analysis of the minimum angle
decoder scheme shows that one cannot simply replace lattice decoding by minimum
angle decoding in order to obtain better rates.
1. Description
We now describe the proposed lattice coding scheme with minimum angle decod-
ing at the relay. We consider an n-dimensional lattice Λn ⊂ Rn. Let T√P be an
n-dimensional closed ball, centered at the origin and having a radius
√
nP , and let
Vn(
√
nP ) be the hypervolume of T√P . This can be treated as a power constraint.
Our codewords will be composed of lattice points in the sphere T√P . Each trans-
mitter chooses a lattice point corresponding to its message index and transmits syn-
chronously over the Gaussian channel. Here we have no nested lattice construction or
the use of an explicit random dither in the encoding stage. However, we will have a
fixed lattice translation that serves a similar role as that of a dither. At the receiver
we will be interested in decoding to the actual sum of these lattice points, without
the modulo operation.
Minimum angle decoder: A minimum angle decoder discussed here makes a deci-
sion based on lattice points in a thin n-dimensional spherical shell T∆√
2P
∆
= {x ∈ Rn :√
n(2P − δ) ≤ ‖x‖ ≤ √n(2P + δ)}, δ is small and non-zero. It takes the received
vector and finds the lattice point, whose projection on the thin shell, is closest to the
received vector.
During the broadcast phase the relay performs Slepian-Wolf coding which is
explained in section G.4.
We now state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem G.1. For the bi-directional relaying problem considered in Section A, there
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exists at least one n-dimensional lattice Λ∗n such that any exchange rate of RLattice <
1
2
log(1
2
+ SNR) is achievable using a minimum angle decoder as n→∞.
The proof of the above theorem is tedious. Therefore, we first present a proof
sketch for the achievable lattice coding rate during the MAC phase in section G.2
which outlines the main ideas in the proof. Then, a detailed proof is given in section
G.3. The broadcast scheme required for the proof of the above theorem is presented
in G.4.
2. Proof sketch for MAC phase
Transmitted lattice points x 1 and 
x
2 from  
sphere of radius  nP
Lattice points sum  (x 1 + x 2 ) concentrated at  
sphere of radius  Pn2
Fig. 18. Picture showing the concentration of the sum of lattice points on the thin
shell of radius
√
n2P .
It is well known that the volume of an n-dimensional sphere is concentrated
mainly on the surface of the sphere as the dimension becomes large. It is also known
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that, if we intersect a lattice with a n-dimensional sphere, then most of the lattice
points will be concentrated very close to the surface [50]. In the course of our proof,
we will show that the sum of any two such randomly chosen lattice points is also
concentrated on a thin spherical shell T∆√
2P
at a radius of
√
2nP (see Fig. 18). Hence,
the probability of error will be largely dependent on the lattice points in the thin
spherical shell T∆√
2P
. We will use Blichfeldt’s principle to show that, there exists
translations (one for each user) of the lattice Λn, such that the sums of pairs of
lattice points are concentrated in a thin spherical shell(see theorem J.1, lemma J.3
and lemma J.4). We next perform minimum angle decoding. In minimum angle
decoding, we are interested only in the angle between the different lattice points on
the thin spherical shell. It must be noted that the choice of the lattice Λn must be
such that it acts as a good channel code. Minkowski-Hlawka theorem (theorem J.2
and lemma J.5) can be used to show existence of such lattices. Choosing the volume
of the lattice’s Voronoi region appropriately allows us to compute the achievable rate
of this scheme.
3. Detailed proof for MAC phase
First we provide some definitions and notation.
• Λn denotes an n-dimensional lattice and let Vn be the basic Voronoi region of
the lattice.
• s1, s2 are two n-dimensional translational vectors and s1, s2 ∈ Vn.
• L(s, T ) is defined as the set of lattice points translated by a vector s present in
the region T , i.e., L(s, T ) ∆= (Λn + s) ∩ T .
• T√P and T√2P represents n-dimensional hyperspheres centered at the origin with
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radius of
√
nP and
√
n2P , respectively.
• T∆√
2P
represents an n-dimensional thin spherical shell around the radius
√
n2P
and is defined as T∆√
2P
∆
= {x ∈ Rn :√n(2P − δ) ≤ ‖x‖ ≤√n(2P + δ)}, δ > 0.
• T ′√
2P
represents the region that does not contain the thin spherical shell and
is defined as T ′√
2P
∆
= {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖ ≤ √n(2P − δ) or ‖x‖ ≥ √n(2P + δ)},
δ > 0.
• C1 and C2 are codebooks formed by the intersection of translations of the lattice
Λn with hyperspheres, and are given by, C1 ∆= L(s1, T√P ) = (Λn+ s1)∩T√P and
C2 ∆= L(s2, T√P ) = (Λn + s2) ∩ T√P .
• Similarly C√2P is given as C√2P ∆= L(s1 + s2, T√2P ) = (Λn + s1 + s2)∩ T√2P and
C∆√
2P
is given by C∆√
2P
∆
= L(s1 + s2, T∆√2P ) = (Λn + s1 + s2) ∩ T∆√2P .
• Let C⊕ be defined as C⊕ ∆= C1 × C2 = {(x1,x2) : x1 ∈ C1,x2 ∈ C2}. This denotes
the combined collection of pairs of codewords of both the transmitters.
• Let C∆⊕ ∆= {(x1,x2) : x1 + x2 ∈ T∆√2P ,x1 ∈ C1,x2 ∈ C2}. This denotes the
codeword pairs whose sum lies on the thin shell T∆√
2P
.
• Let C ′⊕ ∆= C⊕ \ C∆⊕ . This denotes the code word pairs whose sum does not lie on
the thin shell. It must be noted that the set formed by the sum of codewords in
C∆⊕ need not be the same as C∆√2P and at low SNRs, this may lead to a significant
difference between ML and minimum angle decoding in the achievable exchange
rate.
• Let M1(Λn, s1), M2(Λn, s2), M⊕(Λn, s1, s2), M∆⊕ (Λn, s1, s2) and M ′⊕(Λn, s1, s2)
denote the cardinality of C1, C2, C⊕, C∆⊕ and C ′⊕, respectively.
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• For a given code C, let us denote the average probability of error, under mini-
mum distance decoding as PCe .
• Let us define a projection function pi. This projects a n dimensional vec-
tor onto to an inner sphere of radius
√
n(2P − δ). It is defined as pi(x) =
(
√
n(2P − δ)/‖x‖)x.
• We also define an indicator function χT (x) as χT (x) = 1, if x ∈ T and χT (x) =
0, if x 6∈ T.
We first start with the average probability of error for the minimum distance
decoder and progressively show that it can be bounded by the average probability of
error of a minimum angle decoder. It is easy to see that minimum distance decoding
is equivalent to maximum likelihood decoding in the presence of Gaussian noise. As
mentioned before, the set of pairs of lattice points whose sum lies in the thin spherical
shell T∆√
2P
is much larger than the pairs of lattice points whose sum lies outside the
spherical region. Hence the average probability of error will not be affected much
by these lattice points. This motivates us to express the average probability of error
PC⊕e as a sum of two terms. Notice that the decoding error is due to the relay
decoding to a lattice point x′sum, where x1,x2 are the transmitted lattice vectors and
x′sum 6= (x1 + x2). This is made more clear in the lemma given below.
Lemma G.1.
PC⊕e ≤
M ′⊕
M⊕
+
1
M⊕
∑
(x1,x2)∈C∆⊕
Pr[E(x1,x2)],
where E(x1,x2) is the event that pi(x1 + x2) + Zn is closest in Euclidean distance to
pi(x′1 + x
′
2), with x1 + x2 6= x′1 + x′2 and (x′1,x′2) ∈ C∆⊕ .
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Proof. Let the ordered pair (x1,x2) ∈ C⊕, denote that x1 ∈ C1 and x2 ∈ C2. We next
follow similar steps of the proof as given in [50].
P C⊕e =
1
M⊕
∑
(x1,x2)∈C⊕
Pr[Error in decoding to (x1 + x2)]
(a)
≤ 1
M⊕
∑
(x1,x2)∈C′⊕
1 +
1
M⊕
∑
(x1,x2)∈C∆⊕
Pr[Error in decoding to (x1 + x2)]
=
M ′⊕
M⊕
+
1
M⊕
∑
(x1,x2)∈C∆⊕
Pr[Error in decoding to (x1 + x2)]
(b)
≤ M
′
⊕
M⊕
+
1
M⊕
∑
(x1,x2)∈C∆⊕
Pr[E(x1,x2)]
Here in (a) the first term follows by bounding the probability of error by 1, when
(x1,x2) ∈ C ′⊕. In (b), E(x1,x2) captures the error event of the relay not decoding to
pi(x1 + x2), where pi(·) is the projection function that projects (x1 + x2) to the inner
sphere. This probability of this event, E(x1,x2) can be shown to be lesser than the
probability of error in decoding to (x1 + x2) by referring to the discussions on [50,
Lemma 2].
The first term on the right of the inequality in lemma G.1 follows by assuming
that, we always make an error if the sum of the transmitted lattice points falls out-
side the thin spherical shell. The second term follows, since the probability of error
increases, if decoding is performed based on the projection of lattice points on to
the inner sphere. Since we are interested in lattice points projected on to the inner
sphere of radius
√
n(2P − δ), we can define a decoding algorithm that looks at the
angle between the lattice points, the minimum angle decoder. We next establish some
more definitions. Let Bθ(y) denote an n-dimensional cone centered at the origin and
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having the axis passing through y. Let θ be the half-angle of the cone and y ∈ Rn
be non-zero.
We next define a region related to our sub-optimum decoding function as follows,
Aθ(x1,x2) = Bθ(x1 + x2) \
⋃
x′∈C∆√
2P
\{x1+x2}
Bθ(x
′)
or this can also be expressed as
ACθ (x1,x2) = B
C
θ (x1 + x2)
⋃
x′∈C∆√
2P
\{x1+x2}
Bθ(x
′).
Aθ(x1,x2) represents the region of the cone Bθ(x1+x2), that does not intersect with
any other cone corresponding to the other lattice codeword points x′, located in the
thin spherical shell. During decoding, when we receive a vector that falls in the region
Aθ(x1,x2), we decode to the sum codeword (x1+x2). It may not be possible to decode
to the individual codewords x1 and x2, as different pairs of codewords may yield the
same sum. However it must be noted, that in the forward phase, we are interested in
decoding only to the sum of the transmitted codewords.
Let Pθ denote the probability of error using the sub-optimum decoder. Then, we
have
Ppi(C∆⊕ )θ (x1,x2) ∆= Pr
(
pi(x1 + x2) + Z
n ∈ ACθ (x1,x2)
)
(a)
≤ Pr (pi(x1 + x2) + Zn 6∈ Bθ(x1 + x2))
+
∑
x′∈C∆√
2P
\{x1+x2}
Pr (pi(x1 + x2) + Z
n ∈ Bθ(x′))
(b)
= Pr (t0 + Z
n 6∈ Bθ(t0)) +
∑
x′∈C∆√
2P
\{x1+x2}
pθ (x1 + x2,x
′)
(c)
= Pr (t0 + Z
n 6∈ Bθ(t0))
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+
∑
g∈Λn\{0}
pθ (x1 + x2, g + x1 + x2)χT∆√
2P
(g + x1 + x2)
First, Pr[E(x1,x2)] can be clearly bounded from above by both the minimum angle
decoder and the suboptimum decoder Ppi(C∆⊕ )θ (x1,x2). Next (a) follows because we
use the union bound. In (b), the first term follows, because due to symmetry the
probability is not dependent on the particular x1 + x2. The second term follows as
we define pθ(x,x
′) as pθ(x,x′)
∆
= Pr(pi(x) + Zn 6∈ Bθ(x′)). In (c), we replace x′, by
g+x1+x2 and the indicator function χT∆√
2P
, corresponds to lattice points on the thin
shell at radius
√
n2P .
Hence the average probability of error can be bounded as
PC⊕e ≤Pr (t0 + Zn 6∈ Bθ(t0)) +
M ′⊕
M⊕
+
1
M⊕
∑
(x1,x2)∈C∆⊕
∑
g∈Λn\{0}
pθ (x1 + x2, g + x1 + x2)χT∆√
2P
(g + x1 + x2).
(4.9)
The rest of the proof deals with bounding each of the three terms in the above
equation by an arbitrarily small quantity, to make the probability of error tend to
zero as n→∞. Below we briefly explain the requirements.
• The first term can be made very small by choosing the angle θ appropriately.
In effect, we need the noise Zn to be contained inside the cone Bθ(t0) with high
probability as the dimension n becomes large.
• For the second term we need the number of codeword pairs whose sum of code-
words lies outside the thin spherical shell to be shown to be much lesser than
the total number of codeword pairs. In other words, we need to show that the
sum of lattice points are concentrated in the thin spherical shell around the
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radius
√
n2P . This is shown in Lemma J.3.
• The third term has a summation which is difficult to evaluate and, hence, we
bound it by an integral and evaluate the resulting integral.
• Finally, we require that the number of codewords in each of the inner spheres
to be sufficiently large to achieve rates close to 1
2
log(1
2
+ SNR).
Blichfeldt’s principle(see Theorem J.1) can be applied to show concentration
of codeword pairs. Lemma J.4 in appendix J-C, is an application of Blichfeldt’s
principle that guarantees that for any given lattice, we can find translations that
satisfy
M ′⊕
M⊕
≤ 4V ′⊕
V⊕
, where
V ′⊕
V⊕
is a quantity that tends to 0 as the dimensions become
large. Also it makes sure that we can find enough codewords in the hyperspheres of
radius
√
nP , such that we can achieve a rate of 1
2
log(1
2
+ SNR).
Minkowski-Hlawka theorem (see Theorem J.2 in appendix J-A) is used to estab-
lish the existence of at least one lattice Λ∗n such that the summation of the third term
can be bounded by an integral. This theorem along with lemma J.4 in appendix J-C,
are used together in lemma J.5 to obtain bounds on both the second and third term.
Hence we can effectively rewrite (4.9) by using these bounds to get
PC⊕e ≤ Pr (t0 + Zn 6∈ Bθ(t0)) + 4
V ′⊕
V⊕
+
[
2(n− 1)pi n−12 (n(2P + δ))n/2
dnnΓ(
n+1
2
)
∫ θ
0
sinn−2(x)dx
]
,
(4.10)
where dn is the volume of the fundamental Voronoi region of the lattice Λ
∗
n, and the
terms V⊕ and V ′⊕ are defined in (4.20) and (4.21), respectively. We can bound the
integral, as shown in [53, p. 623–624] to get
PC⊕e ≤ Pr (t0 + Zn 6∈ Bθ(t0)) + 4
V ′⊕
V⊕
+
[
2pi
n−1
2 (n(2P + δ))n/2
dnnΓ(
n+1
2
)
sinn−1(θ)
cos θ
]
. (4.11)
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We next need to choose the appropriate values for θ and dn to make the probabilities
tend to 0. For the first term, consider sin∠(t0 + Zn, t0) and note that
sin∠(t0 + Zn, t0) =
√√√√ ‖Zn⊥‖2(√
n(2P − δ) + Zn‖
)2
+ ‖Zn⊥‖2
n→∞−→
√
σ2
2P − δ + σ2
with probability 1, where Zn‖ is the projection of the random vector Z
n along the
direction of t0 and Z
n
⊥ is the projection of the random vector Z
n on the null space of
t0. Hence we choose sin θ =
√
σ2
2P−δ+σ2 . For the third term a good choice of dn is
dn = Vn(
√
n(2P + 2δ)) sinn θ =
pin/2(n(2P + 2δ))n/2(sinn θ)
Γ(n/2 + 1)
, (4.12)
where Vn(r) is the volume of an n−dimensional sphere of radius r. This choice helps
us to make the third term tend to 0 for large n. The third term then can be rewritten
as given below. We use the results in [50, p. 277], to bound the Gamma functions to
get,[
2
pi
n−1
2 (n(2P + δ))n/2
dnnΓ(
n+1
2
)
sinn−1(θ)
cos θ
]
=
2√
pi sin θ cos θ
(
2P + δ
2P + 2δ
)n/2 Γ(n
2
+ 1)
nΓ(n+1
2
)
<
2√
pi sin θ cos θ
(
2P + δ
2P + 2δ
)n/2
1
2
[
1 + Γ(n+1
2
)
]
Γ(n+1
2
)
This decays to 0 exponentially as n → ∞. Also, from lemma J.3 we can show that
V ′⊕
V⊕
→ 0 as n→∞.
Now, the achievable rate can be obtained from the number of lattice points in
the sphere of radius
√
nP . This value M1(Λ
∗
n, s
∗
1), M2(Λ
∗
n, s
∗
2) from lemma J.5, can
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be seen to be greater than Vn(
√
nP )
8dn
. Hence the rate RLattice is given by,
RLattice ≥ 1
n
logM1(Λ
∗
n, s
∗
1),
1
n
logM2(Λ
∗
n, s
∗
2)
≥ 1
n
log
Vn(
√
nP )
8dn
(a)
≥ 1
n
log
[
1
8
(
P
(2P + 2δ) sin2 θ
)n/2]
(b)
≥ 1
2
log
(
P
2P + 2δ
+
(
2P − δ
2P + 2δ
)
P
σ2
)
− log 8
n
≥ 1
2
log
(
1
2
+
P
σ2
)
− δ′.
In the above inequalities, (a) follows by substituting for dn from (4.12) and (b) follows
by choosing sin θ =
√
σ2
2P−δ+σ2 . Choosing δ
′ arbitrarily small, a rate of 1
2
log
(
1
2
+ P
σ2
)
can be exchanged.
4. Broadcast phase
In the broadcast phase, we cannot directly transmit the sum of lattice points to
the nodes. This will violate the transmit power constraint at the relay. Hence we
perform Slepian-Wolf coding at the broadcast phase which requires coding over long
block lengths. This can be accomplished by dividing the transmission in the MAC
phase into l blocks of m channel uses each such that n = lm. Nodes A and B will
use lattices of dimension m (i.e., each codeword spans m channel uses ) instead of n
and transmits l such codewords in the MAC phase.
The relay performs minimum angle decoding over an m-dimensional lattice and
the relay decodes to the lattice point xR = (x1 + x2). Here, both x1 and x2 are
m-dimensional vectors.
During the broadcast phase, we treat each m−dimensional lattice point as a
symbol and perform Slepian-Wolf coding over l symbols at a rate RSW . In Slepian-
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Wolf coding, xR is considered as the source to be encoded and the side information
available at the nodes A and B is x1 and x2, respectively. However, notice that the
correlation between xR and x1 is statistically identical to the correlation between xR
and x2. Hence, we can perform Slepian-Wolf coding assuming either x1 or x2 is the
side information available at the receiver. The index which represents Slepian-Wolf
encoding is then broadcast to both nodes.
By making m and l both arbitrarily large as n → ∞, the required rate RSW is
given by
RSW =
1
m
H(XR|X1) = 1
n
H(X2) =
1
2
log
(
1
2
+
P
σ2
)
=
1
m
H(XR|X2) = 1
n
H(X1) =
1
2
log
(
1
2
+
P
σ2
)
Since the capacity of the channel from the relay to the nodes is 1
2
log
(
1 + P
σ2
)
,
the Slepian-Wolf encoded index can be broadcast to the nodes, with an arbitrarily
low probability of error. Hence, it is possible for the nodes A and B to decode their
intended messages after decoding in the broadcast phase at a rate of 1
2
log
(
1
2
+ P
σ2
)
,
which proves theorem G.1.
5. General remarks
There may two reasons for the suboptimality of the minimum angle decoder. Firstly,
the set of codewords of the form {x1 + x2} is the codebook induced at the relay
through the addition of two lattice points. The codewords in this set of points do not
occur with equal probability. The minimum angle decoder does not take in to account
this unequal distribution of the codewords in the induced codebook. Secondly, at low
SNRs, the set of points in C∆√
2P
may not all be points of the induced codebook for
{x1+x2}, i.e., the set C∆⊕ may not be the same as C∆√2P . The analysis of the minimum
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angle decoder ignores this also. Hence we deduce that this may lead to sub-optimality
at low SNRs and the MAP decoder may give a better performance at this SNR range.
Though the results of the minimum angle decoding discussed here are for the
symmetric case, they can be easily extended for the asymmetric case by following
similar steps as discussed in this section. In the asymmetric case the nodes have
two different transmit power constraints namely P1 and P2, and we can obtain the
same exchange rate results contained in the recent work [42] using the minimum angle
decoder.
H. Joint decoding based scheme
While the aforementioned scheme is nearly optimal at high SNR, the performance of
this scheme at low SNR is very poor. In fact, for P/σ2 < 1/2, the scheme does not
even provide a non-zero rate. In this regime, we can use any coding scheme which is
optimal for the multiple access channel and perform joint decoding at the relay such
that u1 and u2 can be decoded. Then, the relay can encode u1 ⊕ u2 and transmit to
the nodes. Any coding scheme that is optimal for the MAC channel can be used in
the MAC phase. A simple scheme is time sharing (although it is not the only one)
where nodes A and B transmit with powers 2P for a duration of n/2 channel uses
each but they do not interfere with one another. In this case, a rate of
RJD =
1
4
log
(
1 +
2P
σ2
)
(4.13)
can be obtained. It can be seen that this is optimal at asymptotically low SNR, since
log(1 + snr) ≈ snr for snr→ 0.
The performance of these schemes is shown in Fig. 19 where the upper bound
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Fig. 19. Achievable exchange rates for the proposed schemes.
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and the achievable rates with these proposed schemes are compared. The achievable
rate with the analog network coding scheme is also shown. It can be seen that our
schemes outperform analog network coding. However, it must be noted here that
the scheme proposed here requires perfect synchronization of the phases from the
transmissions, whereas the analog network coding scheme does not.
Clearly, we can time share between the lattice based scheme and the joint de-
coding based scheme in order to obtain rates of the form
Rex = βRex,JD + (1− β)RLattice. (4.14)
It can be shown that between the SNRs of -0.659 dB and 3.46 dB, time sharing
between the two schemes results in better rates than the individual schemes. In both
the lattice based scheme and the joint decoding based scheme, if the restriction to use
n channel uses during the MAC phase and n during the broadcast phase is removed,
i.e., only the total number of uses is constrained to be 2n, better schemes can be
easily designed. Similarly, different power sharing may also lead to better schemes.
I. Conclusion
We considered joint physical layer and network layer coding for the bi-directional
relay problem where two nodes wish to exchange information through AWGN chan-
nels. Under the restrictive model of the MAC and broadcast phase using n channel
uses separately, we showed upper bounds on the exchange capacity and constructive
schemes based on lattices that are nearly optimal at high SNR. At low SNR joint
decoding based schemes (optimal coding schemes for the MAC channel) are nearly
optimal. These schemes outperform the recently proposed analog network coding
schemes. Interestingly, our result shows that structured codes such as lattice codes
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outperform random codes for such networking problems. We also showed that min-
imum angle decoding also leads to similar results. An interesting future work is to
obtain better exchange rates at low SNRs using structured lattice codes.
J. Appendix
1. Nested lattice encoding/decoding proof
In this section we state without proof lemma J.1 and J.2 mentioned in the proof of
theorem F.1. We first restate some of the definitions in [46]. Let Ru be the covering
radius of Λc and let B(Ru) be the n-dimensional ball of radius Ru. Let ρ2 be the
second moment (per dimension) of the smallest ball containing V(Λc), i.e.,
ρ2 =
1
n
1
‖B(Ru)‖
∫
B(Ru)
‖u‖2du. (4.15)
Note that V(Λc) has a second moment P and hence P < ρ2. Let Z∗ be a random
variable given by Z∗ = (1−α)(Z1+Z2)+αZ, with Z1 ∼ N (0, ρ2In), Z2 ∼ N (0, ρ2In)
and Z ∼ N (0, σ2In), where In is the n× n identity matrix. Then, the variance of Z∗
satisfies the bounds expressed in the following lemma.
Lemma J.1 (Modified version of [46, Lemma 6]). For a given lattice Λc, let Ru be
the covering radius and let Rl be the radius of the n-dimensional hypersphere whose
volume is equal to the volume of the basic Voronoi region V(Λc). Also let ρ2 be defined
as in (4.15) and let α = 2P
2P+σ2
, then the variance of Z∗ per unit dimension, Var(Z∗)
depends on the parameters of the lattice Λc as follows,
n
n+ 2
.
2Pσ2
2P + σ2
≤ Var(Z∗) = (1− α)2(ρ2 + ρ2) + α2σ2 <
(
Ru
Rl
)2
2Pσ2
2P + σ2
. (4.16)
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Proof. The proof of the above lemma closely follows the proof in [46]. Equations
[46, 116-118] can be used to get a bound on Var(Z1) and Var(Z2), i.e., ρ
2. Choosing
α = 2P
2P+σ2
, the modified version of [46, Lemma 6] can be proved.
Let X1 and X2 be two independent random variables which are uniformly dis-
tributed over V(Λc) and let Z ∼ N (0, σ2I) be an n-dimensional Gaussian vector inde-
pendent of X1 and X2. Further, let Zeq = (1− α)(X1 +X2) + αZ, where α = 2P2P+σ2 .
Notice that Zeq is not Gaussian. We next state a lemma which is a modified version
of [46, Lemma 11] by Erez and Zamir which essentially shows that there exists good
lattices for which Zeq can be well approximated by a Gaussian of nearly the same
variance and the approximation gets better as n→∞.
Lemma J.2 (Modified version of [46, Lemma 11]). Let Λc be a lattice which is both
Rogers-good as well as Poltyrev-good [46, eqn. 78 of pg. 2306 ]. Then, for any x,
fZeq(x) < e
²1(Λc)nfZ∗(x), (4.17)
where ²1(Λc)→ 0 as n→∞.
Proof. To prove the modified version of [46, Lemma 11], we can repeat the steps in
[46], and equation [46, 200] can be restated with the notation in this paper as
1
n
log
fX1(x)
fZ1(x)
= ²1(Λc) = O
(
1
n
)
. (4.18)
Similarly for Z2, we get
1
n
log
fX2(x)
fZ2(x)
= ²1(Λc) = O
(
1
n
)
. (4.19)
Combining (4.18) and (4.19) and also the definition of Z∗ as Z∗ = (1−α)(Z1+Z2)+
αN, we can get the proof of the modified version of [46, Lemma 11].
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2. Blichfeldt’s principle and Minkowski-Hlawka theorem
Theorem J.1 (Blichfeldt’s principle [54]). Let f be a Riemann integrable function
with bounded support. If Λn is a lattice with fundamental region Vn then∫
Rn
f(s)dV (s) =
∫
Vn
(∑
h∈Λn
f(h+ s)
)
dV (s).
Theorem J.2 (Minkowski-Hlawka [50, 54]). Let f be a nonnegative Riemann inte-
grable function with bounded support. Then for every d ∈ R+ and n ≥ 2, there exists
a lattice Λn with determinant det(Λn) = d such that
d
∑
g∈Λn\{0}
f(g) ≤
∫
fdV (x).
Minkowski-Hlawka theorem gives us a way to connect a series of discrete sums
with a continuous integral. This will find applications in our probability of error
calculations.
We next define the quantities V⊕ and V ′⊕ which will be useful in the proof for our
minimum angle decoding scheme. V⊕ is defined as,
V⊕ =
∫ ∫
χT√P (u)χT√P (v)dV (u)dV (v). (4.20)
Here V⊕ = (Vn(
√
nP ))2, represents the square of the volume of an n-dimensional
sphere of radius
√
nP . dV represents the n-dimensional volume element in rectangular
co-ordinates. Also, V ′⊕ is defined as
V ′⊕ =
∫ ∫
χT√P (u)χT√P (v)χT ′√2P
(u+ v)dV (u)dV (v). (4.21)
We next state without proof the following corollary which is an application of
Blichfeldt’s principle.
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Corollary J.1. For a given n−dimensional lattice Λn, we have
V⊕ =
∫
Vn
∫
Vn
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2)
and V ′⊕ =
∫
Vn
∫
Vn
M ′⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2).
Proof. Let us define a function
f(u,v) = χT (u)χT (v). (4.22)
For a fixed u, f(u,v) can be seen as a function with bounded support and also can
be seen to be integrable. Hence we can apply the Blichfeldt’s principle to get
h(u) =
∫
f(u,v)dV (v) =
∫
Vn
( ∑
h2∈Λn
f(u, h2 + s2)
)
dV (s2).
Now h(u) can again be seen as an integrable function with bounded support, and
hence the Blichfeldt’s principle could be applied again to get the following,
V⊕ =
∫
h(u)dV (u)
=
∫
Vn
∑
h1∈Λn
(∫
Pn
( ∑
h2∈Λn
f(h1 + s1, h2 + s2)
)
dV (s2)
)
dV (s1)
(a)
=
∫
Vn
∫
Vn
( ∑
h1∈Λn
∑
h2∈Λn
f(h1 + s1, h2 + s2)
)
dV (s1)dV (s2)
(b)
=
∫
Vn
∫
Vn
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2)
Above (a) follows since we have a finite number of non-zero terms, and hence the
integral and the summation can be interchanged. Also in (b), M⊕(Λn, s1, s2) is the
number of pairs of lattice points for the translations s1 and s2. A similar approach
can be used to obtain the expression for V ′⊕.
In short, corollary J.1 relates the square of the volume of an n-dimensional sphere
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V⊕ and the number of pairs of lattice points M⊕ for different translations. Also, it
relates V ′⊕ and the number of pairs of lattice points M
′
⊕, whose sum falls outside a
thin spherical shell at a radius of
√
2nP from the origin. We next state a lemma
which shows that the ratio V ′⊕/V⊕ can be made arbitrarily small when the dimension
n becomes large.
3. Hyper volume concentration lemma
Lemma J.3. For every given δ > 0, we can find an N0 sufficiently large such that
for all n > N0, the ratio
V ′⊕
V⊕
< δ.
The above lemma can also be interpreted as, that the vector sum of two points
chosen uniformly over an n−dimensional sphere, concentrates with high probability
over a thin shell.
Proof. First we perform a change of variables in the integral, by substituting x =
u+ v. This gives from equation 4.21,
V ′⊕ =
∫ ∫
χT√P (u)χT√P (x− u)χT ′√2P (x)dV (u)dV (x).
Let us consider first the inner integral, for a fixed x,given by,∫
χT√P (u)χT√P (x− u)dV (u).
This geometrically represents the hypervolume of intersection of two hyperspheres,
whose centers are at a distance ‖x‖, from each other. This is pictorially shown in
Fig. 20. The calculation of hypervolume of intersection, reduces to obtaining the
hypervolume of the conical section and a cone. This is shown pictorially in the
second diagram in Fig. 20. Here opq represents the hyper cone and oprq represents
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Fig. 20. Geometrical interpretation of the integral.
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the conical section. Here we denote by Vcs(|x|) to represent the volume of the conical
section and Vco(|x|) as the volume of the cone. The integral can hence be evaluated
as ∫
χT√P (u)χT√P (x− u)dV (u) = 2(Vcs(|x|)− Vco(|x|)).
To simplify calculations we can bound the integral as,∫
χT√P (u)χT√P (x− u)dV (u) ≤ 2Vcs(|x|).
From the figure we can see oe = ‖x‖/2. Hence the half-angle θ can be calculated as
cos θ = oe√
nP
= ‖x‖
2
√
nP
. Hence with the defined θ, we can calculate the hypervolume as,
Vcs(|x|) = 2
(∫ θ
ψ=0
sinn−2 ψdψ
)
pi
n−1
2 (nP )
n
2
nΓ(n−1
2
)
(4.23)
Hence,
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 2
∫
Vcs(‖x‖)
V⊕
χT ′√
2P
(x)dV (x) (4.24)
But V⊕ is given by V 2, where V is the hypervolume of an n-dimensional hyper-
sphere of radius
√
nP denoted by Vn(
√
nP ).
The value of Vcs(‖x‖) depends only on the distance of x from the origin. To
make evaluation of the integral easier, we change the volume element to circular
co-ordinates and integrate. Thus the integral now becomes,
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 2
(
npi
n
2
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
)∫
r∈l′⊕
Vcs(r)
Vn(
√
nP )2
rn−1dr, (4.25)
where l′⊕ is defined as the union of closed intervals given by
l′⊕ =
[
0,
√
n(2P − δ′)
]⋃[√
n(2P + δ′), 2
√
nP
]
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and δ′ is a small positive real number. Now substituting Vcs(r) from above gives,
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 4 npi
n
2
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
pi
n−1
2 (nP )
n
2
nΓ(n−1
2
)
∫
r∈l′⊕
∫ cos−1( r
2
√
nP
)
ψ=0
rn−1 sinn−2 ψ
Vn(
√
nP )2
dψdr (4.26)
Now let us choose cos θ = r
2
√
nP
and perform change of variables, defining θ⊕
′ as
θ⊕
′ =
{
cos−1
(
r
2
√
nP
)
: r ∈ l⊕′
}
.
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 4 npi
n
2
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
pi
n−1
2 (nP )
n
2
nΓ(n−1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕
(nP )n/2 cosn−1 θ sin θ
∫ θ
ψ=0
2n sinn−2 ψ
Vn(
√
nP )2
dψdθ (4.27)
Note that θ⊕
′ does not contain pi
4
. Substituting for Vn(
√
nP ), we get,
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 4√
pi
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
Γ(n−1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕
2n cosn−1 θ sin θ
∫ θ
ψ=0
sinn−2 ψdψdθ (4.28)
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 4√
pi
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
Γ(n−1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕∩[0,pi3+η]
2n cosn−1 θ sin θ
∫ θ
ψ=0
sinn−2 ψdψdθ
+
4√
pi
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
Γ(n−1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕∩[pi3+η,pi2 ]
2n cosn−1 θ sin θ
∫ θ
ψ=0
sinn−2 ψdψdθ,
(4.29)
where η is a small positive real number. Now we will use the bound used in [53] for
the first term. We can apply the bound for θ < pi/2. Hence we split the integral into
two terms to apply the bound. For the second term we will bound sinψ by 1. This
gives,
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 4√
pi
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
Γ(n−1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕∩[0,pi3+η]
2n cosn−1 θ sin θ
sinn−1 θ
(n− 1) cos θdθ
+
4√
pi
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
Γ(n−1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕∩[pi3+η,pi2 ]
2n cosn−1 θ sin θ
∫ θ
ψ=0
dψdθ
(4.30)
Simplifying things further we get,
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 4√
pi
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
Γ(n+1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕∩[0,pi3+η]
2n−1 sinn−1 θ cosn−1 θ tan θdθ
+
4√
pi
(n− 1)Γ(n
2
+ 1)
Γ(n+1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕∩[pi3+η,pi2 ]
2n−1 cosn−1 θ sin θ
pi
2
dθ
(4.31)
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Next we bound tan θ in the first term by tan(pi/3 + η) and sin θ in the second term
by 1. We also bound the factorial using the bound given in [50]. This yields,
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 4√
pi
n
2
(1 + Γ(n+1
2
)) tan(pi
3
+ η)
Γ(n+1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕∩[0,pi3+η]
(sin 2θ)n−1dθ
+
4√
pi
(n− 1)n
2
(1 + Γ(n+1
2
))
Γ(n+1
2
)
∫
θ∈θ′⊕∩[pi3+η,pi2 ]
pi
2
(2 cos θ)n−1dθ
(4.32)
Again we can see that since θ does not take the value pi/4 we can bound the first
term appropriately. In the second term the maximum value of cos θ can be used to
bounded it appropriately. This is given below as follows.
V ′⊕
V⊕
≤ 4√
pi
n
2
(1 + Γ(n+1
2
)) tan(pi
3
+ η)
Γ(n+1
2
)
(sin(
pi
2
− 2²))n−1pi
2
+
4√
pi
(n− 1)n
2
(1 + Γ(n+1
2
))
Γ(n+1
2
)
pi
2
[2 cos(
pi
3
+ η)]n−1
pi
2
(4.33)
From the above we can easily see, that both terms tend to 0 as n → ∞. From this
the lemma follows.
4. Application of Blichfeldt’s principle to show existence of good translations
Lemma J.4. Let Λn be a lattice having a fundamental region Vn and let det(Λn) be
it’s fundamental volume and define
V∗n =
{
(s1, s2) ∈ Vn × Vn :M1(Λn, s1) ≥ Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λn)
;M2(Λn, s2) ≥ Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λn)
;
M ′⊕(Λn, s1, s2)
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)
≤ 4V
′
⊕
V⊕
}
Then V⊕ ≤ 2
∫
V∗n M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1, s2). This implies that the measure of V
∗
n must
be non-zero and, hence, there must be at least some good translations (s∗1, s
∗
2) of the
lattice, such thatM1(Λn, s
∗
1) ≥ Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λn)
, M2(Λn, s
∗
2) ≥ Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λn)
and
M ′⊕(Λn,s
∗
1,s
∗
2)
M⊕(Λn,s∗1,s
∗
2)
≤ 4V ′⊕
V⊕
.
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Proof.
Let us define the following sets, Fn =
{
s1 ∈ Vn :M1(Λn, s1) ≥ Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λn)
}
, Gn ={
s2 ∈ Vn :M2(Λn, s2) ≥ Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λn)
}
and On =
{
(s1, s2) ∈ Vn × Vn : M
′
⊕(Λn, s1, s2)
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)
≤ 4V
′
⊕
V⊕
}
.
Therefore V∗n = (Fn × Gn)
⋂
On. Also, we define O
C
n and (Fn × Gn)C as OCn =
(Vn × Vn)\On and (Fn ×Gn)C = (Vn × Vn)\(Fn ×Gn). Hence,
Vn × Vn = V∗n
⋃{
(Fn ×Gn) ∩OCn
}⋃{
(Fn ×Gn)C
}
(4.34)
From corollary J.1, we have
V⊕ =
∫
Vn×Vn
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) (4.35)
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
∫
OCn
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2)
+
∫
(Fn×Gn)C
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2).
We can replace the second integral, using the condition that the translations are not
in the set On, to get a bound on M⊕ as shown below,
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
V⊕
4V ′⊕
∫
OCn
M ′⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2)
+
∫
(Fn×Gn)C
( ∑
h1∈Λn
∑
h2∈Λn
χT√P (h1 + s1)χT√P (h2 + s2)
)
dV (s1)dV (s2).
Since, OCn ⊂ Vn × Vn, we can bound the second integral again as shown below.
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
V⊕
4V ′⊕
∫
Vn×Vn
M ′⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2)
+
∫
(Fn×Gn)C
( ∑
h1∈Λn
∑
h2∈Λn
χT√P (h1 + s1)χT√P (h2 + s2)
)
dV (s1)dV (s2).
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Using the expression for V ′⊕ from corollary J.1, we can simplify the integral in the
second term as given below.
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
V⊕
4
+
∫
(Fn×Gn)C
( ∑
h1∈Λn
∑
h2∈Λn
χT√P (h1 + s1)χT√P (h2 + s2)
)
dV (s1)dV (s2).
Next we change the double summation for the third term into a product of two
summations to get
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
V⊕
4
+
∫
(Fn×Gn)C
( ∑
h1∈Λn
χT√P (h1 + s1)
)( ∑
h2∈Λn
χT√P (h2 + s2)
)
dV (s1)dV (s2).
The summation
∑
h1∈Λn χT√P (h1 + s1) can be seen to count the number of lattice
points in the sphere T√P , for the translation s1. This is by definition equivalent to
M(Λn, s1). Similarly we can replace the other summation by M(Λn, s2), to get
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
V⊕
4
+
∫
(Fn×Gn)C
M(Λn, s1)M(Λn, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2).
Since (Fn ×Gn)C ⊂ (Fn × Vn) ∪ (Vn ×Gn) we can bound the integral to get
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
V⊕
4
+
∫
(FCn ×Vn)
M(Λn, s1)M(Λn, s2)dV (s1)
dV (s2) +
∫
(Vn×GCn )
M(Λn, s1)M(Λn, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2).
We next use Blichfeldt’s principle to simplify the integrals.
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
V⊕
4
+ Vn(
√
nP )
∫
FCn
M(Λn, s1)dV (s1)
+ Vn(
√
nP )
∫
GCn
M(Λn, s2)dV (s2).
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We use the condition s1 6∈ Fn and s2 6∈ Gn, to get
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
V⊕
4
+ Vn(
√
nP )
Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λn)
∫
FCn
dV (s1)
+ Vn(
√
nP )
Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λn)
∫
GCn
dV (s2).
Since FCn , G
C
n ⊂ Vn and
∫
Vn dV (s1),
∫
Vn dV (s2) = det(Λn), we obtain,
V⊕ ≤
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2) +
V⊕
4
+ Vn(
√
nP )
Vn(
√
nP )
8
+ Vn(
√
nP )
Vn(
√
nP )
8
.
Finally using V⊕ = (Vn(
√
nP ))2, we obtain
V⊕ ≤ 2
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λn, s1, s2)dV (s1)dV (s2).
This implies that the measure of V∗n must be non-zero and hence, there must be at
least some translations (s∗1, s
∗
2) of the lattice, where the requirements of the lemma
hold.
5. Minkowski-Hlawka theorem to show existence of good lattices
Lemma J.5. There exists a good lattice Λ∗n and translational vectors s
∗
1, s
∗
2 such that
the following holds
1
M⊕(Λ∗n, s
∗
1, s
∗
2)
∑
(x1,x2)∈C∆⊕
∑
g∈Λ∗n\{0}
pθ (x1 + x2, g + x1 + x2)χT∆√
2P
(g + x1 + x2)
≤ 2(n− 1)pi
n−1
2 (n(2P + δ))n/2
dnnΓ(
n+1
2
)
∫ θ
0
sinn−2(x)dx
and M1(Λ
∗
n, s
∗
1) ≥
Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λ∗n)
;M2(Λ
∗
n, s
∗
2) ≥
Vn(
√
nP )
8det(Λ∗n)
;
M ′⊕(Λ
∗
n, s
∗
1, s
∗
2)
M⊕(Λ∗n, s
∗
1, s
∗
2)
≤ 4V
′
⊕
V⊕
, where
pθ(x,x
′)
4
= Pr(pi(x) + Zn 6∈ Bθ(x′)).
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Proof. First let us define the function f(z) as follows
f(z) =
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
pθ (u+ v, z+ u+ v)χT∆√
2P
(g + u+ v)χT√P (u)χT√P (v)χT∆√2P
(u+ v)
dV (u)dV (v)
Clearly f(z) is a nonnegative integrable function and has bounded support. Hence
we can apply Minkowski-Hlawka theorem and find a lattice Λ∗n, with det(Λ
∗
n) = dn
such that ∑
g∈Λ∗n\{0}
f(g) ≤ 1
dn
∫
Rn
f(z)dV (z).
Consider the integral I defined below as,
I
∆
=
∫
V∗n
∑
(x1,x2)∈C∆⊕
∑
g∈Λ∗n\{0}
pθ (x1 + x2, g + x1 + x2)χT∆√
2P
(g + x1 + x2)dV (s1)dV (s2)
(4.36)
≤
∫
Vn×Vn
∑
(x1,x2)∈C∆⊕
∑
g∈Λ∗n\{0}
pθ (x1 + x2, g + x1 + x2)χT∆√
2P
(g + x1 + x2)dV (s1)dV (s2).
The above follows as V∗n ⊆ Vn × Vn.
I ≤
∫
Vn×Vn
∑
(h1,h2)∈Λ∗n×Λ∗n
∑
g∈Λ∗n\{0}
pθ (h1 + s1 + h2 + s2, g + h1 + s1 + h2 + s2)
× χT∆√
2P
(g + h1 + s1 + h2 + s2)χT√P (h1 + s1)
× χT√P (h2 + s2)χT∆√2P (h1 + s1 + h2 + s2)dV (s1)dV (s2).
In the above equation we substituted x1 = h1 + s1 and x2 = h2 + s2. Next applying
Blichfeldt’s principle twice we obtain,
I ≤
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
∑
g∈Λ∗n\{0}
pθ (u+ v, g + u+ v)χT∆√
2P
(g + u+ v)χT√P (u)χT√P (v)
× χT∆√
2P
(u+ v)dV (u)dV (v).
Here u = h1 + s1 and v = h2 + s2. We can next take the summation outside the
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double integral, as we are dealing with a finite number of non-zero sums. This gives,
I ≤
∑
g∈Λ∗n\{0}
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
pθ (u+ v, g + u+ v)χT∆√
2P
(g + u+ v)χT√P (u)χT√P (v)
× χT∆√
2P
(u+ v)dV (u)dV (v).
Next we use Minkowski-Hlawka theorem to establish that there exists at least one
lattice Λ∗n such that the summation can be bounded by an integral, as shown below.
In short Minkowski-Hlawka theorem gives an existence result that such a lattice can
be found, but does not give a way to find such a lattice.
I ≤ 1
dn
∫ ∫
Rn
∫
Rn
pθ (u+ v,w)χT∆√
2P
(w)χT√P (u)χT√P (v)
× χT∆√
2P
(u+ v)dV (u)dV (v)dV (w).
In the above we have replaced g + u + v with w. Again we change the order of
integration to get,
I ≤ 1
dn
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
[∫
pθ (u+ v,w)χT∆√
2P
(w)dV (w)
]
× χT√P (u)χT√P (v)χT∆√2P (u+ v)dV (u)dV (v).
The inner integral can be seen to be independent of u+v, and the outer integral can
be seen to be lesser than V⊕. Hence we can express the resultant integral as,
I ≤ V⊕
dn
∫
pθ (s0,w)χT∆√
2P
(w)dV (w).
Hence we next evaluate the integral using similar steps as in [50], first by changing
to spherical coordinates.
I ≤ V⊕
dn
∫ √n(2P+δ)
√
n(2P−δ)
[∫
w:‖w‖=r
pθ (s0,w)χT∆√
2P
(w)dA(w)
]
dr,
where dA(w) is the (n − 1)-dimensional volume element of a thin spherical element
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at a distance r from the origin. Next we use the definition of pθ to get,
I ≤ V⊕
dn
∫ √n(2P+δ)
√
n(2P−δ)
[∫
w:‖w‖=r
Pr (pi(s0) + Z
n ∈ Bθ(w))χT∆√
2P
(w)dA(w)
]
dr.
We evaluate the probability by conditioning on Zn.
I ≤ V⊕
dn
∫ √n(2P+δ)
√
n(2P−δ)
[∫
w:‖w‖=r
[∫
Pr (pi(s0) + Z
n ∈ Bθ(w)|Zn = z) Pr(Zn = z)dV (z)
]
× χT∆√
2P
(w)dA(w)
]
dr.
Since the function is non-negative, the order of integration can be interchanged to
obtain
I ≤ V⊕
dn
∫ [∫ √n(2P+δ)
√
n(2P−δ)
∫
w:‖w‖=r
[Pr (pi(s0) + Z
n ∈ Bθ(w)|Zn = z)]
χT∆√
2P
(w)dA(w)dr
]
Pr(Zn = z)dV (z).
Due to the conditioning on Zn, the conditional probability becomes deterministic and
is equivalent to the cross sectional area of a hypercone of half-angle θ, intersecting
with a hypersphere of radius r. Note that in the result in [50], the area of cross section
must be a function of r and not of
√
n(2P − δ). This gives,
I ≤ V⊕
dn
[∫
Pr(Zn = z)dV (z)
] ∫ √n(2P+δ)
√
n(2P−δ)
[
(n− 1)pi n−12 rn−1
Γ(n+1
2
)
∫ θ
0
sinn−2(x)dx
]
dr.
This in turn yields
I ≤ V⊕
dn
[
(n− 1)pi n−12 ((n(2P + δ))n/2 − (n(2P − δ))n/2)
nΓ(n+1
2
)
∫ θ
0
sinn−2(x)dx
]
.
I ≤ V⊕
dn
[
(n− 1)pi n−12 (n(2P + δ))n/2
nΓ(n+1
2
)
∫ θ
0
sinn−2(x)dx
]
.
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Next using Lemma J.4 we can bound the resultant integral to get,
I ≤2
∫
V∗n
M⊕(Λ∗n, s1, s2)
[
(n− 1)pi n−12 (n(2P + δ))n/2
dnnΓ(
n+1
2
)
∫ θ
0
sinn−2(x)dx
]
dV (s1)dV (s2).
(4.37)
Now comparing (4.36) and (4.37), and also knowing that the measure of V∗n is non-
zero, we can see that there must be at least one such translational vector pair (s∗1, s
∗
2)
such that the required assertion of the lemma holds.
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CHAPTER V
EXTENSIONS AND RESULTS FOR FADING CHANNELS
In this chapter, we will study some extensions of the bi-directional relaying problem.
One extension we consider is the fading channel scenario where the channel gains are
not symmetric. Another extension we consider is the multi-hop case. We next present
some related prior work.
A. Related prior work
There has been some recent work on the bi-directional relay problem with asymmetric
channel gains. In [41], several schemes including compress and forward, amplify and
forward, decode and forward and mixed forward have been suggested. There has also
been some interesting work on using nested lattices for asymmetric channel gains in
[42, 55]. In [42], a scheme that is optimal at high signal-to-noise ratios (snr) is given
for a given realization of the asymmetric channel. This scheme uses lattices with
different rates at each node for the MAC phase, while the broadcast phase uses a
random coding scheme discussed in [56].
In contrast to [42], in this chapter we are interested in proposing power allocation
policies for exchanging information through a fading channel and also we are inter-
ested in reduced complexity schemes that perform very close to the upper bound. We
use symmetric nested lattices at the two nodes, i.e., both the nodes use the same lat-
tice code having the same rate. Also the relay node during the broadcast phase uses
the same lattice and does not require a random code, which will have implications
in reducing the complexity of the encoding/decoding scheme. Hence we show that
for a fading scenario, it is possible to design schemes that can perform very close to
the upper bound at a reduced complexity. However for certain scenarios, the scheme
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presented in [42] can outperform the scheme presented here.
B. Main results and comments
Before introducing our proposed schemes, we will first briefly state the main results.
• We consider a bi-directional relay where two nodes wish to exchange information
with each other through a relay. The transmission is assumed to occur over L
coherence time intervals and the fading channel coefficients are assumed to be
known to all the nodes. The channel gains are assumed to be reciprocal, i.e. the
uplink channel gains is the same as the down link channel gains. The system
model is presented in detail in section C. An upper bound on the exchange
rate is setup as a convex optimization problem for the above problem and this
is discussed in section D.
• A scheme is proposed which at high SNRs, performs away from the upper bound
by at most 0.09 bits(see Theorem F.3). The scheme uses nested lattice encoding
and the transmit power is chosen to be inversely proportional to the channel
gains.
• A multi-hop case is considered and for symmetric channel gains, it is shown
that the upper bound on the exchange rate can be obtained at high SNRs. This
is discussed in section G.
C. System model and problem statement
We study a simple 3-node linear Gaussian network, with asymmetric channel gains
as shown in Fig. 21. Node A and node B wish to exchange information between each
other through the relay node R. However, nodes A and B cannot communicate with
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Relay Node V
ha ∈ C
L
hb ∈ C
L
Node A Node B
MAC Phase
Broadcast Phase
Relay Node V
ha ∈ C
L
hb ∈ C
L
Node A Node B
Fig. 21. Problem setup with fading links ha and hb.
each other directly. The nodes are assumed to be half-duplex, i.e. a node can not
transmit and listen at the same time. We use the block fading model to model the
channels between the nodes and the relay. The channel gains between the nodes and
the relays remain constant over a coherence time interval. It is assumed that the
transmission happens over L such coherence time intervals. Each coherence interval
corresponds to N uses of the channel. Hence, effectively NL uses of the channel are
available for communication. For the channel between the node A and the relay R,
each of the coefficients of the L length vector har ∈ CL, represent the channel gain for
each coherence time interval. Similarly the channel between the node B and the relay
R, the relay R and node A, and the relay R and node B, are captured by the channel
gain vectors hbr, hra and hrb ∈ CL respectively(vectors are denoted by bold face
letters such as v throughout the paper). The channels are assumed to be reciprocal,
i.e., har = hra := ha and hbr = hrb := hb.
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Let uA ∈ {0, 1}kaL and uB ∈ {0, 1}kbL be the information vectors at nodes A
and B. We assume a protocol where the communication takes place in two phases at
each coherence time interval i ( i ∈ {1, 2 . . . L}). The phases are the multiple access
(MAC) phase and the broadcast phase. ∆ ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of channel uses for
which the MAC phase is used and (1−∆) is the fraction of channel uses for which the
broadcast phase is used. It is assumed that communication in the MAC and broadcast
phases are orthogonal. For example, this could be in two separate frequency bands
(or in two different time slots) and hence the MAC phase and broadcast phase do not
interfere with each other.
MAC phase: During the MAC phase of each coherence time interval i, nodes A
and B transmit while the relay node listens. xai ∈ C∆N and xbi ∈ C∆N are the
transmitted vectors at nodes A and B, respectively. The MAC phase takes place in
∆N uses of the complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Further it
is assumed that the two transmissions are perfectly synchronized. Hence the received
signal at the relay yri ∈ C∆N , is given by
yri = haixai + hbixbi + zri,
where the components of zri ∈ C∆N are independent identically distributed (i.i.d)
complex, circularly symmetric Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit
variance. The average transmit power at the nodes A and B in the ith coherence time
interval is given as E[||Xai||2] = Pai and E[||Xbi||2] = Pbi.
Broadcast phase: During the broadcast phase, the relay transmits xri ∈ C(1−∆)N in
the ith coherence time interval to both nodes A and B. The nodes A and B receive
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yai and ybi, respectively where
yai = haixai + zai
ybi = hbixbi + zbi.
The average transmit power at the relay node during the ith coherence time interval
is given by Pri, and the receiver noise at the two nodes is complex Gaussian with zero
mean and unit variance.
Further, it is assumed that there is a total sum power constraint over all the
nodes. Since the MAC phase is used during the fraction ∆ and the broadcast phase
is used during the fraction (1−∆) of the available time slots, the total power constraint
is expressed as
∆
L
L∑
i=1
Pai +
∆
L
L∑
i=1
Pbi +
(1−∆)
L
L∑
i=1
Pri ≤ P.
We are interested in power allocation strategies and good encoding/decoding schemes
that maximize the amount of information (maximize ka/(LN)+kb/(LN)) that can be
exchanged reliably (such that the probability of error can be made arbitrarily small in
the limit of N →∞). We refer to the maximum value of ka/(LN)+kb/(LN) that can
be reliably exchanged with a given scheme as the exchange rate for that scheme. The
exchange capacity is then the supremum of all such rates over the encoding schemes.
D. Upper bound for the two phase protocol
We can easily obtain an upper bound for the two phase protocol using cut-set argu-
ments and as in [41]. In our problem model the channel remains constant in each
coherence time interval. Hence, the channel over L such coherence time intervals can
be modeled as a set of L parallel channels. At each coherence time interval i, the max-
imum information rate that can be transmitted from node A to node B is bounded
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by the minimum of the information capacity from node A to relay node R, and relay
node R to node B. This can be expressed as min{∆C(|hai|2Pai), (1−∆)C(|hbi|2Pri)},
where C(x) := log(1 + x). Here ∆ is the fraction of time node A transmits and
(1−∆) is the fraction of time the relay node transmits. Similarly the rate that can
be transmitted from node B to node A is bounded by the minimum of the informa-
tion capacity from node B to relay R and from relay R to node A, which can be
expressed as min{∆C(|hbi|2Pbi), (1 −∆)C(|hai|2Pri)}. Hence the total rate that can
be transmitted over L such coherence time intervals can be expressed as the sum of
the rates at each coherence time interval. Combining the above, the upper bound on
the exchange capacity can be expressed as the solution of an optimization problem
given by,
maximize
1
L
L∑
i=1
min{∆C(|hai|2Pai), (1−∆)C(|hbi|2Pri)}
+
1
L
L∑
i=1
min{∆C(|hbi|2Pbi), (1−∆)C(|hai|2Pri)} (5.1)
subject to
∆
L
L∑
i=1
Pai +
∆
L
L∑
i=1
Pbi +
(1−∆)
L
L∑
i=1
Pri ≤ P
Pai, Pbi, Pri ≥ 0, i ∈ 1, 2 . . . L.
Since ∆ is fixed, we can see that the objective function given above is concave and
also the constraints form a convex set. Hence convex optimization techniques can be
easily applied to this setup to get the optimal solution for the above convex problem.
E. Proposed scheme using channel inversion and lattice coding
In this section we discuss our achievable scheme based on nested lattice decoding by
Erez and Zamir[46]. The proposed scheme follows closely the lattice coding scheme
for the symmetric case discussed in the previous chapter. We observed that suppose
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each of the nodes A, B and the relay R, has the same power constraint (say PΛ),
then at high signal to noise ratios, a rate close to the upper bound C(PΛ) can be
exchanged. In other words, the nested lattice coding approach works best when the
receiver channel signal strengths from the two nodes are the same.
In our proposed scheme, we enforce |hai|2Pai = |hbi|2Pbi for every ith coherence
time interval in the MAC phase. This means that each node uses a coarse lattice of
power PΛi, and each node performs a channel inversion at the transmitter, so that the
relay receives equal signal strengths from both the nodes. For the broadcast phase,
to ensure that the nodes A and B can decode the message from the relay, we enforce
that transmit power at the relay is always larger than the transmit power at the
nodes, or Pri ≥ Pai, Pbi.
First let us explain our achievable scheme in detail for the ith coherence interval
with known channel gains hai, hbi. We first obtain the power allocation profiles
Pai, Pbi and Pri, based on the additional requirements of |hai|2Pai = |hbi|2Pbi and
Pri ≥ Pai, Pbi. The allocation is discussed in more detail later in the section. Let us
next define PΛi := |hai|2Pai = |hbi|2Pbi and for each coherence time interval i, choose
a nested lattice structure having a fine lattice Λfi with a coarse lattice Λi nested in it.
The second moment per unit dimension of the coarse lattice is PΛi/2. Also the channel
model considered in this problem setup has complex inputs and complex noise, when
compared to the real Gaussian channel model in [40]. The complex channel provides
two degrees of freedom. To take advantage of this we can perform nested lattice
coding separately along the in-phase and the quadrature phase components. In all
the vectors discussed below namely xai,xbi, tai, tbi,uai and ubi are complex vectors
and can be expressed as the complex sum of their in-phase and quadrature phase
components. For example xai can be expressed as Re{xai}+ Im{xai}.
First at each coherence interval i during the MAC phase, the data at the nodes A
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and B are mapped to lattice points tai and tbi respectively. Let uai and ubi be dithers
that are uniformly distributed over the coarse lattice. The in-phase component of the
dither and the quadrature phase component are independent of each other and each
distributed uniformly in the coarse lattice Λi, with second moment PΛi. An output
(tai − uai) mod Λi is obtained at node A and (tbi − ubi) mod Λi at node B. Here
ti mod Λi represents (Re{ti} mod Λi) + (Im{ti} mod Λi).
Hence the transmitted vector xai at node A is given by,
xai =
(tai − uai) mod Λi
hai
(5.2)
Here the numerator (tai − uai) mod Λi is the sum of the in-phase and quadrature
phase components, expressed as Re(tai−uai) mod Λi+Im(tai−uai) mod Λi. Hence
the second moment of the numerator per unit dimension is PΛi/2+PΛi/2 = PΛi. Hence
the average transmit power on xai is PΛi/|hai|2 = Pai. Thus we meet the average power
constraint of Pai at node A. Similarly the transmitted vector xbi at node B is given
below. This also meets the average power constraint Pbi.
xbi =
(tbi − ubi) mod Λi
hbi
(5.3)
The relay receives
yri = haixai + hbixbi + zri (5.4)
or
yri = (tai − uai) mod Λi + (tbi − ubi) mod Λi + zri (5.5)
The decoder next forms (αiyri + uai + ubi) mod Λi and performs nested lattice
decoding and decodes to tri = (tai + tbi) mod Λi with high probability, as long as
the transmission rate from each of the nodes is less than 2{1
2
log(0.5 + PΛi)}. The
factor 2 is present because the channel coefficients are complex and we have 2 degrees
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of freedom. Also, αi is chosen as αi =
2PΛi
2PΛi+1
and the steps involved in decoding to
tri can be found in [40].
The relay next forms (tri−uri) mod Λi and during the broadcast phase transmits
xri =
√
Pri
PΛi
{(tri − uri) mod Λi} (5.6)
Both the nodes A and B can decode to tri as |hai|2Pri, |hbi|2Pri ≥ PΛi , since Pri ≥
Pai, Pbi. Hence effectively a rate of
1
2
log(0.5 + PΛi) can be exchanged by the nodes.
Also define D(x) := u.c.e{log(0.5+x), 0.5 log(1+2x)}, x ≥ 0. Here u.c.e denotes
the upper concave envelope of the two functions. Hence the optimization problem
can be expressed as follows with a few more constraints added.
maximize
1
L
L∑
i=1
min{∆D(|hai|2Pai), (1−∆)D(|hbi|2Pri)}
+
1
L
L∑
i=1
min{∆D(|hbi|2Pbi), (1−∆)D(|hai|2Pri)} (5.7)
subject to
∆
L
L∑
i=1
Pai +∆
L∑
i=1
Pbi +
(1−∆)
L
L∑
i=1
Pri ≤ P,
|hai|2Pai = |hbi|2Pbi,
Pri ≥ Pai, (5.8)
Pri ≥ Pbi, (5.9)
Pai, Pbi, Pri ≥ 0, i ∈ 1, 2 . . . L
Fig. 22 shows some results obtained by numerically solving the optimization
problems. Here we have L = 100, and the channel coefficients are taken from a
Rayleigh distribution, and they have unit variance. For the channel coefficients we
evaluate the average exchange rate per channel use, each for the upper bound, the
lattice based scheme and also the amplify forward scheme. Fig. 22 shows that the
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Fig. 22. Comparison of bounds for ∆ = 0.5.
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exchange rate of our proposed scheme is very close to the upper bound. In the next
section, to develop intuition about the numerical results, we present some analytical
results for the same problem setup.
F. Analysis under high snr approximation
In this section we obtain analytical results for the power allocation strategy by solving
the optimization problems (5.1) and (5.7). Though the optimization problems are
convex, it is difficult to obtain analytical results for general snr. Hence, for ease of
analysis, we solve the optimization problem under the high snr approximation which
is defined as follows,
Definition F.1. Using the high snr approximation implies that the functions C(x) :=
log(1+ x) and D(x) := u.c.e{log(0.5+ x), 0.5 log(1+ 2x)} are redefined with C(x) :=
log(x) and D(x) := log(x), respectively.
We first analyze the upper bound as follows.
1. Upper bound
In the following theorem we solve the optimization problem for the upper bound given
in (5.1) under the high snr approximation,
Theorem F.1. For finite L and ∆ = 0.5, and under the high snr approximation,
the optimal power allocation for the upper bound on the achievable rate for different
ranges of κ2i := |hai|2/|hbi|2 is given by,
Case 1 0 < κ2i <=
−1+√5
2
,
Pai = P Pbi = P
κ2i
1 + κ2i
Pri = P
1
1 + κ2i
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Case 2 −1+
√
5
2
< κ2i <=
1+
√
5
2
,
Pai = P
2
1 + κ2i + κ
4
i
Pbi = P
2κ4i
1 + κ2i + κ
4
i
Pri = P
2κ2i
1 + κ2i + κ
4
i
Case 3 κ2i >
1+
√
5
2
,
Pai = P
1
1 + κ2i
Pbi = P Pri = P
κ2i
1 + κ2i
Proof. The problem can be solved analytically using the method of Lagrange mul-
tipliers and applying the Karush-Kuhn Tucker conditions as given below. The opti-
mization problem for finite L and ∆ = 0.5 can be expressed below as,
maximize
1
L
L∑
i=1
(
R
(i)
ab +R
(i)
ba
)
subject to
1
2
C(|hai|2Pai) > R(i)ab ,
1
2
C(|hbi|2Pri) > R(i)ab
1
2
C(|hbi|2Pbi) > R(i)ba ,
1
2
C(|hai|2Pri) > R(i)ba
1
L
L∑
i=1
(Pai + Pbi + Pri) ≤ 2P
Pai, Pbi, Pri ≥ 0, i ∈ {1, 2 . . . L}
We next use the high snr approximation C(x) := log x to simplify the analysis. The
Lagrangian can then be expressed as,
L =− 1
L
L∑
i=1
(
R
(i)
ab +R
(i)
ba
)
+
λ
L
(
L∑
i=1
(Pai + Pbi + Pri)− 2P
)
+
L∑
i=1
µ
(i)
1 (2R
(i)
ab − log(|hai|2Pai)) +
L∑
i=1
µ
(i)
2 (2R
(i)
ab − log(|hbi|2Pri))
+
L∑
i=1
µ
(i)
3 (2R
(i)
ba − log(|hbi|2Pbi)) +
L∑
i=1
µ
(i)
4 (2R
(i)
ba − log(|hai|2Pri))
Next taking the partial derivative of L with respect to each variable in L and equating
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to zero, gives us the following set of equations.
− 1
L
+ 2µ
(i)
1 + 2µ
(i)
2 = 0,−
1
L
+ 2µ
(i)
3 + 2µ
(i)
4 = 0
λ
L
− µ
(i)
1
Pai
= 0,
λ
L
− µ
(i)
3
Pbi
= 0,
λ
L
− µ
(i)
2 + µ
(i)
4
Pri
= 0
Solving for λ from the above set of equations gives λ = 1
2P
. Solving again
the above set of equations for Pai, Pbi and Pri and together with the Karush-Kuhn
Tucker(KKT) conditions, gives us the required power allocation as a function of
κ2i .
In the above proof, the parameter λ is not a function of the channel gains. This
is so, since we have made the high snr approximation. This implies that the total
power allocated Pai+Pbi+Pri, during each coherence time interval remains the same.
However, the power in the individual nodes will vary based on the channel gains.
From theorem 1, we can see that in case 1 we have at low κ2i , κ
2
iPai ≈ Pbi. In case
3, where κ2i >> 1, κ
2
iPai ≈ Pbi. Also for case 2, where κ2i ≈ 1, κ2iPai ≈ Pbi. In other
words this implies that |hai|2Pai ≈ |hbi|2Pbi. This clearly suggests a channel inversion
strategy which was presented in section E. An intuitive explanation for the channel
inversion strategy can be given as follows. Let us consider a case where the channel
gain from the node A to relay node is higher than the channel gain from the node B
to the relay. The channel between the relay and node B becomes a bottleneck due
its weaker gain. Hence it is better to reduce the transmit power at the node A and
distribute it to the other nodes, which naturally suggests a channel inversion strategy.
In the next section, we analyze our achievable scheme discussed in section E, under
the high snr approximation.
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Fig. 24. Power allocation as a function of κ2 for our proposed scheme.
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2. Achievable rate of our proposed scheme
The optimization problem for the channel inversion scheme given in (5.7) is solved
for the case for ∆ = 0.5 under the high snr assumption with D(x) approximated by
log(x). The next theorem gives us the power allocation profile at the different nodes
for different values of κ2i := |hai|2/|hbi|2. An example power allocation profile is shown
in Fig. 24.
Theorem F.2. For finite L with ∆ = 0.5 and under the high snr approximation, the
optimal power allocation for our proposed for different ranges of κ2i := |hai|2/|hbi|2 is
given by,
Case 1 0 < κ2i <= 1,
Pai = P
2
2 + κ2i
Pbi = P
2κ2i
2 + κ2i
Pri = P
2
2 + κ2i
Case 2 κ2i > 1,
Pai = P
2
1 + 2κ2i
Pbi = P
2κ2i
1 + 2κ2i
Pri = P
2κ2i
1 + 2κ2i
Proof. The problem can be solved analytically using the method of Lagrange multi-
pliers and using the Karush-Kuhn Tucker conditions following along the same lines
as in the proof of theorem 1.
3. Comparison
Theorem F.3. For general L with ∆ = 0.5, the achievable rate using the channel
inversion scheme with lattice decoding suffers at most a constant η = 0.08972 bits per
complex channel use from the upper bound at high snrs, i.e., limsnr→∞ δ(snr) ≤ η.
Proof. We first consider the optimization problem (5.1). For a given snr = P and
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γ ∈ {a, b, r}, let Pγi(snr) be the optimal power allocation profile at the nodes in
each of the ith coherence time interval. We first establish that for the optimal power
allocation profile for a given snr, limsnr→∞ Pγi(snr) = ∞, for every γ ∈ {a, b, r} and
i ∈ {1, 2 . . . L}.
Let us assume that the above claim is not true. Then for the optimal solution,
there is at least one Pγi(snr) and a constant M , such that Pγi(snr) < M for all snr.
Also for β ∈ {a, b, r} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . . L}, let there be at least a Pβj(snr) such that
limsnr→∞ Pβj(snr) =∞, where either β 6= γ or j 6= i.
Without loss of generality, let us assume that for the optimal solution Pai(snr) <
M for all snr, limsnr→∞ Paj(snr) = ∞ and i 6= j. Let us consider the terms in the
objective function in (5.1) which are dependent on Pai and Paj for a given i and j.
The dependent terms without the constant 1
L
and ∆ = 0.5 can be expressed as
Taij(snr) =min{C(|hai|2Pai(snr)), C(|hbi|2Pri(snr))}
+min{C(|haj|2Paj(snr)), C(|hbj|2Prj(snr))},
where C(x) is defined as log(1+x). Let us now choose the following readjusted power
profile given below.
P ∗ai(snr) = Pai(snr) +
1
4
Paj(snr).
P ∗ri(snr) = Pri(snr) +
1
4
Paj(snr).
P ∗aj(snr) =
1
4
Paj(snr).
P ∗rj(snr) = Prj(snr) +
1
4
Paj(snr).
The readjusted power profiles do not violate the sum power constraint over all
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the nodes. Next, T ∗aij(snr) formed by the readjusted power profile given by,
T ∗aij(snr) =min{C(|hai|2P ∗ai(snr)), C(|hbi|2P ∗ri(snr))}
+min{C(|haj|2P ∗aj(snr)), C(|hbj|2P ∗rj(snr))}
can be seen to be strictly greater than Taij(snr) for large snr from the concavity of
C(x) as follows. The second term in T ∗aij(snr) suffers only a constant loss at large snr
compared to the second term of Taij(snr). However, the first term in T
∗
aij(snr) can
be made arbitrarily large with large snr compared to the first term of Taij(snr) as by
assumption, Pai(snr) is bounded by a constant M . Hence T
∗
aij(snr) can be shown to
be strictly larger than Taij(snr) for large snr. Since the new power allocation improves
the objective function without violating the sum power constraint over the nodes and
P ∗ai(snr) is strictly larger than M for large snr, the original assumption that for the
optimal solution Pai(snr) is bounded is false and hence limsnr→∞ Pai(snr) =∞.
If suppose there is no such Pβj(snr) such that limsnr→∞ Pβj(snr) = ∞, then it
means that the powers in all the nodes are bounded. Clearly the value of the objective
function can be improved by readjusting the powers, as the total available power to
all the nodes is arbitrarily large. The above arguments can also be repeated for any
given Pγi(snr) and Pβj(snr) by following similar steps as discussed above. Iterating
the above proof procedure for all the coherence time intervals and all the nodes, it
can be shown that the powers in all the nodes in all the coherence time intervals can
be made arbitrarily large with snr.
The same result can also be shown for the optimization problem (5.7) by re-
peating the above mentioned steps. Based on the above observation, we can eas-
ily establish an upper bound and lower bound for log(1 + x) for all x > M , as
log(x) < log(1+x) ≤ log(x)+ ², where ² = log(1+1/M) which can be made small by
increasing M . Hence each of the terms in the objective function C(x), D(x) can be
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bounded above by log(x) + ²′ and below by log(x), where ²′ is a constant dependent
on M and the finite channel gains between the nodes and the relay. Hence the power
allocation profiles for the upper bound and the lower bound must be the same and
equal to that obtained by using the high snr approximation. We therefore compare
analytically the results of Theorem F.1 and Theorem F.2 under the high snr approx-
imation. For different values of κi by comparison of the exchange rates, it can be
easily show analytically that the channel inversion scheme suffers at most 0.08972
bits per complex channel use from the upper bound.
Hence for a snr reasonably large, it can be shown that δ(snr) ≤ 0.08972+ ². The
² is a function of M and the finite channel gains between the nodes and the relays,
and can be made arbitrarily small with increasingM and snr. Hence effectively it can
be shown that at high SNRs, the gap between the upper bound and the achievable
scheme is at most 0.08972 bits per complex channel use.
Theorem F.3, hence captures the loss due to adding the additional constraints
to the upper bound, and the loss is found to be really small.
Practical issues with power allocation design: In the previous sections, we discussed
techniques to compute the optimal power allocation for a given ha,hb and hr. How-
ever, in practice we are interested in maximizing the average exchange capacity, i.e.,
the problem is to
maximize Eha,hb
[
min{∆C(|ha|2Pa), (1−∆)C(|hb|2Pr)}
+min{∆C(|hb|2Pb), (1−∆)C(|ha|2Pr)}
]
subject to Eha,hb [∆Pa +∆Pb + (1−∆)Pr] ≤ P
Pa, Pb, Pr ≥ 0.
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Due to the ergodic nature of the channel, the above optimization problem is identical
to (5.1) when L → ∞. The result in Fig. 22 have been obtained by solving the
optimization problem for one realization of ha,hb and hr but with L = 100. Note
that while computing the optimal power allocation policy requires us to use a large
value of L and optimize the policy, once this policy is fixed, the actual transmit power
is chosen based only on the instantaneous channel realization.
G. Symmetric multi-hop case
1. Description
Here we are interested in exchanging information between two nodes through k relay
nodes as shown in Fig.25. Here the channel gains are assumed to be symmetric. We
can again show that rate of 1
2
log
(
1
2
+ P
σ2
)
is achievable using structured coding even
in this multiple hop scenario. It should be noted that the advantage of this scheme
over the amplify and forward scheme [33] becomes more pronounced in the multi-hop
case, since at each stage for the amplify and forward scheme, the channel noise is
amplified and hence the amplify and forward scheme will suffer a huge rate loss as
the number of hops increase. The problem model is shown in Fig. 25. The relay
nodes and the nodes A and B can transmit only to the two nearest nodes. During a
single transmission slot (n uses of the channel), a node can either listen or transmit.
That is, it can not do both simultaneously. We explain our structured coding scheme
using a simple example of a 3-relay network. The different transmissions are shown
in the table given below.
Here node A and node B have data that need to be exchanged between each
other. Each node has a stream of packets. Node A has packets named uA,1,uA,2, . . .
and node B has packets named uB,1,uB,2, . . .. In the first transmission slot the nodes
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A and B transmit. Nodes A, B transmit vectors xA,1 and xB,1, respectively using
our proposed lattice coding scheme. At the beginning of transmission, the node R2
has no data to transmit in the first transmission slot, and hence it remains silent.
The node R1 and R3 decode to x1,1 mod Λ and x2,1 mod Λ, respectively. During
the second transmission slot the nodes R1 and R3 transmit, while the other nodes
remain silent. So, in each stage the nodes transmit and the listening nodes decode to
a lattice point in the fine lattice in the Voronoi region of the coarse lattice. In every
second transmission slot a new packet is transmitted to the relay nodes by the nodes
A and B as can be seen from Table I. During slots 2, 4, 6 nodes A,B transmits new
packets into the relay channel. From this example, we can see that at the 4th slot the
node A and B decode xB,1 and x1,2 respectively. This is because the node A receives
(x1,1+x1,2+x2,1) mod Λ during the 4th transmission and, hence, since x1,1,x1,2 are
already known at the node A, the node A can decode to x2,1 using modulo operation.
The same argument holds for node B. From every two transmissions from this stage
a new packet can be decoded at each node. This shows that for sufficiently large
number packets we can achieve the rate of 1
2
log(1
2
+ P
σ2
). A similar encoding scheme
can be used for L = 2 nodes also, in the first slot, node A and R2 transmit, while the
others listen. In the next slot R1 and node B transmit while the others listen and
decode. Again the same rate of 1
2
log(1
2
+ P
σ2
) is achievable.
2. Achievable rate
Theorem G.1. For the multi hop scenario defined with L hops, an exchange rate of
1
2
log(1
2
+ P
σ2
) is achievable with nested lattice encoding and decoding.
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Fig. 25. Problem model for multi hop.
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Proof. We can easily prove that the theorem holds for a general case L relay nodes
in between. In our coding scheme in every two slots a new packet is sent out from
the nodes A and B. After an initial 2L transmission slot delay, in every two slots
the relay nodes receives a new packet from the other nodes. Here, we mean that for
every two slots the relay node decodes to a lattice point which is a linear function of
a new packet. Hence, at the decoding stage at the nodes B and A, we can decode
after every two slots, since only one variable is unknown and only one new packet
(or function of new packet) moves from one node to the other. Hence, we can still
achieve the rate of 1
2
log(1
2
+ P
σ2
). Moreover, the functions in each stage are bounded
for a finite L and, hence, we can always perform the decoding at the receiver nodes.
H. Concluding remarks
In this chapter we studied the bi-directional relay problem in which the channels
between the nodes and the relays were assumed to have complex inputs with complex
fading coefficients. We studied power allocation policies at the nodes for a two phase
transmission scheme under the sum transmit power constraint over all nodes. For
∆ = 0.5, where each phase uses the channel exactly half the time, we obtained an
upper bound on the exchange capacity as a solution to a convex optimization problem.
We proposed a scheme using nested lattice encoding with the transmit power
chosen to be inversely proportional to the channel gains. This scheme has a reduced
complexity compared to using a nested lattice with asymmetric rates. We obtained
analytical solutions for the exchange capacity under the high snr approximation and
showed that our proposed scheme can obtain a rate which is at most 0.09 bits away
from the upper bound. For ∆ 6= 0.5 and individual power constraints for the nodes,
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the performance using a simple channel inversion power allocation policy differs sig-
nificantly depending on the exact situation in hand. However, it can be shown that
by using lattice codes with asymmetric rates [42] at the nodes, the upper bound can
be achieved at high snrs. We also briefly looked at the extension to multiple hops and
showed that for the symmetric case the upper bound can be achieved at high SNRs.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To conclude, in this dissertation we studied several scenarios where joint coding
schemes provide significant gains over separate coding schemes. We introduced several
joint source channel coding schemes which are shown to be more robust to channel
SNR variations. We also introduced joint network coding and physical layer coding
schemes, that are shown to increase the throughput for bi-directional relaying. The
problems considered in this dissertation, can be treated as a building block towards
many interesting problems. Hence, we would like to conclude this dissertation by
pointing towards some future lines of work.
1. In this dissertation, we have analyzed the HDA wyner-ziv and HDA costa for
Gaussian sources. We also have a general model for relating the random vari-
ables using an auxiliary random variable. A possible future work is to find the
distribution for the auxiliary random variable for some other sources, like the
binary source with erasure side information. Though we presented an achievable
scheme for the Gaussian case, a possible future work is developing a converse
for the case of SNR mismatch.
2. The HDA costa scheme can be obtained by using both a random code construc-
tion as well as using a structured lattice code construction as in [10]. Both
have the same performance in terms of distortion. A possible future work is
to investigate, if there is a difference in the error exponents between the lattice
code and the random code.
3. For the JSCC scheme for cognitive transmission and also for the case of the
presence of an eavesdropper, we have studied the bandwidth matched case. It
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would be an interesting problem to propose JSCC schemes for the bandwidth
mismatched case.
4. We studied exchanging information using a bi-directional relay. An extension
would be to study exchanging information over a diamond network, that has
two intermediate relays than a single relay. Also there is a lot of recent work
on using lattices for multi-cast in a wireless network using the deterministic
approach [57]. It would be interesting to study similar techniques for exchanging
information through a wireless network.
5. Another possible work is to study exchanging information over a fading channel,
but with multi-hop. It would be interesting to see, if we can get results close to
the upper bound for the multi-hop fading case also.
6. In our analysis of the bi-directional relay, we have made some ideal assump-
tions like perfect knowledge of channel state information (CSI). This implies
that we can establish perfect time synchronization and phase synchronization.
However it is not clear if these results are robust against lack of CSI. It would
be interesting problem to obtain robust schemes for the case of imperfect CSI.
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